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English Correspondence.
PEN-Y-GWRYD,

1869:

we

greeted

papers, and, weather-bound in this“ great

hanging

fill

up a dismal evening by writing a brief note
for the columns of the Star. The last mur-

mur of news from the outer world

of men

is the giving of the Royal assent to the Trish
Church Bill. It sounded in our ears at Conway; it was discussed with a Lgndon
divine of famous name (Dr, - Brock)) at Bett-

wysycoed; it died away amid the hoarse
brawling of the Glyn Lledr, and no other
sign or sound of the ‘‘ great world” has
reached us since. But many a sight and
sound in this lonely and mountainous district has filled us with delight, and the bracing mountain air has given tone to thenervous system and brightness to the eye.

his

the dust to an unpoet-

building and buying a ticket

for seven and a half groschens; but this

could

tell

that

the

storm

was

Such

fairy glens of wild and weird beauty, such

and in the first room

boxes of lime from

Pirna, and earth from the hills about Meissen. These form the ingredients of the
porcelain. The earth is rotten marble and
in the process of decay too much kali has
been wasted,

for

must be added.

this reason

fresh felspar

Entering the next room,

abating and that the rain had ceased. We we find. "a Jabyrinth of ever winding but
were not long in preparing to go out ever descending troughs, fwhich connect a
and-see what might be seen by -funrise. large elevated vagon one side of the room
It was bitterly cold. The teeth chat{gred with a similar one on the floor at the oppoagain and the limbs shook in the keen site side. In the upper vat the earth, as
morning air. All was shining vwith glim- brought from the mountains, is mixed with
mering mist—indeed the sunrise seemed water and allowed to flow out through the
only moonshine.
But preseut
an open- troughs.
In it sslow descent the sand
ing in the clouds gave a promise ofa view
and heavier materials sink to the bottom
only to disappoint our hope; for soon it while the light earth is carried on to the lowclosed again. Hastily we retreated, and er vat. Here by a simple arrangement the

Your jaded English Correspondent has
run away from books, preaching and newscentral heart of the mountains,” would

fur_cap on

took shelter by the fire.
Butas hastily we
went forth again, and lo! a fairy scene

NORTH WALES, 4

July 30,

a rough

morn.
The weary hours thus beguiled
flew past, and by four o'clock, as the light
broke through the narrow windows of the
hut,

23~ All obituaries, accounts of revivals, and other
matter involving

with

We piled high theire, drew near it, dozed,
told wolf stories, dozed again, talked theology, read ‘Plato,” and wished for the

Eon OFmad and requested to actas Agents in obtaining
subscribers, and in collecting and forwarding moneys.
Agents are allowed 10 percent, on all moneys collected and remitted by them,
whom

man

er, walking through

ticket is| the open sesame to all the rooms
of this great work-shop, and Iam much
mistaken, if you do not, at once, forget the
Elbe, the vine-clad slopes, and even the
supports as best he could. It was a wild, "dust inyour admiration and ‘wonder over
terrible night, and we could scarcely have what the study and ingenuity of man are
slept had we been furnished with comfort- able to accomplish, when restricted to’ their
able beds ; for were we not nearly four thou: legitimate sphere.
sand feet above the level of the sea, high
« In this open court you see great heaps of
up in the clouds and, amid careering winds quartz from Bohemia, and felspar, said to
and the very gathering-place of storms? be the purest in the world, from Norway,

in

addition

postage

ical looking

A tall,

served tables, and kept up communication
between the huts. But he often staggered
inthe wind and held on to rocks and other

British Prov-

be charged 20 cents a year in

of the paper, to prepay the

ers and proprietors of the huts,

head, who rejoiced in the name of ¢‘ Moses,”

All letters on business, remittances of money, &c
should be addressed to the Agent, and all communica,
tions designed for publication should be addressed to
the Editor,

Subscribers in Canada and thé other

There is something very practical #nd
withal discordant in leaving the little steam-

gaunt

LUTHER RB. BURLINGAME, Agent.

Terus, For
advance, $2,650,

little companionship possible. Three separate huts. contained all the visitors, and a
kitchen served as a bedroom
for the wait-

the eyes.

"The clouds opened, di-

water is drained

off and the pure white
cent is lost in

65 per
remains,
In the next
these washings.
earth only

vided a8 by an enchanter’s wand, and as if the great iron teeth which
midway

landscape

in the air was

of mountain,

field,

a lovely

valley,.

fir-

woods and away in the dim distance the
gleaming sea. In a moment a curtainfof

room we find

crush the quartz
aud felspar, and the mills which grind them

tothe fineness of wheat

flour.

fineness may be uniform,

a clock indicates

That this

the number of revolutions made by the millmist fell over all, and the gray ghosts of the | stones, three thousand six hundred being
dawn hurried past again as if affrighted necessary for each grist, All these ingre-

by the morning air. The clouds opened
again and another and changed view of

dients are then placed

town, and lake, and river, and a spring
moor dotted with cattle and sheep greeted

of what, to me, looks wonderfully like the
swifts used by our grandmothers for holding yarn. The ne xt process, as you would
sceby staying long enough, is to put this
mixture into linen bags and then subject it
to great pressure, that the water may all be
forced out. In a few days, looking very
much like unbaked dough and retaining the
shape of the bags, it is turned into a large
bin to await the, process of fermentation.

the sight, but

only

fect was magical.
a far-off world, or
‘a distant future.
vals for one hour,
vailed ; and after

for an

instant.

The

ef-

It was like a dream of
like a prophet’s vision of
It was repeated at interand then king mist prea hasty breakfas cooked

in the clouds, we descended

in

haste, and

not 4 moment too soon. The storm broke
upon us again in
lauberio Pass, and we

mixed

for twelve

in a great tub and

hours, by the

revolution

fantastic foaming falls, such beld and jagThis, in China, “requires forty years, Sn
ged rocke, such lovely lakes and tumbling were wet through after all when we_reaghed “Saxon wit has discovered that adding: a
rills one might scarcely expect to find with- our hotel, but we had spent a night in the little wheat flour brings about the same rein a few hoursride of the Midland Counties. clouds, and had seen what in all probabili- sult in six months: ” When taken out, at the
Away from lines of rail, and leawing &ach, ty we shall never see again.
end of this time, it is of a bluish color and
Troms GoApny.
car, or welsh pony for the fair, with knapis ready for the hand of the workman.
sack on back, a good pair of English legs,
And here begins the most interesting part
the use of which has never been lost, will
Dresden China.
of the operation.
The various inventions
—
—
carry the tourist to the grandest spots in
which
have
been
discovered for making
Many years ago lived Bot'oher, the alcheNorth Wales.
this paste take alt imaginable shapes, from
Our adventure last night may interest mist. Those were the days when discover- the huge punch-bowl to the most delicate
some of your readers. We were on the ies inthe hitherto occult science of chemis- flower are truly wonderful.
Sometimes if;
top of Snowdon, 3,570 feet above the level of try gave a new impulse to study and inves- is molded, but when we discover that every
the sea. It had been a bright and promis. tigation. Men were mad with the little outlying part must have a separate mold,
ing morning. The previous evening was they knew, and believed themselves about and that thissimple piece of statuary, only
‘They talked loudly
clear and brilliant, and many enthusiastic to grasp infinity.
ten inches by six, representing a peasant
about
‘‘
the
sources
of
life,” and arrogated
reports were heard at the hotel of the margirl with a basket of clothes required one
velous view from thie summit of the mount- to themselves the ¢‘ creative power.” Among ‘hundred separate molds, we begin to reain which had greeted the eyes of adven- these blind leaders of the blind was Bptto- alize the complexitiggs and difficulties of
turous climbers during the day. It was her. Like the modern materialist he made
the work.
Much of the ware, designed for
but four or five miles to the summit, the gold the measure of everything, and, not table use, is shaped by the hand, and the
clouds were apparently breaking, the show- content with seeking it in the great labora- dexterity and at the same time precision
ers passing, we would ascend and “see for tory of nature, he declared himself able to with which this is accomplished is almost
ourselves.
We were a party of four. produce itin his own mean crucible. Ie incredible.” The flowers in relief which
Our way lay from this lone spot over the fed the avarice of his king by dilating upon adorn the vases and often the statuary are
shoulder of a rugged hill down by three the avealth he would soon be able to pour formed after the fashion of wax flowers evmountain lakes, and away up a steep and into his coffers, and fed his vanity by paint- ery leaf and petal being made separately.
craggy turn onto the western ascent. The ing in glowing colors the vride of thatday That vase which you admire so much cost
quality of our legs, and the firmness of our when, able to buy the world, he should be enough to buy you a beautiful home. It
footing were often put to the test, and the called not only Augustus the Strong, but was designed by Semper, who stands at the
sudden gusts of wind that rushed down up- also Augustus the Great.
head of his profession.
Formerly helived
His first attempt failed, not, ashe said,
on us from the high ridges above sent
in Dresden, but being involved in the revobecause
he
had
attempted
too
much,
but
us now and then upon our hands and knees.
lution of '49 he was obliged to seek refuge
One of our party had ascended Mount Her- becanse his crucibles melted in the great in Switzerland. If you watch that woman
mon and beguiled the way by Syrian anec- heat to which they were subjected, before by the window, who is putting a lace flounce
dotes and stories of travel. As we ascend the wonderful transformation took place. on the edge of a little ballet-dancer’s dress,
we nowwand then turn and look behind. He sent his messengers far tothe east that you will see that it takes eighteen touches
Here is 4 deep, green valley below, where they might find melting-pots worthy of the
of the brush to build up one point of the
the waters of the mountain are collected in- occasion and impatiently waited their re| lace.
She must work patiently many days
turn,
When
these
also
failed,
nothing
disto a lake and. where the bright verdure of
before her ace is completed.
the grass indicates a moist and fertile soil. couraged, he himself set about remedying
And 30 we might go through room after
Beyond is a- long succession of bare ang the evil. In the hills and mountains of his
room se¢ing men and wonien turning shapeown
Saxon
Switzerland
he
discovered
a
naked hills stretching far away towards
less clay into ‘many ‘beautifal forms. We
Hintshire and showing scarcely a shrub or pulverized earth, before considered useless, must now descend to the basement .and
a tree.
Tha barrenness of much of the from which he made _his long desired crustudy the art of baking.
Each piece of
scenery is remarkable.
Above us wasa cible, and now with.mo hindrances he folporcelain
must
be
enclosed
in abox made
, thick'roof of clouds through which the sun lowed again his golden dream.. Months
of
coarse
clay
and
sand.
These
boxes are
shone somehow on other hills and down in and years he studied the mysteries of compiled one above dnother until the oven is
bination,
and
men
whispered
that
he
held
the valleys, but not on us. In a few minfull, then the door is closed by solid “mautes after nearing the summit we lost all intercourse with the spirit of darkness.
sonry. It takes twenty-fourhours to bring
His king, at first expectant, grew through
view and were surrounded by a driving
this to the required heat 3,100 degrees and,
long delay ‘morose, and poor Bottoher was
mist.
to do this, the five hungry looking furnaces
But although he did
Three or four dirty hovels of wood, with thrown into prison.
consume one hundred and eighty-three
black tarred sides and roofs, fenced round not discover how to make gold, he did dis- bushels of coal.
Through a glass tube

with stones and even weighted with stones

cover how

on the top,

China.

Snowdon

bear the

pretentious

Summit Hotel.

refreshment ‘after our two
the

blustering

mist

and

wind.

rain

But

of

hours upward

toiling, and here also we obtain
from

name

Here we obtain

to make

His

the - wonderful

simple

of that world-famed

Dresden

Grucible was

the first

porcelain the

manu-

facture 0f which has been fot years a'source

shelter of wealth to the Saxon kings.
cold and

And this story of the old alchemistis my

in vain we look for

greeting, dear reader, while Iask youto go

and the

anything "else.
The mist we viewed, Lut
the view we missed,
Nothing daunted, we
resolved to remain on the top until evening

with me to Meissen and spend a half day
in the porcelain factory. = Just why this

in the hope

cannot say, for it is made many miles from
Dresden ia the little town of Meissen.

that sunset

and the returning

tide would bring fine weather.
ivening
came and still it rained, and rained harder’

than ever. The gusts of wind beat upon
tide hut and buffeted the rocks and roared

gpund’ the chimreys and went

shrieking

into the awful gulfs below.
It was blowing indeed ‘great guns,” and there was no

help for us but to remain where we were

till morning. No sane man would venture
over those rocks in that blinding rain and
mist, and through that terrible wind. We

were nok alone in our straits, but there was

beautiful ware

Perhaps itis for

is ‘called

the

lege boys always hail

Dresden

same

China I

reason that col-

from tha largest city

within fifty miles of the humblef: arm where
their parents live,

The

morning

Elbe, you
life
tho

sail, down

the

beautifal

will, at least, -enjoy.

There is

in the sweet air which blows from
distant hills, and the soft, green,

vine-clad slopes on either side with the
wooded hights above, form sn ever chang.

ing, but ever

renewed

picture,of beauty

the fireman is able

to see

when the white

heat isreached, then a brick is removed and
a box taken out for examination, this he
repeats every hour until
convinced that

the baking is sufficient, when the oven is
allowed to cool for three days.
The contents of the_boxes are then earefully in| spected, one-third is generally found cracked and ruined 'by the fire, and every piece
has shrunk one sixth of its original size.
The more complicated the work the more
liable to be spoiled, and this is one reason
why the vase which we saw in the room
above is valued so highly; of the many.
which have been molded after Semper’s
design only that one has yet stood the test

Number

has been cooling for many days.
Walk in
through its great mouth, and see how the

an in the streets puffing a ‘long nine” with
‘a degree of energy which would do credit

surfaceof even the fir:-proof bricks has

to

been melted.
hang thick as

arch above.
able
visit

and
the

stldonr appear

closed

The heat cven now is intoler-

“ladies”

smoke

the

streets

except

The prevalence

and

fall

months

in

during

of tornadoes

and even hurricanes, compels the people to

Indeed, because some

colors require a heat that would

in

carriages.

the summer

the stairs and
Here we find

that all the colors used are mineral and
contain a fusible material, for after the last
touch of the brush, all must be again re-

tarned to the oven.

The

cigarettes but not in public,” Indeed they

The great glistening beads
blackberries on the vaulted

we will ascend
painting rooms.

a small-voleano.

ruin oth-

live in low stone houses, which in the cities

are covered with

points

ers, it often happens that one disk must be
baked seven times.
You little thought
when you entered this building that you
were to visit an artist's studio; but look
at these beautiful portraits of the royal |

tiles, and provided with

strong iron doors, and shutters or bars at
the windows.
The streets are narrow “but
very neat and clean, and at convenient

are fountains

and

with here and there,
uments and statues.

groves of palm,

as in our _elties, mon-

35

Mission Field.
nth
4

INDIA.
The August number of the Mise? Map.
has a communication from Rev. Mr. Clough,
missionary in the Madras Presidency, written from Ongole, March. 9, in which he
says; /‘ Three years ago there! were only
three or four Christians in the Ongole mis-

sion.

Now from forty villages,

scattered

overa tractof country as beautiful as the
sun ever shone upon, 80 miles square and
populated, . by 1,000,000 people, prayers
ascend daily to‘ the true God from the

187 members of the Ongole Baptist Teoloo-

goo church, and also from ‘many inquirers
and converts not yet members.
INSTITUTIONS.
Day before yesterday, 32 new converts
The government is in the hands of a Cap- were present at Ongole; 25 of whom I
family, with their peculiarly soft flesh tints, tain General, sent from Spain, who lives ic
baptized. ~ Ninety-six members
of the
and perfectness of execution, these excelan elegant palace at Havana,and supports a church were in attendance which, considlent copies of Rubens: Correggios and
barden or park in front of his residence, ering the distance many of them live—some
Raphael's best work, and then these origi- which is the admiration of travelers, and as far as 80 miles from Ongole—we think
nal paintings which show no ordinary talconstitutes one of the chief attractions of is a very good representation.”
ent.
There is, connected with this estabMr. Clough pleads thus for three new
that gffractive city. The city of Hayana is
lishment, a school of art, where the best
surrounded by a strong wall with gates at mission families: ¢¢ Think for one moment
instruction in modeling, painting, and dewhich are stationed guards to prevent the ! of one man being alone year after year,
signing is given, and it is from this school
by ordinary
escape of slaves and servants.
Next to 80 miles or four day’s journey
—after years of preparation— that these
commerce the principal occupation is the Indian conveyance, from a féllow-laborer,
artists come.
manufacture of cigars. One manufactory contending with a million of fellow-morAnd now tell m., have you not, to-day,
of cigarettes which 1 visited was an exam- tals imbrated by ignorance, superstition,
received a ne
.erpretation of the words,
ple of perfection in its arrangement which caste, drunkenness, lust, deceit, and ‘eve‘¢ As the c..., 13 in the potter’s hand co are would do credit to any people. Upon en- ry imaginable machination of the devil,
ye in mine hand, O house of Israel.”
a system of religion captering the office, a gentleman who spoke and imbued with
LErrzia, Germany.
N. .
several languages gave me a book like a tivating to their passions and made veneraHotel Register and asked me to write my ble by the traditions of a hundred generaCuba.
name, title and residence, which I did, tions, and to which they cling with superand he sent the same to an engraver who human tenacity. If we had the men for
|
GEOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION.
set about preparing me a keepsake with- pastors I should organize five or six churchwas then shown the esat once; but I cannot, I dare not move
By far the largest and most important of out my knowledge.
I am loaded down
large
engine
working
the
factory, then an in this directiofieyet.
the hundreds of islands which lie to the
south-east of the United States, is the island extensive cooper's shop where, by the aid and should be discouraged did not I know
a number of men were and feel that God reigns and that Jesus
of Cuba,
seven hundred and sixty-four of machinery,
In my extremity, I
manufacturing barrels and boxes; then a moves the world.
miles in length, with an
area of 42,383
square miles of soil, of almost unpar- lithographer’s department, where the de- look to. the American Baptists and ask,
alleled fertility, and a climate the most fa- signs for the labels were being prepared; Will you not send the men required, supvorable to the production of a luxuriant then a printing office where several Ameri- plied with money tothe front—to the Telvegetation. The island is entirely inthe can presses were striking them off and oogoos? Iclose as I began, crying, help,
tropical zone, the Tropic of Cancer passing keeping their own account of the issue; 1 ielp! Cpme overand help us, or our very
will be our ruin.”
a few miles to the north of its northern then through all the departments of sth p
"
MADAGASCAR.
coast. It is separated from Key West and manufacturing process, and then to what
the southern coast of Florida by Florida interested me most of all, the room where
Ouyrgaders will not weary of the reStrait, ong. hundred and forty miles five Chinamen counted into packages, of peat®d allusions to God's great and marthe two millions of velous work in “Madagascar, where ‘the
wide
from
Florida
to
Cuba;
upon twenty-four each,
the sca-shore on a small
deep bay or cigarettes ‘manufactured by this establish- religious progress during the past year,
inlet, at a point nearly opposite Key West, ment daily. - Such was the proficiency of finds no parallel among any people in modWegive a few extracts from
and only eighty miles distant from that these celestials that they would know intui- ern days.”
is its capital and principal city, tively Jf they. had one more or less than the report of the London Miss. Soe. :
—¢
Thirty-three years ago; in-Mareh, 1836,
Havana, witha permanent- population-of twenty: -four, and would count the packages
from two hundred to two hundred and fifty more rapidly than one of us could have ona Surday morning, the little prison of
thousand inhabitants;
that
is, about. as counted single cigarettes; and yet I was the capital at Ambatonakanga was opened
large as the city of Boston; Mass. The told that they worked for two dollars per and a young woman was led forth to beother principal towns and éities, are upon month, and that their work was care- put todeath: She was just thirty, fair to
fully weighed, and they were charged fifty look upon, and of gentle manners; and her
the northern coast, Bahia, Honda, Matanzas, Cardenas and Nuevitas.
Upon ‘the cents fine for each mistake, These cigar- face was lit with that bright radiance which
southern coast, Cienfuegos, (Sine-fu-gos,) ettes were about two inches in length by springs from the conviction that God and
one fourth of an inch in diameter, a simple heaven are very near. She walked forth
a noted harbor, Manganilla, and St. Jago;
roll of white
paper filled with finely- with firm step; she was surrounded by the
and inland Puerto Principe.
RESOURCES, PRODUCTIONS, AND FACE OF chopped tobacco. I was then shown a guards ; and though going to die, she beTHE COUNTRY.
small engine, of two-horse power, which
gan to sing in a joyous tone the bymns she
With these numerous ports, Cuba has a propelled, an electric machine to afford had loved. , , The scene before her and om
commerce extending throughout the whole light in the evening, which was said to be either side was oné of unusua
? beauty. She
civilized world; and the income from cus- superior to, and cheaper thin, gas-light, saw it not. She saw not
the
smiling land,
toms is immense. Sugar, tobacco and the Returning to the office,I was presented with the taunting crowd, the cruel execut
ioner ;
tropical fruits are produced in great abun- a neat,ornamental package of the cigarettes she saw only the face of her Lord.
Dedance, and of excellent quality. The sur- with my name inscribed thereon together scending the hill, she knelt to pray
; and so
face of the country is rough and uneven, with that of the firm and an expression of praying she was speared. No commo
n
hilly and in parts mountainous, present- its affectionate remembrance of me for the honor descended upon
her that day: she
ing a striking contrast to, tH flat, coral sur- future—a striking. contrast to the No ad- was the first martyr
of Christ's church: in
face of Florida. But while Florida presents mittance” reception which one would doubt- the islard of Madaga
scar.” During the
less” receive in'a similar institution in our persecu
a white, sterile, uncultivated
waste, for
l:>a w ich followed many Chrismany miles from the coast, the very hills of own-country, The Chinamen are among tians were made
slaves and more than 1000
Cuba are in a state of ign cultivation, and the most common employés in factories were put to death. Some were poison with
ed
afford a spectacle of luxuriant verd re of this character in°the West Indies, and tangena water,
some were thrown from which frosts never dim. There are forests work for small pay, board and lodgings, precipices, others were speared,
or burned
of palm and plantain whose leaves never: usually leiting themselves to this state of at the stake.
:
become sere, but in mid winter the bananas
voluntary slavery for a period of years.
Thirty-two years have passed away.
and cocoas are growing and ripening,
Again the crowds gather at the White VilTHEIR
RELIGION
while at a little distance are vineyards of
lage, and another woman comes to pray,
grapes and orchards of figs and oranges is entirely and completely Roman Catholic, the object of attraction
to all eyes.
Bat
with fiélds of melons, which may be had in no other religion heing tolerated, and at this is the Queen of Madagascar.
On the
the markets at any season.
During one least until. quite recently, the Bible is not white ridge which
overhangs the ditch
visit of perhaps ten days, and comprising a allowed in circulation.
Monks,
priests,
where Rasalama died, stands a handsome
part of. the months of January and Februa- nuns and beggars for the church throng the church with its lofty
spire, which has been

}

THE
MORNING
_ PUBLISHED WEEKLY

1, 1869.

SEPTEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

N. H.,

DOVER,

AV olumeXL.IV.

ry,

I saw the thermometer

above 80, Fah.,

in the shade every day at Havana.
till it
seldon. exceeds 120 in mid-summer thus
affordin, a more even climate than the
more temperate latitudes.
The palm pro-

streets ; and monasteries and cathedrals are
conspicuous and numerous throughout the
cities. As a result, alow state of morals

ignorance
teries,

-and

superstition abound.

theaters

and

otcasional

bull

Lotfights

erected to her

memory

and

will bear

her

name upon its walls. It is erowded with
Christian worshipers and vast numbers are
compelled to remain
not a

persecutor,

outside.

but

a

The Queen,

friend,

comes

to

duces cocoa-nutsin succession, so that the
blossoms, unripe fruit, half grown fruit and
ripe nuis are upon the tree "at-the same
time, and as fast as one crop falls off, the

are liberally patronized, and the heartless
multitude will exult over the murder of a

join her people in dedicating the church to

fellow

pulpit use.

succeeding

tle humanity as the most barbarous savage.
Whether the recent revolution exerts any
influence upon religious intolerance in

one pushes

forward to take its

place.
THE PEOPLE,
The higher classes of Cabans are exceedingly polite, and exhibita degree of refined
and

elegant

delicacy, . which

would

be

agreeable in the aristocracy of the United
States. The lower classes are servile and
respectful to superiors but often quarrel
some and selfish in their intercourse with
those of their own class. The costume
differs but little from the warm weather
suits

worn

in

this

country,

only

being

dooser and more flowing than our pregent
| style. White linen iz a ‘favorite with the
higher classes for outside garments.
The
uniform of policemen generally abounds in
scarlet.
The custom house
officers wear
loose, blue cotton suite, and both carry
swords.
The police and other officials are

said to be ineflicient, unreliable and easily
accessible by bribery. There are no doubt
many honorable exceptions.
The language
spoken is\ exclusively Spanish, although
of fire.
A
many of the larger business houses find it
All the articles pronounced perfect are ‘necessary to employ clerks to do business
now dipped into a thin liquid made of fel with foreigners; who speak other lanspar, quartz, lime and pulverized china guages.
The people are remarkably) temmixed with water.
This is glazing, and is perate as regards the use of intoxichting
drinks, hut nearly everybody uses tobacco;
followed by a second baking,
® Just back lof vou ia anothér oven which and it is not uncommon to see an old wom-

mortal

by

a mad

brute,

and

even

the gentler sex shout “Bravo” with as lit

Cuba

I am

not

this vast field
labor it would
tunity to those
the darkness of

able

to

state,

but

should

be opened to missionary
afford an extensive oppordisposed to carry light into
moral degradation,

ANNEXATION

TO

‘THE.

UNITED

The

is not at present probable, although not
impossible in the future. Should. the gov-

Bible

minister,

assigned

death, now urges

his

for

whosa

Christians

countrymen

t

in stir-

ring wordsto believe in Christ becaus8

he

is the Saviour of the world. To both ruler and subjects the occasion is one of une
feigned joy.
The report of the mission speaks of 20,000

hearers added to the congregations
the last year;
And now we

STATES

prime

predecessors had

and

37,000 persons

“Where every prospect pleases,
And only man is vile,”
ITS

Christian worship, and offers her

returns

including.
hear that

during

the converts

7,000
the

at

members.

Queen

herself

has been baptized. Humbly and simply,
she sought instruction from her native pastors; told the story of the growth of her

convictions ; and confessed her faith beforé

her people. The missionary writes thus:
for years upon a foundation of wealth, un- The most important matter I have to comsupported by general intelligence, become municate this month is that on Sunday Feb.
impoverished by anarchy, it might consent 91, 1869, the Queen and prime minister were
to the sale of this choice "province, but there baptized by Andriambelo.”
BOREL RS
A
is 1cason to le'ieve she would pars with it
If
1
am
told
that
life
is
brief
and its tervery reluctantly; and while we should be
mination
hastening:
that
pleasures
around
happy to see this island added to our doernment of Spain, which

has

been resting

main, and brought: under the beneficent influence of our institutions, let us remember

that Spain's Queen and-King were the first
to send Columbus on’ his memorable voy-

age of discovery, and to Spain belongs in a
great degree, by right of discovery, even
more of the new world than the now reE.D. SARGENT.
tains.

us here are very

transitory,

and

that

af-

flictions will meet us, I need not complain,
for it is certainly true. These admonitions
do not delude me.

Don’t imagine trouble ; don’t borrow
don’t die

before

your,

time.

When

wants you to die he will-'show you how
do it easy.

it;
God .

to-

etn

Ntsc

de

czars

THE

Ra

Trend

Communications,

cause,

black‘mark.
derstand

that

Sic

TR

STAR:

is of course a

and forth with a cadenced motion of the

people are given to un-

body. Now" for .a moment the whole company would be silent, then one and anoth-

which

Our

rE

MORNING

FRE

sufficient

a

unless

last

out of town, sick or.

dead, they are expected to be present at er would begin to sigh and mourn, till all

Breeton

all the regular

—

Missionary
:

Correspondence.
Al)

er

has just left my

room.

wise.

We

have had “an interesting conversation,
which it may be well to note

of the church.

to our church, and may help others like-

:

MiIDNAPORE, India, June 30, 1869.

A prisoner

meetings

These blanks have been of essential service

I have

;
from

:

time

of Sabbath school.

a few points

to time

spoken of our

Last Sunday

came

our

Englishman, an engine-driver, or,as Amer-

monthly concert, and it was rather the best
we nave had.
I wish you all, dear Star
readers, could have seen our happy chil-

icans say, engineer, belonging fo the Great

dren on this interesting occasion.

in this letter, = The unfortunate man is an
‘Indian

The ex-

In the excitement of a ercises throughout indicated excellent prep-

Railway.

merry hour with strong” drink. and fast fel-

aration

lows he struck a man; and the blow caused
his death .in the course of a few days.
This “was one of the gay scenes of the “¢ re-

account. Of the one lmndred and thirty
names on our roll only seventy-five or

freshment room” at Cawnpore.
Four years’
imprisonment at hard labor was the penalty, little and light enough, surely, for such
a crime. By the clemency. of the government and in consideration of the prisoner's
usefulness as a machinist in jail,nine months
of even this brief period have been remitted,
and in’ less than a hundred days he will be
a free man again. Still further by way of
clemency, these last months of his confinement have been made more endurable by

and

were very encouraging on this

eighty represent

readers.

The past month

get

up

and

go to

the wall,

would

fervently kiss the cold stones, and mothers would even hold the faces of their little children against ¢he old wall, worn
smodth with millions of kisses.
Our guide, himself a Jew, informed us
that these mourners were repeating ‘the
following heart-breaking lamentations once
uttered by their great king and their old
prophets Isaiah and Jeremiah:
“OQ

God,

thou

hast cast us off, thou hast

scattered us, thou hast been displeased ; oh,
turn thyself to us again.
Thou hast made
thou hast broken

peat these verses sd distinctly that all can
hear and understand them.
We
have a

things;

the order which has just ‘come granting have learned® to be prepared with per. him “intermediate” imprisonment. This fect lessons.
Last Sabbath I was not

women

the earth to tremble;
it; heal the breaches

thereof; for it shaketh.
Thou hast shewed
wine

thou

hast

thy

made

us

wreth

very

to

hard

drink

the

O Lord,

nei-

(Ps. 60: 1,2,8.)

of astonishment.”

‘‘Be not

people

sore,

ther remember iniquity forever; behold,
see, we beseech thee, we are all thy people.

Thy holy cities are a wilderness, Zion is
a wilderness, Jerusalem a desolation.

Our holy and our beautiful house, wheré
our fathers

ised thee, is burned

up with

allows him tke liberty of taking lodgings obliged to seat a single person of the hun- fire; and all our pleasant things are laid
i
anywhere in town and of moving about at dred. Besides the verses we have been waste.” (Isa. 64:9, 10, 11.)
_ pleasure outside of working hours.
So drilling a good deal on the ten dommand“Thus saith the: Lord of hosts, consider
this his first free evening, he came to our ments.
It is our standing rule to have ye, and:eall for the mourning women, that
house. *‘ Iwas feeling dreadfully lonesome, | these repeated in concert at each concert.
they may come; ang send for cunning
sir, and thought I would call on you, for I After this recitation twenty minutes or so women, that they may come; and let them
have no one to talk with.” In this way he are devoted to an examination. All those snake haste, and take up a wailing for us,
introduced
- himself and took the chair of- who are on the floor are examined and that our eyes may run down with tears,
fered him.
These two hours I have cross-examined and in case of failure to and our eyelids gush out with waters.
been listening to his sad story and trying to answer any question regarding the num- For a voice of wailing is heard out of Zion.
point out to him some of the important les- ber, the subject, or the exact phraseology How are we spoiled; we are greatly consons to be learned from it. Beer-drinking of any one of the commandments, the per- fopnded because we have
forsaken the
in boyhood was the “initial step to all this son has to take hisseat. You ean hardly land, because our dwellings have cast us
sin and suffering.
It was touchingly conceive how this arrangement has served out.” (Jer. 9:17, 18, 19.)
painful to hear the poor man speak of how to stimulate our pupils in the correct study
Poor Jews, the woe is upon them. The
he loved his little beer-mug when a child. of the Bible.
There were plenty of people long desired Messiah has come, but they
How great a multitude has that Same beer- among us who were shamefully ignorant said, ‘“His blood be on us and on our chilmug led on to eternal ruin and remorse! of the decalogue
and. who mht
be dren,” and terribly has the imprecation
These years of imprisonment seem to have «caught up by the simplest questions.
But been answered. Their tears “fall to the
produced a deep impression upon that man’s the zeal of the children has driven these in- ground as did the bloody sweat of Him
mind, and he seems

decided to never

touch

strong drink again.
Still such are the
© drinking habits of Englishmen ofall grades
in India, that Ifear there is hardly a hope
of his holding’ to his present resolution.
It may with truth be said that there is hardly one chance in a hundred of a man's

dolent

disciples

to

their

books,

and

now

some of them can stand a close examination. This is such a beautiful way of waking up people who have gone

half a dozen

copies or so of eachkind to

and I hope a blessing to others. St. John’s make them of service. = Christian literature
church here (church of England) has been in Bengali is ‘but just beginning to apwithout a preacher for several months, still pear. Besides the Holy Scriptures as yet
one service on the Sabbath®is kept up by very few first class religious books are to
the civilian judge and
other residents. be had. Our owa little library is farnished
This means that ¢ prayers are read” once a by funds contributed by our school at the
week. Ihave long felt a deep concern for monthly concerts.
Our plan is to ‘have
the European and Eurasian people here, books in all four of the languages in use
and havein a number of ways during these among us, but this has not been done yet.
four years tried to do them gopd, but the What I am most in’ need of now is a good
door seems still shut against us.
With large blackboard, which is not so readily
them, all religion is merely a thing of obtained here as in America, as the right
state and form and fashion, and while they sort of lumber for such a thing is not to be
believe it should receive attention as a part had here. May be we can get it down
of life’s round or routine, the idea that it from Calcutta.
2
deals pre-eminently with the heart, and
The rains have fairly set in and our hot
that it serves to control and sanctify the season is over, for which you can't be
life seems scarcely to "have occurred to half as thankful as we. The crops are
them.

But

by

considerable

effort

I have

succeeded ir bringing in a few ofthe ‘‘ lower-class people,” as they are styled, or
those whose wages are too low to allow of
their being admitted into the society of the

looking well,

and T hope there will be no

trouble from failure.
Still the natives
prophesy evil, and the prices are running
up the same way, though not so fast as in
the famine year. May it please God to

“gentry.”

avert from this stricken land a calamity so

This month we began
a preacher's
monthly méeting, which I hope will prove
a blessing to us all, particularly to our na-

terrible
ago.

tive brethren, for whose

benefit it has been

organized.
Our plan is a simple one.
‘There are now seven of us at this station
who

do

regular

bazar

work.

We

come

together for an hour on the first day of
the month for the gonsideration of various
topics relating to the work, and for prayer for
the divine blessing upon the daily preach-

as that we

witnessed

three years
J.L.P.

The Jews’ Wailing Place.
BY

REV.

SELAH

W.

BROWN.

One Friday afternoon we obtained a
guide and visited the noted wailing. place

of the Jews.
through

We

a narrow

approached
crooked

‘the spot

street tunning

out of the Jews’ quarters, and found a
ing of God's” word in the public streets. paved area about twenty feet wide and one
Atour meeting each of the native preach- hundred and twenty feet long, with a low
ers reports his labor for the past month.
A wall on one. side and a high one on the
monthly report of bazar work in the sta- other, In the lower part of the high wall
tion, comprising the reports of all the were five courses of enormous stones, suppreachers, is kept onfile. Home-work— posed to date back to the days of Herod or
e. g.,household visitation, bringing in new Solomon. They are dressed with a bevel
people, looking up absentees from church peculiar to the buildings of ancient Jeru-

and chapel preaching— is’ also reported

salem.

There

is

good

they

rejected,

and

never

curse be lifted till they kiss
fathers nailed to the cross.

will

the

the feet their

to sleep over

their Bibles, and whose slumber seemed
past breaking.
These dear children are so
ready and so anxious to learn, that their exquitting the bottlein India, if ha'has been a ample of itself serves to stimulate-others.
hard drinker. The wind and tide are both In one more direction has this been parstrong against him, and one who has been ticularly the case, viz., in cultivating the
a slave to thecup is usually too weak for habit of constant and careful reading.
We
either stout or long resistance to the cus- now have a S. S. library of about 150 voltoms of corrupt society.
umes, and the boys and girls
are very
For three months I have held an English fond of reading them: Bengali books of
service on Sabbath evenings at my own a suitable character for such a library are
bungalow.
Very few save our own Mis- very scarce, and so far I have found only
sionary circle have attended this home ser- twenty-seven kinds, so that we have to buy
vice; still it has been quite a comfort to me

whom

reason

to believe

monthly, and the report kept on file. The that these huge stones formed a part of the
attendance roll ofthe Biblical class is alse wall that enclosed the temple area. Not of
presented at this meeting, also therank of the temple itself, for of that Christ said not
each member in the different stufies. Afd one stone should be left upon another.
then, after all the reports are inand all reThis ancient wall is of all places in the
marks concluded upon them, we devote the holy city the most sacred to the Jews, for it
rest of the time to prayer.
I cannot but is the nearest approach allowed them toe!
feel that this preachers’ meeting must prove the site of their beautiful temple ; the neara help tous in this department of our work. est access permitted to the spot where once
And right here I wish to say a word in was their “Holy of Holies.” There for
favor of printed blanks, as they are called. many generations these poor sons and
We have them prepared for a number of daughters of Abraham have gathered to
purposes, such as the S. 8, teachers’ class, weep over the ruin of their temple—to
the class meeting, the preparatory lec mourn over the departed glory of Israel—
ture, the communion service, the cove. to wail over the downfall of their city, and
nant meeting, the bazar and home work to implore the mercy and forgiveness of
and the “Biblical class. They greatly facil- their God. In former years they had to
itate keeping a record of attendance upon purchase this melancholy privilege of the

all these, and they do much more than unfeeling Turks at an exorbitant price.
this, they serve as a spur to faithfulness
It was a scene enough to touch the
among our people. Years hence we shall bardest heart to see that company of Jews,
be able to tell by consulting the file of these of all ages, from little infants to aged
filled-out blanks just what was the standing patriarchs, from various nations and speakof any member as to promptitude in his ing different languages; some standing,
regular duties. The marks on the blank some sitting, some kneeling, and some
will tell the story of diligence or neglect with heads bowed to the earth, all mournfor
member of the church. AndlI ing ‘and beating their breasts over the
may as well tell you that we have but desolations of their Z on. An aged priest
five marks
in all, representing the first at- reid some passages fiom the Hebrew
~ tendance
of a mew member, sickness, ab- Scriptures which the. whole company
‘sence from town, death, and away without chanted in a sing-song tone, waving bac:

More about Manner.
Rl

Improper use of the voice in public
speaking not only detracts from the usefulness of the preacher, but also produces various forms of throat-disease. The ailment
commonly known as ‘‘clergymain’s sore
throat”

is, in most

cases,

occasioned by a

faulty use of the vocal organs.
er, desiring to make himself
large number

of

persons,

Thespeakheard by a

raiscs

his voice

to a high pitch, and continues to speak
thus, bringing an undue strain upon _certain

parts of the vocal apparatus,

and leav-

ing other parts comparatively unused.
dicious

instruction

and

proper

Ju-

training

would have enabled him to avoid this mistake. He would then have spared himself
and his hearers great discomfort; and would
have made his speech much more effective
for good.
:
In many cases

where

no

other

effect is

produced, the voice is materially weakened by improper use. The vocal organs,
like other parts ofthe body, are strengthened by proper exercise and weakened by
improper use, and it is of great importance
to the public speaker that they be strong
and vigorous.
All habits tending to im-

pair them should be .carefully avoided, or,

if-already formed, should

be eradicated as

speedily as possible. . Elocutionary culture
under the direction of a skillful teacher is
the best remedy for these faults.
4
Under

the

general

subject

of

manner,

something should be said concerning the
training of the body, including all that pertains to position and gesture. An easy,
graceful carriage, and appropriate style of
gesture, is an element of success

in public

speaking not unworthy of the attention of
the minister of the gospel.
Awkwardness
interferes with the self-possession which
every speaker needs.
Everything which
draws the attention of the audience from
what one is saying, and turns it towards
himself,

detracts from

the

effectiveness of

his discourse. Itis sometimes said that
any special training in regard to gesture,
tends to make one artificial in his manner,
and that it is better to leave all such things
entirely to the impulse of the moment.
The fallacy of this theory is very clearly shown by the uncouth and ridiculous
habits formed by many who practice in
accordance with it. The habits of many of
the most accomplished speakers of ancient
and modern times, and the success achieved by them, shows

the advantages of care-

ful study and training in this direction.
in these discursive remarks on

If,

manner, we

have succeeded in causing any who are
preparing for the Christian ministry to
give more earnest heed to these things, we
ghall be satisfied.
PHILIP,

Trifling.
Ours is emphatically a trifling generation. The innocent sports of childhood,
very early merge into a mere seeming, exaggerating, trifling life, a life “in fun,”
not in earnest.
Multitudes of us young
people are pursuing this mimic life, this
war of words, this mere show of existence,

saying a thousand harsh things that we do
not mean, and leaving unuttered the thousand kind words that we should mean.
Some of us scarcely speak half a dozen
real, serious words in a whole day ; but we
trifle on from morningto night, from week
to week, and year to year, as if human life
was a dreamy, dramatic delusion.
But sadder still, this spirit of careless

levity is not confined to the young. Itappers too oftén in the character of mei and
women; even professors of religion and
ministers of the gospel indulge in this be-

ern

ae
a

Ee
A
——

Ea

——

1, 1869.

guiling pleasure. This trifling spirit puts says one. “Come to the waters,” she
the worst side out, wounds the finer feel- “eries. “I am hungry," says another.
ings, adds fuel to the flame of neighbor- “Then eat ye that which is good,” she says,
hood slander, germinates domestic jar- “and let your soul delight itself in fatness.”
rings, robs life of its sweetest solace, and
“But 1 am poor and have nothing to buy

had joined in the dirge-like wailings. In
the midstof the mourning, some wontd -casts-to-the-waves_ of reckless indifference with.”

nearly all the readers have committed to
memory the weekly lesson. At the concert one hundred persons recited scripture
verses. Class by class they rise and re-

rule that noone ig to be prompted on such
an occasion, so that when one blundcrs
and is unible to proceed he is at once .requested to sit down.
In this way teachers
and pupils have both been seated until they

SEPTEMBER

£)

the priceless

But

3

Wesleys

men

from

our Christian

Randall,

who lived

Colby,

and

WN

price:

| BEST

Weare

weary,” sigh the laborers in the sun-beaten

fathers.

fields.
‘Come unto me,” breathes her answer like a breeze from the waters, ‘and 1

Marks, were

said what they “will give you rest.”

in earnest,

meant, and meant what they said.

“Cast thy burden on
and he will sustain thee,” she

Colby Me ‘Lord

The medieval

Taree SUGGESTIONS.

was especially given to thoughtful sobriety. ‘whispezs tothe pilgrim ready to faint on the
I recently visited a Christian mother who highway.
“Behold the Fountain,” she
related the following incident, illustrative cries to tlie guilty; ‘the Fountain opened
of Colby’s candid life.
A brother with for sin and uncleanness.” To the lost she
whom he conversed made an amusing re- cries, “I am the Way;" to.the ignorant,
mark, which caused the devoted man to “I am the Truth;" to the dying, “I am the
smile with heart-sorrow, he said, ¢I shall Life.”
How large her welcome to the sinhave to give an account for that smile.” (?) ner, how soothing her consolations to the
Careless levity was not taught by the. Apos- mourner, how inspiring her tones ta him
tles. They had no.time to spend in idle that. is faipt of heart! There is no disease {
conversation, no breath to waste in bomfor which she has not a remedy, no want
bastic jesting. Our Saviour tanght ard for which she bas not a supply; and every
lived the exact reverse of such a spirit. one who applies to her shall confess at
Jesus said, ‘Let your communication
be, length, “It is enough; I am blessed as if
Yea, yea; Nay, nay; for whatsoever is all the methods and riches of grace were
more than these cometh of ‘evil.” “But I for me alone I"— Hoge.
;
say unto you, that every idle word that
AT A TEMPERANCE meeting some years
men shall speak, they shall give account 4
ago,
a clergyman spoke in favor of wine
theréof in the day of judgment.” We have
as
a
drink, demonstrating its use to be
no record of the Saviour’s laughing, though
“Jesus wept.” No! not from thése, but Scriptural, gentlemanly, and healthful.
from him who ‘would have usimurder ev- At the close of his remarks, a plain, elderly

Indulge

Lo

age man.

Fist.

Go to mo

J
ich
Tnno pleasures for
you ean
-wh
ick

not return thanks to God.

What comes from the heart goes to the
heart.

i

:

;

Selections.
Wanted.
We want brave men.

them.

:

The Church

Not that-we wish.to enlist

needs

fighting

men, although, if they fight for a good cause,

and do their fighting in a

right

will
answer
the demand.
men, or men: who are heady,

touchy,

high-minded,

and

way,

they

Quarrelsome
opinionative,

low-souled,

we

can do bravely without ; but still the Church

needs brave men, as it always has needed
them. = Therefore Paul says, ‘* Add to your
faith, virtue I” We like that old meaning

of the word, though the

word

itself

is

not

Saxon, for after all the very essence of virtue is bravery, and there is no faith in the

wide world that is worth anything practically, unless it works with the courage of
true love.

The very highest style of faith

is that which makes a man dare do right,
ery precious moment of our lives by cruel. man stated that a young friend who had at all hazards. Not aduty of the Christian
long been intemperate was at length perindifference, from Satan
spirit.
It is hisblinding

to hide" from
probationary
in which to
Reader, this
verities. Be

is this trifling
veil, with which

us the living realities of this
state. It is the satanic snare
secure souls for eternal ruin.
life is all aglow with living
in earnest.
G.W.K.

Brevities,
* HuMOR.
high

The mirthfal faculty holds

rank

in the human

league with

the

best

mind.

elements

nature.

It is twin brother

tender,

pathetic, and

a

It is in
of

human

to all that

solemn.

It

is

is

a

from their churches;

and yet we have often

service.

A sermon that from beginning to

and reading

room,

which

should be made available on Sunday.
Stranger still, he was notin a minority of
one as might be anticipated, but several of

his brother members agreed with him.
Dr.

GUTHRIE

man, before

the

says: “Before
church

and

God

the

impeach intemperance. I charge
the murder of innumerable souls.

and

world, I

it with
In this

country, blessed with freedom and plenty,
with the Word of God, and the liberties of

true

religion, I charge

it as the

cause—

whatever be their source elsewhere—of
the poverty, and almost all crime, and

most all the misery, and
rance, and

almost

all

the

almost

all igno-

irreligion,

disgrace and afilict, the land.

all
al-

‘I am

that

not

this virtue.

at a social party

use that word pray. we mean not mouthing,

wine

was

passed,

and a

formal speaking to God, but that inclergyman present took a glass, at the or
wrought desire, the work of the Holy
same time vindicating the practice. This Ghost, which wrestles and prevails. This
example decided the young man.
He took feeds courage ofa high order. It is graa glass, his slumbering appetite was in- cious boldness which enables a sinner to
stantly rekindled, his downward course face a holy and almighty God in the name
of Jesus Christ, and all-conscious of his offn
was rapid, and he died a raving madman, demerit, to plead and ask for everythin
the victim of delirium tremens.
‘That the Lord knows he needs ; and it is this bol
young man,” the old man added, ‘‘was my’ asking that wins the blessing, because it is

son, and that clergyman was the Reverend
Doctor who has just addressed the

assem-

bly.”

the Spirit's work, while it is the

believer's

act. Justasa man prays, he lives. We
like a boid life. Itis the only style of living that makes its mark upon the world or
the . Church. The great day alone can
reveal what has been lost by the timid, time-

serving policy which has turned so many
good men into cowards. This constant
1 .oking over the shoulder to see what ghis®
wan or the other will do, if you do your duty, this turning to the left hand or to the
right, to listen or to imagine what A or B
will say, is simply beneath the dignity of
a Christian. The
Master never condeand man, and shedding around him benign scended to anything of the sort, nor did Paul ;
no, por any one else who was not afraid
influences as a natural result, could not to uphold his profession as a follower ofthe
help doing good.
great Cross-bearer. Nor isit in great things
LS
only, that this virtue finds its sphere.

Free Seats.
Rev. J. D.
Fulton,
of
end never excites a pleasant smile (unless
it be preached at a funeral) is quite apt to | Tremont Temple, Boston, who might be
be dull and unprofitable; and it certainly expected to be as enthusiastic as any one
does not fulfill one of the fundamental in their favor, is somewhat conseryative.
says:
2
ee
principles of oratory, which is, to touch the: He
Frye seats are, in such a place as Tre- whole gamut of the mind's faculties, and
not to twang too tediously on a few strings. mont {Temple, a blessing. All can come.One might just as well say that sermons But free seats are very free unless there be
should not appeal to reason, or to imagina- something besides free seats to attract peoInachurchI believe free seats are a
tion, or to the domestic affections, as not to ple.
hindrance,
rather than a help, to filling the
appeal to wit and humor.
house. Park Street is crowded with rentAt THE Unitarian Convention in Belfast, ed seats; Spurgeon’s Tabernacle the same;
Mé., one minister in an essay on the Sab- Beecher’s church the same. I am satisfied
bath question, argued that Sunday should that I could have a vastly better and more
in part be a day of recreation and amuse- liberal congregation, could I have seats for
ment.
He maintained that the church those who wish to hold them. Large numedifices should have attached to them a bers have gone from us to other churches,
building fitted up with all the parapher- because of their unwillingness to have
nalia of a theater, ball room, billiard ~ sa- their families sit indiscriminately in such a
loon, restaurant

ied

The believer must have boldness even to
be able to come to the throne of grace.
It requires courage to pray, and when we

golden key, unlocking the spiritual emotions. Its office has always been too light- | FurL or Love. The sun is full of heat
ly esteemed in church
services.
The and light, and it asks no questionsas to
how it shall.do good, but is perpetually
Quakers banished music, without stopping
to reflect that music, by appealing to the pouring out its golden flood. The spring
imagination, powerfully arouses the spirit- that sparkles at the foot of the hill is iN
ual nature; and, instead of being a hin- and, asking leave of no one, is forever
drance, is a kelp to devotion. The Paritans welling forth its sweet waters. So the
banished flowers and other fair garniture Ckristian, if only full of the love of God
attended church when the flowers in the
pulpit were the most helpful parts of the

profession can be met

suaded to pledge himself to entire abstinence from all that couid intoxicate. He
kept his pledge faithfully, till one evening

Few

comparatively are called to do what we or
the world may deem great things. The
life of faith, like the daily life, is made u
of small matters, because the believer 3
ways makes holy living his: business, and

that extends to everything, and is seen in
all the relations, walks amd concerns of his
present lot. Who will deny that it.requires great courage to resist the demands
of the world? Many a lovely woman
puts the cowardice of strong men to shame
by her
bold, yet quiet defiance of the
world's arrogance. She dares assert her
womanly right to consultthe dictates of
her maidenly modesty, or of her matronly
dignity, and rather than lend her sanction
to the vices which contaminate ‘‘the best
society,” she rebukes them in word and
‘deed. This is the victory that overcometh
the world; for who is he that overcometh
the world, but the man who believes that
Jesus is the Son of God?

Such a

dares do anythi

Saviour,

that Christ bids him do,

place. Could we have every other seat
rented, and held up to five minutes of the

or endure anything

time of worship, I know a dozen men who

to reduce the dislocation is a question well
worthy of the best consultation; and yet
we have no doubt Paul gives the true direc-

would

be

stated a‘tendants,

whose

wives

are not willing to sit apart from their husbands, in contact with people with whom
they are not acquainted.
He gives this as his plan:
Build people's churches so large that
every other seat may be free, so that the
revenue from rentals will defray the larger
proportion of expenditure, and permit the
collection to do the rest. Then you have

the benefit of both

systems.

None

are

debarred the privileges of worship, and the

begging, which must form a part of a min-

Christ

will

have

him bear.
Now, the times are said
out of joint, and we believe they are.

to be
How

tion when

faith,

he

~~

believer,

knowing that he has an almighty

says,

‘‘add to

your

virtue.” We began by saying, we want
brave men, and to complete the statement,
we will add, we want brave women quite
as much.
Indeed, if we can get them, we
shall soon have plenty of the others. The
great trouble of Church isits conformity to
the world, and the prime requisite is that
lofty styleof courage which can face the
sneers of a sensuous age,and regulate affairs
at home, so that the whole
have the savor of genuine

economy shall
piety, simple,

cheerful, pure, lovely and of good
We bave

no

fear. of the, result;

report.

once

let

the family
be thus controled, and the
ister's duty, and which depends so much on
Church will soon be modeled after the
mad, most noble Festus, I speak the words
the minister, can be dispensed with.
same pattern. The reformation must beof truth and soberness.” I do in my conThe Independent writes on ‘‘the Eclipse gin at home; and it will demand brave
science believe that these intoxicating
that will not blink inthe face of any peril
liquors have sunk into perdition more men of the Pulpit,” as follows:
the world ‘can summonto effect it; there. . . .
and women than found a grave in that
“Is it true that the pulpit is losing its fore, we want brave wemen.
deluge which swept over the highest hill- hold upon the world? Are the most culti: Perhaps we should rather say, we want
more of them, because some there are altops—engulfing a world of which but eight vated intellects getting indifferent to ser- ready,
who have done and are doing more
monizing ? If the suffrage of the brightest for the Master's service than the “Church
were saved.”
people were taken, would preaching be
thew credit for. Always in their
Look Our ror Him.—For the great ad- voted an impertinence? One thing is cer- gives
place when the prayer-meeting is open,ever
versary who always aims at the open point
tainly remarkable. While there are more ready to push forward any good work, in
in the harness. A shrewd writer says:
which they can codporate withythe pastor;
persons than ever before who are inclined patient,
earnest, self-denying, they do add
Does not Satan attack us in our weakest
to answer these queBtions in the affirmative,
point? How he suits his mode of tempta- probably there never has been an age, since ta their faith, virtue; but we want more of
them, and of such like, both men and womtion to the disposition of the victim! Are
Christ gave his gospel to mankind, when in en.
you vain? In how dazzling a luster will
all Christian realms there were so many
lte place the pleasures of this poor world
mighty preachers, so variously and superbbefore you! Are you ambitious? In what
The Bible.
ly accomplished, so rich in learning, so po- |
splendid honor will he make .the great tent in speech, so pure in life, so followed
——
things of man appear! Are you disconA tribute to the Bible from a Catholic
by listening throngs, asin this very century
Priest, ‘Pere Hyacinthe,”
the" popular
tented? In what exalted light will he
of alleged clerical inanity and decay.
All French
preacher, seems
to be shaking off
| place the advantages of others before your
superstition about the preacher's office will the shackles .which have so long bound
eyes! Areyou jealous? Inswhat strong
go; but the preacher himself will stay. hand and foot the Roman Catholic priestcontrasts will he place the kindness of the In the coming time, we do not see any hood, and is uttering boldly truths which
not many years since would have cost him
person you love towards another than you!
particular vocation for priests;, but we do his liberty, perhaps his life. Ina sermon
Are you of an ill temper? How he will
see a magnificent and an unending one for delivered at Lyons, in. February, he exmake you think everybody hates you,
“Do you know why Prussia
devout and able men, who shall testify of claimed:
neglects you, despises you, or intends to the sanctity of all truth, of the nobleness of triumphed in the field of battle? 'Twas
not because there was a lack of bravery on
slight /you!
Are you indolent? How
all virtue, of the reality of spiritual things,
wearisome will he make the slightest effort and of the everlasting presence and tender- either side; it was not the effect of that
wondrous weapon, for the acquisition of
for another's good seem in your eyes! Are
which men are now so eager; but it was
ness of the Father,
you too active?
How useless will he make
Even now the preacher is regarded with because the assailant was better educated
the quiet hour of prayer, and thought, and
than the assailed, and had a superior reliless awe and with more love. He is’ hon- gious training ; it was because every Prusreading seem to you! He tempts us to
ored not 50 much for his official position as sian soldier bad a Bible in his cap or helwhat our nature is most inclined ; he suits
no met. In other places I have asserted, and
his allarements to our inclination. If we for his character and talents. We
I assert it again here, that that which conlonger
fear
him
as
a
dread
personage,
enare of a quiet temper, he will not tempt us
stitutues the strength of Protestant nations dowed
with
authority
to
open
and
close
the
there; if we are only ambitious, he will
is, that when the people come home from
not take care to make us jealous; if we are gates of Heaven; but, what is infinitely their work, they enter the family circle,
their hearths, read the Bible
too active, he will not tempt us to be idle, better, we love him as he shows to us how and, sitting by
God, and the national poetry. We are behindHe knows us well; he drives our inclina- every soul, by its own attitude
opens or closes the gates of Hoa
for hand with Protestant nations, and especialtion to its far extreme.
itsel?. This is not decay of the ministry, ly with thoge that dwell beyond the AtlanVoices or GRACE.—It is marvelous but development, We have lost the par- tic and the straits of Dover, I haveandtrodden
have
soil on two occasions,
and beautifulto observe how various are son, and have found the wise teacher, the English
come to the conviction that the strength
tue voicesof free grace. “I am thirsty,” strong helper, the honored and beloved of that country is from the Bible.

a

be

i

priest is no more;

in his place we have the modern

place where you cannot ask God to go with
you.
Second.
Engage in no business
with- which you cannot ask God to bless. ' Third.
ee.
AR

spirit?

ayhence is this time-wasting

It -

“Come,
buy wine and milk,
FE.
frm 1 ye SUC

out money, and without

time-jewels of our life crown.

friend.

im

QC

2D

Ti

‘What dangers skirt the way

. Of mortals here below!

The farther on they go.

There is but one to do;

ro

pe

RA

SANSA]

*

Make Christ your friend, and cling

By aid of grace.

The Saviour watches you
‘When dangers round you lurk,
And all you’ve got to do
Is watch, ane pray, and work.
But do your best

At Duty’s call,

that is God’s

And howe’er small,
- He'll do the rest.

to be
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a Pastor.

RR

We very much doubt if any man will ever attain much success in the pastoral work
if he does

|

A

Vi

not love it;

neither,

as for that

matter, will he ever be a successful preacher
ifhe does not love"to preach the precious
gospel more than he does to eat his dinner, He who goes reluctantly from house
to house under the lash of obligation, and
not under the inspiration

never do any more

to

of

affection,

win

will

the people he

visits than
the
newspaper-carrier who
brings them their daily Journal.
If a minister does not love pastoral ‘visitation, he

must keep at it till he does love it. Like
tomatoes, it; will be easier fo swallow at
every trial. And when he finds how much
spiritual good he is achieving, both for himself and for his flock, he will congter his
prejudices or overcome his diffidepce, and
ersevere in the attempt to see every mem-

er of his congregation at least once in evyear.
he primary idea of the pastoral work is
to ** win Souls.” It gives the minister the

ery

grandest power in the world —heart

power.

The majority of our congregations are
reached notso much through the intellect
as through the affections. This is a happy
fact, for only one. man in ten has the talent

to be a great

preacher;

nine, if they love
men, can become

but

all the other

Jesus and the
great pastors.

souls of
Nothing

gives a pastor such heart-power as personal attentions to his people, especially in the
way of personal sympathy with them dn
their seasons of trial.
Let a pastor be in
the habit of dropping in fanfiliarlty to his
people's houses; let him come often, and
visit their sick-rooms or kneel beside their
empty cradles and pray with them; let
him go and see the business-men in his
flock when they have met with reverses,
and give them a word of cheer; let him
recognize and speak kindly to their chil
dren, and he will

have

rts that

in other dis-

wgven a cord about

will stand atre-

e. . He can then launch
the most pingent #nd paigful truths at them
from the ptgit, and the
ill not take of-

fense at him.
he will have won their
hearts to himself, and that is a mighty step
toward winding them to his Saviour.
Good pastoral work is as effectual in
gathering and building up a congregation
as good preaching.
** A house-going-min-

concern,

not

ours.

He does

not see fit to create them in regiments.
But every minister who loves to win souls
to his Master can be a successful pastorif
he tries.
To aid such in their holy and
happy calling is the aim of this brief article.
We send it to press with unfeigned diffidence;
for, after nearly twenty-three
years of hard work, we are still learning
the business of being a winner of souls.—
N.

Y. Independent.

of this pithy sayingin one of my New York
brethren, who, though a very plain and
has

a crowded

and most

efficient church.
He wins people to the
sanctuary by personal visitations and kind
words; when he gets them there he wins
them to Christ by plain, close, tender
preaching of the go: spel in its simplicity.
After all, what is the great end of a minister’s office ? Is it solely to prepare power-

ful or polished sermons? No; it is to win
souls to Christ. It is to awaken the careless, to comfort the sad, to edify believers,
to warn the endangered ; in short, to make

the bad good and the good better. Preaching good sermons is one of the most effective means to this ond;

ly one.

but it is pot the on-

And, if the minister

can

prepare

more practical sermons,
and can lodge them

version,

good organs.

Let other churches

do likewise, and let no one of our churches
however small in numbers, be without an

organ.

and seldom

Abertiseemnds.

|

Fup

On March 23, the requisite blanks to be
filled to aid in making out the statistics for
the Register for 1870, were sent to all the

go and

GRANITE

Q. M. Clerks. Inthe same package were
enclosed blanks, for each church Clerk. In
those which were sent to the latter, the

By a faithful, persistent and united

To Fill the Pews.
mn

they have once come,

is,

of

course,

responsible if his audience at last is only
cushions and pew doors.
But the work of

getting bearers at first is his only in part.
It is a duty which belongs especially to his
parish.

No man wishes to

blow

his

own

trumpet, or if he is. a true. minister blow
the trumpet of the Lord, for the direct purpose of having it heard out of doors, and
it requires a grace not taught in
al schools for himto say, even

theologicprivately,

to one and.another of the people he meets
during the week, comeand hear me preach.
It is just this very thing, however, that his
parishioners are able to do, and by which
it is in their power, quite as much as by
getting an eloquent speaker, to fill up the
church.
Half
a dozen

men

in

a

society,

taking

such a duty upon them, would very soon
remedy the disease of their congregations.
One of our ministers was surprised,not long
ago,

at

the

large

accessions

he

began

to

have to his Sunday evening meetings.
Was it the extra quality of his sermons
that caused it? Before he had time to get
fairly settled in that comfortable

was told the true reason.
parish

committee

had

A

been

gallows
that rum caused his misfortune.
Farrm is the blessed tree which produces
the noble and

divine

fruits of wisdom, vir-

tue and true felicity. But itis of so fine and
delicate a ‘nature that it will not grow and

thrive in the cold and barren soil of a man’s
heart, without his ‘incessant care and industry.
:

of body

Gene

The minister who does not succeed in interesting people, and holding them together
when

. ArmosT every murderer who has been
hanged fo a month past, confessed on the

belief,

wide

he

awake

chosen,

who

were on hand early every SundXy night;
and when-they found the church was not
likely to be full, they scattered themselves
up and down the street and at the corners

who

and

of soul

listen and comply.

PERMANENT

are

secured to those

A

rest is not expected

on the

road, but at the end of the journey.
HE who gives to the public gives to no
one.
He who marrieth for wealth, sells his lib- |
erty.

He that wants health warts everything.
Humility gains often more than pride.

your place of business, ‘‘Closed on account
ofdeath!” Onyour career of sinful pleas‘‘Closed

on

account

of death!”

On

your day of probation, ¢‘Closed on account
of death!” On. the door of merey, as
far

as

you

are

concerned—oh,

say it?—¢‘Closed on account
Rev. Henry C. Fish.

shall

of death!

:

I

—

with his grand-

mother, who is a Catholic, the exhibitions
of her church.
At the tea-table, the artless

little fellow delivered himself as follows:
“Mamma, I loves grandmother’s church
better thah I do yours, because,
church, theydlo so cirens like.”

Ir

Crist

commands

a thing,

at

her

that is

reason enough of itself for doing it.
where young men loaf, and notified, asked, } Ir Gop is on your side, nothing can realurged, begged and compelled the people ly hurt you; if God is against you, nothing
in. It was a very literal obedience to the can be really a blessing to you.
lesson contained iu the parableof the marAS IT is not putting on a gown that
riage of the king's son, but a very effective makes a scholar, but the inward habits of
one.
A thousand dollars’ worth of pulpit the mind; it is not putting on an outward
eloquence additional could hardly have cloak of profession that makes a Christian,
Jd accomplished so much. Would it not be but the inward gracesof the heart.
well for many

of our

parishes,

with

more

pews than people, to try this plan of build-

S

Peril

in Procrastination.
tp pl

I knew a young man a few renee
who was dear to me and to all who knew
him.
Often did -I pray with him and talk
with him

of God, eternity

and heaven, and

of a preparation to meet our God in peace.
Often did. I sit beside him"in prayer-meetings, when he would tremble with his convictions of sin. He saw. others seek and
find the Lord. He was frank and candid
to own the claims of God upon him, though
not ready just then to accede to these
claims...
“a. %
.
The world and the fair prospects before
him proved too alluring. Inthe full tide‘of
life and the vigor of opening manhood, he
saw and felt no danger. And why should
he fear with a heart beating stout and
strong, the muscles firm, the reason clear,
the mind serene? Surely he; ifany, could

RuN Not

after

the commandments

blessings;

only: walk in

of God,

and blessings

“shall-run-after you, -pursue—and

you. =
THE ADVANCE

the question

as

;

proposes

overtake

this

solution of

to whether the

Sabbath of

the Christian is to be defended from the
fourth commandment: It would put the
five positive -institutions—Church, Ministry, Baptism, Lord's Supper, and Sabbath—
on the same ground. They are all distinctively Christian, while each had its
analogue in the parallel institution under
the law of Moses; showing that each rests
on human necessities for which God has always in some manner provided.
Friexpsuip, founded on the principles of

worldly Morty,

heathens, suc

tween Atticus and

ognized

by virtuous

at which subsisted be-

Cicero, which the last of

these illustrious men has rendered immortal, is fitted to survive through all the vicis-

The latter can

easily be
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than there were
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Liver
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subscribers at the odtset, and they have all been
subscribed for.

Prices

Rheumatism,

Urinary Diseases;

Quarterly

pnited about one hundred more
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Diarrhea,
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current volume

WATERS.

These Waters are performing the most wonderful

of the General Conference,

we will send the first and second vol-

|
!

Works ; Lap Welded

Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferules

Do-

law,

OF

Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes

The postage is payable at the office of delivery.
The
volume begins with the
first number in April.
Orders are solicited.
No percentage is allowed on money sent
us for the Myrtle.
:
Sample copies will be sent free on application.

and $27,pay post-

*

per of its- class.
All communications intended for publication should be addressed

MANUFACTURERS

sent to one address, than on a single one.

(with 68 cents to pay postage) we will send
the first volume of Strong and MecClintock’s Biblical and Theological Cyclopedia.
Price $5,00.
VI :

age)

ZYLOBALSAMUN,

the

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and

cents a year; and no more
or any number between one

the current year, commencing with the No.
for January. Price $2,00.
Y.

For eleven -new subscribers
50, (with $1,36" additional to

its

enlarged and much improved about the
first of April. Itis printed on paper of a
very superior quality, and its mechanical

of the Myrtle,

tioned Price $1,50. Or,
3. For three new subscribers and $7,50,
we will send the ‘¢ Sabbath at Home,” for

and

for

without sediment.

ver, N. H.
TErRMS.—Single copy, 30 cents a year.
Ten copies-or more sent to one address, 20
cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
PostaGE.—The postage on a single copy

in literary excel

subscribers

to

Beauty.

Myrtle.

should be sent to L. R. BURLINGAME,

$7,50,

rence, high religious tone,and in many other
respects,is fully equal to the book last men-

six new

Hair

:

All orders and remittances for the

Sabbath School ;—or, we will send the new
volume of more than 400 pages, written in
competition for the ‘$500,00 prize, entitled

For

Gray

Life, Color and

Mrs. 8. A. ALLEN'S

{preparation

to Rev. J. M. BAILEY, EDITOR, Dover,N. H.

(with 16 cents additional to pay postage)
we will send a copy of the new $500,00
prize volume, containing about 400 pages,
entitled ¢¢ Andy Luttrell,” and pronounced
to be a superb book for the Family and the

«¢ ShiningHours,” which,

Sestore

DISCOUNT.

schools.

for the use of Sunday School scholars,

1.

ALLEN'S

:

A LIBERAL

to Sunday

85,00,

IV.

A.

RESTORER

see

ology,” 456 pages. - Price $1,60.

pages.

=.

From these pri-

ces we make

$5,00,

one copy

;

It is a most delightful Hair Dressing
It will promote luxuriant growth.
FALLING HAIR is immediately cheoked.

England.

we will send one copy of ¢ Butler's Theto pay postage) we will send

Rs,

Ratural

can be

This semi-monthly, published by the
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,

(with 28 cents additional

Change.

are not excelled by any other books

(with 20 cents additional to pay postage)
we will send a copy of the new ¢¢ Book of
Worship.” Price $1,00.
Or,
4. For two new subscribers and

fmportant

HAIR

ers, we offer our own prize books which

turesin Italy,” 261 pages; or,
+2. “Bright Days ; or Herbert and Meggy,”
257 pages. Price of each book $1,50. Or,
new

Style.

LEAL HAIR RESTORER AND DRESSING
. Combined in One Bottle,

NM

In addition to the publications of oth-

each

IIL
* 1. For two new subscribersand $,500
(with 16 cents topay postage) we will send

3. For two

in New

New

A

Prices,

schools at as low. rates as they

elsewhere

HAIR

of decay at the roots.

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday
bought

of

Yon Must Cultivate it

1. ¢ The Christ Child,” 190 pages; or,

2. ¢ Good Little Mitty,” 178 pages; or,
8. ¢“ Making Something,” 184 pages; or,
| 4, ‘“ Jamie and Jeannie,” 155 pages ; or,
5. ¢ The Boy's Heaven,” 151 pages; or,
6. ¢“ A Rainy Day at School,” by Mada,
194 pages; or,
;
7.% The Birth-Day Present,” by Mary

corps

Nature's Crown.

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,
At

Full

Send for Circular.

GAUTIFUL, ATR,

the line.

by Mrs. L. Maria Child, viz. :

idle resort;

Thorough instiryction, ete,

Pupils received at any time.

quite small letters, and the P. O. address on

ed, for the Sabbath School and the Family,

location, yet easy of access:

No saloons. or places of
teachers;

STATE

done

by placing the name a little higher up,

5. For the same, and (20 cents additional

NOT LONG since a little Presbyterian boy

attended in the afterneon

Pastor, &ce.

II.
1. For one - new subscriber and $2,50,(with 12 cents additional to pay postage)
we will send any one.of the following books,
just published,or immediately to be publish-

the book entitled ¢* Sunny Skies ; or Adven-

“‘CLOSED ON ACCOUNT OF DEATH.”—Passing the streets.of a city, you may often see
upon a shop-door the words, ‘Closed on
account of death!”
So may*it soon be
written of you, on the house where you
live, “Closed on account of death!”
On
ures,

|

umes of the Cyclopedia. Price $10,00.
union
ded on religion ‘to continue |
VIL
through an endless. duration. The former |.
For sixty new subscribers and $150,of these stood the shock ef conflicting opin- 00, we will" give one of Baker and
ions, and of a revolution that shook the Randall's Five Octave Single Reed Organs,
delay for a more convenient season.
world; the latter is destined to survive in Black Walnut Case.
ter the sheep, then woe be unto him if
(Transportation to
But, alas! as in asingle day, how all has when
the heavens are no more, and to be paid by the receiver.)
he neglect his duty! We are firmly per- changed!
Price $85,00.
Languor and faintness have spring fresh from the ashes of the universe.
suadgd that if many a minister would take
VIII.
stolen
through
all
his
frame;
his
heart
he former possessed all the stability
part of the time which he now spends in beats fitfully; those once strong, elastic
For eighty-hve new
subscribers and
elaborating and polishing away the edge of muscles are relaxed and weak as alittle which is possible to sublunary things: the
his discourses and devote it to thorough child's; his cheek is flushed, his breathing latter partakes of the eternity of God. $212,50, we will give one of Baker and
Friendship founded on worldly principles Randall's Five Octave double Reed Organs,
pastoral visitation, he would have, larger
hard, and his fair brow burns with a is natural, and, though composed of the: in Black Walnut Case.
(Transportation to
audiences and a far larger number of con- grows
fever heat.
best elements of nature, is not exempt be paid by the receiver.) Adapted to the
versions to Christ. Ile would be a healthiSee that vacant stare, and now that list- from its mutability and frailty; the.latter parlor or vestry. Price $125.00.
er man; for pastoral pedestrianism is capital exercise.. He would be a much more less rolling of the eye! Hear those inco- is spiritual, and therefore unchanging and
:
IX.
tender, practical, and heart-moving embas- herent words! Put forth your hand to imperishable.
The friendship which is
hold that raving maniac, now mad and founded on kindred tastes and congenial
For one hundred and fifty new subsador of Jesus Christ.
‘* Granted that pastoral work is so indis- struggling, as if with surrounding demons ! habits, apart from piety, is permitted by scribers and $375,00, we will give one of
Reason has fled to return no more !
the benignity of Providence to embellish a Baker and Randall's Five Octave Three
pensable, how shall I be a pastor?” To this
Disease drives on her ravages, and in world, which, with all its magnificence and Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case, having
we reply. resolve to become one, cost what
one short” week lays that once noble, vig- beauty, will shortly pass away ; that which seven stops and Book-Case, and combining
it may.
If youare shy and reserved, conquer your diffidence. A man has ‘no busi- orous form low in the embrace of death.
has religion for its basis, will ere long be the latest excellences and improvements.
O ye that are procrastinating .the day of transplanted in order to adorn the paradise (Transportaton to be paid by the receiver.)
ness to be a shepherd if -he is afraid of the repentance,
is there. no lesson here for
sheep. Go and talk to your people about you? no note of alarm to rouse you from of God.—Robert Hall.
Adapted to churches and large vestries.
Price
$240,00.
any topic that comes uppermost until you your perilous delay? The voice of redSon,
A YOUNG WOMAN, a member of the Protfeel at ease with them; and then,if you conscience, and of God cries aloud to you estant church of Madrid, who had made an have any love of Jesus in your own heart, te turn this day lest ye die. Will ye be open profession of her faith, died recently
TO PASTORS OF CHURCHES
you can certainly manage to say something
in that city. Her friends were anxious to
wise P— Vermont Chronicle,
AND TO
to them about ‘‘the one thing needful.”
bury her in the general public cemetery,
You can say as much as the blacksmith did
S. S. Superintendents.
but on application to the priests who had
to his skeptical neighbor: ¢ My friend, I
Good Advice. »
the charge of it they were refused on the
Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
am exceedingly anxious about the salva——
—
ground that she, being a Protestant, could published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Estabtion of your soul!”
We do not believe
Bishop Thomson
recently
gave the not be buried in a Catholic cemetery.
lishment. These Books are now ready for sale
that a pastor in his visits should talk alThe committee of the Spanish Protestant
ways and only about affairs directly spirit- following excellent advice to a class of church applied to President Rivero for ad- and delivery.
ual, Talk with them about their affairs; young preachers:In regard to speaking vice, there being no place thatwas not
~s Prize Series.
and try to lead them, as often as you can ‘ too long and too loud,” perhaps the error Catholic except. the little British cemetery,
Andy Luttrellyeeee... sesressnssinsennnsel,50
of
the
presentday
lies
in
the
opposite
di|
wisely, to converse with you about your
and that has never been used for the inShining Hours, seeesessees CECE TPR PRs I; ||
reat errand to them-—their soul's welfare. rection, You must speak loud enough to terment of any Spanish subject; in fact it
Master and Pupil,eeesvaes sass ssevernens 1,60
eep the idea ever before your mind, I be heard; and long enough to make an~imMay Bellesesciissvarsnnnressincnsisnsins 1,60
must have this soul for Jesas Christ! If you pression. Be industrious Methodist preach- was part of the conditions on which the
land
was
sold
to
the
British
government
in
Sabrina Hackett, cs seosasennaseviesianensd 50
can only reach that soul by beginninga ers. Not wasting time, not lounging on
dry-goods boxes, or in stores; neither de- 1854 and English Protestants permitted to
Aunt Mattie,eeeereserersiayeineans seeeel,B0
great way off, then begin far off, and work
your way in. If you can only gain your pending on genius, He who is diligent in be buried here at all, that it should be ex! Rainy Day Series.
clusively devoted to foreigners. President
point by going often, then
go often. The the work of God, will succeed, whelher he
time is not lost; one soul gained gains oth- have genius or not, ‘ I,” said the Bishop, Rivero, as soon as the case was brought
A Rainy Day at Schoolyesescvness. sevens TH
ers. These personal encounters with indi- .‘“ was the other day, in company with the before him, issued a peremptory order, de-.
Birth Day Present,«eeeveeseass sesssgrens TO
under the
viduals train a man to be a close, sugges- father of Gen. Grant. I asked him what claring her right as a Spaniard
- JHrs. Child’s Series.
new constitution to rest in one of the gentive, practical preacher.
He gets materials ‘was the reason of his son's wonderful suc- eral cemeteries, and charged three officials
cess, Said the old man, ‘He has no spefor his sermons, too, as he goes.
The
Christ Child, seveeeessenciacainnannas [75
0
to accompany the body to the cemetery, to
Good Little Mittie,.eeevuieearirerenninas 75
In the next place, resolve to devote a por- cial genius, but he is of untiring industry:
force
the
gates
if
they
should
find
them
Heis always at work.’ So it should be
Making Something, cecveverens, cssenrens JB
tion of every day to pastoral duvy,
To visit
locked, and to take into custody any one
a large congregation consumes a vast with ministers.”
Jamie and Jeannie, ..... Cavees seenvane wes JIB
who should offer opposition. Under this
?
Boy's Heaven, eee sveevsensionnncniiana
amount of time.
But can it be spent more
warrant, the body was peaceably interred,
profitably elsew here? The work of visita.
no
opposition
being
made,
beyond
a
proBright Day Series.
Preaching.
tion need not interfere with sermon-prep.
test from the priests, which was quietly
aratien, for a pastor can be thinking out his
Bright
Days,
eeceeisiiiniiiieniinnninnsad,2
v
—
disregarded.
Bh
sermons as he goes fro“ howse to house.
Bunny Bkiefl,cesetsarionctrseersens reseed]
2B
There are preachers of our acquaintance
As for studyof the Bible and of books,he who, on announcing their texts from the
Pompeii and Herculaneum, ..cevees’eaean1,25
can do that in the morning when his mind authorized version of the Scriptures, proPremiums.
Postage on the dollar-and-a-half books, 16 cents
is fresh, and the afternoon can be devoted ceed to inform the audience how the texts
each;
on the dollar-and-a-quarter books, 16 cents
to. visiting and receiving calls. The even- by a new translation may be improved.
Any one having sent for one of the Preing, too, might be used, Jfor lamps were We do not say that they do this to show miums offered last year, and not having re- ‘each; on the 75 cents books, 8 cents each.
Parties designing to get new Sabbath School
not made to write sermons by. Morning is their familiar Sequaintance with the orig- ceived it, is requested to inform us of the
Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us
the time which God
gives for study, and inal Hebrew and Greak, though appearfact bas we have recently learned that some their orders which will be immediately filled with
midnight is the time which the ‘fool or the ances justify such 3 Stpiofon.
But we do
our own publications,or will be filled with the
sluggard stoals.
tre
say that the ,custom, whatever be the mo- of our letters sent with money to pay for books
of other publishers,and will be furnished to
0 pastor can plead that his flock is too tive, is ‘more honored in the breach
premiums
have
been
lost.
We
wish
to
make
than
Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.
large to be visited, S Mrgeon ‘may possi- in the observance,” “for there is
good
our
promises.
.
_
p
no absoblybe
vy Li
Ri BURLINGAME;
an exception, for he is doing ten lute necessity for it, and its tendency
is to - By a united effort on the part of "the |
Dover, N. H.
more securely in the hearts of his auditors
by constant and affectionate pastoral intercourse with them, then is he mcrally bound
to keep up that intercourse. If the shepherd can only win the sheep by going af-

4

of our common

I NEED not blame the Bible if it prohibits
all gluttony, sensuality and improper indulgence of appetite; for greater energies

ing themselves up by asking in, not a new
—ister,” said “Chalmers,
*“makés a
church ‘minister; but a new congregation.—ZLiberai
:
3
going people.” Isee a constant illustration Christian.
simple preacher,

lence

obtained, last year, a sufficient number of
now subsbribers to provide itself with two

for the Register,

i x 4% - 1 3

tricts almost every day. The afflicted-and attempt to improve a verse.”—Baltimore effort, any church ean secure some one of
lines for the names of the Pastors, Ordainthe awakened have always the first claim. Episcopal Methodist.—————
| ‘the qrgans now offered as premiums. Let
It is often said ¢ thatyou can never satisfy
every
one who reads this go to—work now; |- ed Ministers and Licensed Ministers have
people, however often you visit them.”
and continue to work through the year in sufficient length in which to give the adVarieties.
But, can you satisfv them any better by neggetting subscribers for the Star, and by and dress of each ; and church Clerks are herelecting i
entirely? We do not expect
UL
et —
by he will be rewarded. The offers which by requested to give the P. O. address of
to satisfy every body by preaching the truth
A LADY asked her little girl, on returning we now make are numerous, varied and the Pastor, Ordained or Licensed Minister,
faithfully ; but that is all the more a reason
to doit. Do your best, and let the grum- from church, if she remembered the text. liberal. ‘Look at them.
as the case may be. Q.M. Clerks will please
“Oh, yes!” she said, ‘‘It was this: The lablers growl.
.
put the P. O. address of either of the above,
dies’
sewing
society
will
meet
at
Mrs.
|
Premiums
for
New
Subscribers.
Itis a blessed encouragement that the
as the case may be, in the same blank
We offer the following premiums for new
plainest and the humblest of us can become M’'Cracken’s house on Monday evening
space in which they put the name of the
subscribers to the Star.
faithful pastors. Pulpit geniuses are rare; next.”

* To. Him life’s journey thr ugh,
He'll not erase
— Temptation quite,
But help you fight,

How

-yisit some one or more persons

Glin:

SR

O sinner! there’s a thing,

:
-

Statistics

Sy

BT

schol-

ars, the Washington Street church, Dover,

version,

TE

.

three hundred

in church members and Sabbath school

of their hearers

Observes Professor Moses Stuart: “When I
ews, all occupied; but I find no difficol'y began my ministry I used
to find many
n reaching every pew-holder (whose resi- Jou where I thought I could improve the
dence I can discover) at least once a year.
eading, and so altered King James.
Some years I begin at one end and go Some fifteen years later I found less occastraight through, street by streét. In the sion to alter, and now at the end of thirty
meanwhile there will bea special call to years’ study I can only admire the excel-

. Foes thicken every day

On every side
* The power of sin,
within,
Tn ‘Without,
ambush
hide

over

the confidence

the accuracy of the authorized

TR

| own church edifice are

shake

1, 18

a
i

men's work ; but he sets his-elders and as| sistants at the work of visitation. - In my

: ‘Dangers skirt the Way.
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THE MORNING STAR: SEPTEMBER

Hi

SEMINARY.
he

A

HE FALL TERM will commence Tuesday,
Aug. 31, and continue eleven weeks.
“JAMES E.;ROWELL, A, B.

;

MRs, J« E, ROWELL,

_Any further information willbe furnished on appil-

cation.
[J
Northwood, July 26, 1869,
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be addressedto the Editor; and all letters on business
* @miftances of money, &c., should be addressed to
:

rl

and

School

question

of

locating

Culture.
and

I a Christian?

unified the sentiment of the
they have at least indicated

the different’ phases of that sentiment, and
‘suggested the

need of consultation, a true

public ° spirit,
frankness and

enterprise,
broad plans,
charity.
The meeting of

those called toact, in order that the decision reached may be a wise one; and the

it are

few, and

the

never

knew

you!”

its import?

Yet

Who
we

are

as:

ever far it may go here, will not avail us
anything hereafter. ‘Every man’s work
shall be made manifest; for the day shall
declare it, because it shall be revealed by
fire; and the fire shall try every man’s

‘they

are

old,—when

We should not forget that we

skepticism

sci-

ability and

character, or lose its hold upon
men,—when the work assigned to the min-

istry is broader

and more varied than ever

such

a time, contempt of theo-

logical training is a strange folly, and the
neglect of it a mischievous presumption.
A young man who is satisfied to take hold
of the work of the ministry with anything
less than the very best preparation of
mind

and

heart

that is within

his

to

or not we do have them, de-

pends largely upon our enterprise and fidelity in supplying the means of such culture within our own circle of life and effort.
some

Unless the denomination testifies, in
practical and decisive way, to the

importance

we

of

cannot

yond

our

a

expect

well-trained

young

limits what

is

ministry,

men to

seek be-

unsupplied

and

disparaged within them? "Demand and supply will sooner or later be equalized. And
80 we trust that the meeting at Newmarket
is to assert with fresh emphasis the need of

theological
supply it.

training

Undoubtedly the

one good,
school, that

and

the

purpose

his

theology

to

the great body of

our young men who are looking forward to
the ministry into its classes, and hold them
till they had been properly fitted for their
active work. Such a school would tend to
_ unify us in sentiment, plan and method, to
counteract in a measure the centrifugal
"tendencies and sectional strains that are be. coming both strong and obvious, and

.

students

have

been

en-

their places, and

some
in to

the usual routine

nity.

It'is

a great

encouragment

4

*i

theologian.

not.

If, as is sometimes said, God is
“upon our wisdom

and cul-

ture to eamy on his work, much more any

with us.

another

party

of

four,

Matters grew lively.

with

In an in-

were

utter

strangers

to

knowledge of the nature and

each

habits

the river.

large

numbors of the

students

have

been

gathered into Christ, and "gene forth to

We

bless the world.

even, were

cious

habits

Others have acquired
and

principles,

and

vi-

made

the privileges provided for them a curse
instead of a blessing.
Let us pray for
them in faith and hope.
. Butour works should accompany our
prayers. Many, indeed most of these institutions, need help. Shall we enlarge
and beautify our residences,
chards, gardens, and let our

farms, orchildren at

school inhabit dilapidated buildings, contracted and dingy rooms, with meager

tacilities for their essential work? The institutions God has given us as .aspepple
have

a special

claim

upon

our

regard.

God has dealt bountifully with us.

When

We now set off towards the very heart
of the wilderness for some ten or twelve
miles’ tramp to the lake regions; each with

his pack consisting of blankets,

stage,

provisions,

State

and its

capital.

This is the first time I have ever been able
to come within your borders. 1 regret
that I cannot make a longer stay to view
your beautiful scenery. ] thank you for
your kind welcome.
The President doubtless inp that he
passéd through the state in his visit to
Maine

a

few

years

since.

He took

tea

at the Governor's house where he was serenaded in the evening. The next day he
passed over the Montreal road to Littleton,
where there
was no little excitement.
Thence he rode in a carriage to the Crawford House to rest for the night preparatory to the ascent of ‘Mt. Washington the
next morning.

of the

deer, two hours around the evening campfire of practiced hunters, is worth weeks
spent in the best”assorted libraries. At
length talk gave place to action; rifles
were examined and loaded, jacks (lanterns
used for hunting) were trimmed and lit pre-

paratory to a hunt down

Spirit

revealed

to

him the

to labor in the various departments of the
Master's work: The churches at home
need them, the freedmen at the South and
the new fields of the West need them.

a complete

surrender

to God, so that the will

is in

to him, and what we are and

And

the schools must in a great measure

fur-

nish them.

suf-

If we would havethem

in

ficient] number and of the right stamp, we
must provide the means.
Let our prayers
and benefactions +80 up together in their
behalf.
i
Here is a noble opportunity for requests.
Parsons, Hathorn and some others have set
a most worthy exampie, and laid a founda-

what we possess are at his service ?
2. Has the burden of our guilt been re-

affirmative,

the one

with which

we

com-

menced will be of easy solution.

ister must have

books to read.

But the

ministers is,.they have not the means neces-

sary to obtain the books they want,

This

is overlooked by our churches.” Most
|‘them think if they pay salary enough

of
to

supply the physical wants of their mirister
and his family, that is all that is necessary.

THE SABBATH.
We were early taught to believe that God
is everywhere, and we did believe it, as
firmly as any one who has not been there
to see. But we always thought if he cou'd
be excused from anywhere it would be in
the ** wilderness and solitary places of the
earth,” This is not true of this wilderness.
God has not only been: here, but is here
that fy soul knoweth right well.”
|. -still,
The morning broke auspiciously. The sun
shone in its fullest splendor, and as soon as
the fog was lifted from the river,the air was
clearer, freer,

purer

than

we

have

been

wont to enjoy. No house of worship made
with hands, no church-going bell, no human priest, no trained choir were there. In
this great temple of wilds and

simple voices

of nature invite

woode,

the

devotion,

easterly

New Hampshire.

and his own feelings,he has not been sent to
that, but is provided for in a private family.

When they had reached the

visit the Granite

credible short space of time a sort of mutual meal was improvised, and all fell to
with a hearty cheer, though many of us an
hour before

towns of

guests.

brief speeches of reception were made by
Gov. Stearns and Mayor Stevens. To the
latter of which the President responded as
follows :—Mr Mayor: I am heartily glad to

a

to re-

flect that most of our seminaries have been
frequently blessed with revivals, in ' which

above depth of thought and strength of great obstacle in the way of many of our
the idea that the

hour,

It is fitting that we now make these institutions special subjects of prayer. The, hunters were all in, and the deer all out;
era of school lifeis one of the most impor- which seems from all accounts to be the
‘tant in the career of a young man or woman. more common luck of the season ; but more
In these few months or years the course of about this hereafter.
‘many will be shaped for time and for eterA TRAMP INWARD.

it cannot be carried out, it remains for us to
adopt some other that will perbaps involve
Ministers’ Libraries.
a radical reconstruction of our policy, and
—
———
compel us to incur not a few risks, but
That a minister of the gospel should have
which alone offers a real success. ‘But one a library is apparent to all. He needs its
thing needs to be kept in mind, and that is assistance in his preparation for the pulpit.
this : we cannot afford to lower the standard Paul's instruction to Timothy was, ‘‘ Give
of ministerial attainment, to let superficial attendance to reading, to exhortation, to
and showy qualities take the place of solid doctrine.”
This is still requisite ; the min-

. character, or

same

turned into tent, found the boughs all right
and slept soundly. In the morning’
the

tion for lasting good:
But there is not
enough
done
in
this
way.
Too many make
We do not ask when, for it mat
the means at our command.
Ia order to moved?
no provision and leave their property to
ters
not
whether
we
know
the
time,
if
we
this, location
is of some consequence.
be squandered in litigation or grasped by
What
is intrinsically
a good location know the facts. The question is, have our
unworthy hands. Much goes to those too
sins
been
canceled
by
the
blood
of
Christ,
should be approved because it is good, and
who do not need it, nor even feel grateful
and
the
love.of
God
and
of
Christians
taknot merely because it will directly and at
for it. How much better to make a timely
en
their
place,
so
that
*‘
we
know
that
we
once bring money, gratify local pride and
provision, that your means may be & bless:
have passed from death unto life P”
ambition, or aid in the attainment of other
How much good
8. Do we love the Bible and the place of ing of long endurance.
and different ends. One efficient and wellmight be done in this way by the endowprayer, and seek the salvation of sinners
sustained school, furnished with all needful
and the perfecting of ourselves in the gra- ment of our Theological School, our colappliances and supplied with students from
"| leges and various seminaries.—J. J. B.
ces of the gospel? Can we say—
all sections, would really serve us far bet¢ Nearer, my God, to thee, nearer to thee,
ter than several feeble undertakings scatK’en though it be & cross thut raiseth me”?
tered over the whole denominational area.
Sojourn in the Wilderness.
If we can answer these questions in the
That is the ideal plan. There are those

"pulpit can do ‘well enough without the
~_goholar’s brain or the skill of the trained

newly

ceived

NORMAL SCHOOL. The accounts refrom our normal school at Har-

per’s

Ferry are

adapted both to encourage

and stimulate the friends of that institution. A large number of pupils are expected in attendance the coming autumn.
«Many of them are young men and women

of large promise.

They desire an educa:

tion. They are willing to work and wait
for it. They are earnest to be fitted for
usefulness as teachers. They are already
rising to higher ideas of life. They need
large appliances, and are ready to profit by
what appeals to their better tastes and
nobler. ambition. They are just such persons as are needed in the educational and
|.
Christian work that we have undertaken in
that valley.
But many of them are poor,
and

need

aid.

They

require

sympathy,

A minister

a town

pauper!

It sounds

badly, butit is not a new thing under the
sun. History does not repeat itself in the~
aping, selfish designs of rulers alone, but in
incidents. ‘* That which hath been is now.”
Rev. Walter Powers, pastor of the Baptist
churchin Gilmanton, died in 1826 at the
almshouse of that town, where he had been
several years.
> We recently called to see Elder Tash.

His mental powers are much impaired, so
that he is in his second childhood. He
spoke however of his past life with satis-

faction; said he had been engaged

in a

good work ‘and wished he had done more.
The ruling’passionthat he and the former

ministers urged, humility, was strong and
will be probably in death. He spoke of
Revs. A. Caverno and D. P. Cilley, whom
he knew in their early ministry, and said he
used to tap them on the shoulders while
they were promising young men, and tell
them to be sure and be humble.
It is a matter of rejoicing that there is
more interest than formerly in the support
of ministers’ while they give themselves
wholly to the work of preaching the gospel. We trust there will be no more cases
of their being supported as town paupers.
JoserH FULLONTON.
a.

Alexander, Athens Co., Ohio.
This county, settled at an early day, is
famous for its hills, resembling those of
New Hampshire, except that they are cut
up in smaller divisions, and more rough and .
irregular.

They

are usually

covered with

counsel, | encouragement, and the best
utensils for cooking and rifles, &e., a burden
social influénces that can be supplied.
Betof some thirty to sixty pounds, per person.
ter rooms for study and recitation are alOur route lay along alumbermen’s grack in
most indispensable. These must be large-¢:
part, across which had fallen many large
ly furnished by friends at the North.
The
trees, which bad to be climbed over, or
teachers and missionary workers there are
circumvented by a long divergence through
constantly and severely taxed, and they are
the tangled bushes; marshes had to be wadwilling and cheerful to carry heavy bured, and for several miles we found nothing
dens; but for the sake of the people and
but a trail, traced out by spotted trees, or
the good cause, they ask for co-operation
the bushes which bad been disturbed by
and generous offerings in labor and money
some previous tramper.
We had been
from their fellow-laborers at home,—from
told before entering these wilds, that the
each and all of us. They should neither
air is so invigorating, and the deepness and
‘lack nor be compelled to wait for these
grandness of the forest so inspiring, that
things.
EN
fatigue isont ofthe, question. For the literal
truth of this statement we are not prepared

a rich clay sail and a
forest trees, which are
for building and other
1 This county . is also

to vouch ; but this fact we know,

about two thousand members, has been recently held.
This is emphatically ‘‘ Free
Baptist ground,” churches having been organized before the existence ofthe: Yearly
Meeting, through the instrumentality of
the pioneer ministers. Among its first and

that after

——How MiNisTERS GET Ric.

The Rev.

directed towards the acquisition of property we see no reason why they could not
accumulate property as well as others.
But this was not the original design. ** They
which wait atthe altar are partakers with

of ourselves

accumulations, to set a mere active zeal

our

Rev. Robert Tash, a colored man, began
to improve publicly about 50 years ago in
the

present day is for men, yes, and for women,

the

subjection

who will relinquish it slowly and with
great reluctance. If, for any good reason,

two boa's making toward our landing and
soon discovered in one of them

A Minister a Town Charge.

he was the guest of Governor - Stearns,
thence to the White Mountains and then

Mr. Howe in his celebrated Century sermon asks the question, * How isit that I
have grown rich? Shall I answer? It is because I have been doing your business in-

1. Have we made

and get the largest'and richest results from

about

——
EP ——

proceeds.

affirmative:

would enable us to economize our stren gth |

tent

a week," our life rendered very pleasant
by the novelty of the situation, and by all
needful opportunities for fishing, boating,
trampingin the woods &ec.; but the time
had come for welcoming a variation in the
programme.
Just at evening we descried

Chicagoan gentleman as chief, came in
and pitched tent on the same camp ground

supply

startling truth that his heart was still unrenewed, and led him. to give himself to Jesus and obtain an experimental knowledge
of the way of salvation. From that day he
was all the church could desire.
We may know whether we are Christians
or not by the following questions, which we
should see to it that we can answer in the

ideal method is to have

in

distin-

the writer commenced fitting for college,
a good supper spread on the mossy ground,
there was not a single school in the denomwe felt as little sense of weariness as though
ination. Now
we have them in nearly
we had tramped but a mile on the smoothevery state from Maine to Minnesota, and
est road.
they are centers of interest and influence of
This information deeply moved the heart
Here our accommodations for the night
great value. But we can and should greatof the pastor.
He went to his room, fell
‘were hardly equal to those of first class holy increase their facilities by adequately furon his knees, and asked God to show him
We weresheltered by a few boards,
nishing, relief from embarrassing debts, tels.
bis real condition.
And there, in answer
resting at one end on the ground, and at the
and liberal endowments.
to the prayers of his people and his own
The great demand of benevolence at the other, on across pole, allopen in front to
petitions,

strong, well-manned theological
would draw

his work, and

CAMP,

us had now been

books he has, and then consult some neigh:

Some have gone to the tasks of life,
beyond the river. Others have come

all they could wish; his discourses were
listened to with great pleasure by large
congregations. But soon those who knew
Christ experimentally, and had power with
God in prayer, became satisfied that their
pastor was an unregenerated man.
All
was right except his heart, The church,
however, did not wish to part with him, or
to injure his influence. Accordingly they,
unknown to him, appointed a day of fastieg
and prayer for his conversion. But as they
were assembling to humble themselves before God for that purpose, the pastor saw a
brother who never could keep a secret passing by his study, and inquired of him why
so many of the people were going into the
church. The plain, straightforward reply
was, ¢“ We are going to pray that God will
convert your soul, pastor.”

reach,

puts a disrespect upon the sphere that
raises a serious-question over his fitness for
it, and is likely to exhibit feebleness and
And a desuffer more than half a failure.
nomination) that is indifferent over the subject of such theological training, is sure to
suffer frm internal “discord and write sad
chapters of history for the world to read.
We need well-furnished and. well-trained
men for our pulpits,- and we must have
them or pay the penalty. And. the ques:
tion, whether

liable

to such an examination as will reveal his
true character and give him the assurance he
needs. What will it avail to be in the church
or in the ministry without religion? The
Rev. Mr. Earle relates the following :
A young man of fine talent and promise,
after completing his studies, was settled
over one of our large churches. The people were delighted with their new pastor.—
His education, his eloquence, his devotion

compelled to make itself respected for both

of

acquired friend,C. B. W., one of the most
considerate and genial wood-companions
to be found in these parts. Nearly at the

The teachers and

work of what sort it.is.” The inference is
plain that every man shuold subject himself

is at onee sub-

Do

joying a few weeks of rest and recreation,
ard row return refreshed and invigorated.
Many however who have heretofore greeted them in the old halls are there no more.

to be deceived, and that our deception, how-

tle, bold and general,—when the pulpit is

before,—at

are

it

A STIRIN

Two

This

Many went to hear him,- but there were
across the state of Vermont to Saratoga, prejudices against him on account of his
where he was exp: cted to arrive on Satur- color. In later yearsthe subject of his orFa
ERE SNES RIC TAIN
ot i
—dination-eame
up: —We heard one say, if —
At Lowell and N: ashua’ a crowd of peo- he was ordained in that town, he hoped the
ple assembled to see tho President. At the meeting house would be burned. As JShat
latter place he was escorted to a plat:| man didnot attend meeting then, nor “has
form where he bowed his acknowledgsince, the ordination of Mr. T. was of no
ments and was
greetedby the hearty’ serious consequence to him.
cheers of the assembled thousands. When
Mr. Tash’slongest and principal pastorthe President’s train arrived at Manchester ate was over the F. W. .Baptist church in
he was conducted through the various mills Berwick, Me. For several years he has
and then was driven in a barouche through not preached, and his name has not been
the principal - streets. of the city, where he in the Register, having been lost we supwas greeted by the multitude. - The party poe by a revision or new organization of
arrived in Concord at 3 1-2 o'clock, having the church.
come from Manchester (18 miles) in twenMr, Tash’is now 77 years of age, and is 3
ty-two minutes.
Ie was escorted to the supported by Exeter, N. H., his native
State House, in front of which a plat- town. The town has an almshouse, but
form had been erected for the distinguished ‘in respect
to the position he has occupied

heen wontto pay inthe costly churches
the thronged city. Observe, it-was morni
!
ing!
God is intensly in the ‘morning.
They who would avoid his presence may
well sleep on another hour.

not go and get him a richly-bound, highpriced, fancy book, which will be of no possible utility to him only as an ornament.
If you wish to surprise him, ascertain what

*

must be in it.

and destructive of the claims of special rev-

elation,—when

show

of pomp and parade. There must be some
form while we live in the flesh but we must
not deny the power.
The life-giving spirit

regarded as hostile to

oppo-

of the preacher's mind.
If he is thorough- other.
Thisleads us to remark, that the
ly posted on the vital issues of the day, he hunters and sojourners in this wilderness
will be better qualified to cope with error/| virtually ¢¢ have all things common.”
and to vindicate the truth. The more they
That evening our fire in front of the tents
make of their minister, the more he will put on a larger and brighter glow, and the
make of them.
‘Give
and it shall be sparks whirled and frisked up among the
given you, 200d measure, pressed down and tree-tops with an energy not witnessed berunning over.’
.
fore.
The group around it was fit for a painter's eye, some standing, some sitting, and
Our Seminaries.
some lying on the ground. Bullets, and
This is the season for beginning the term hounds, and hunts, and deer, were amply
and year of most of our literary institutions. discussed. To get a full and accurate

dwarf

vain

unless

sermons through the increased fruitfulness

something

dacious,—when mere

the

up a dona-

and

the request that he purchase, the books.

It will not do to rely on the mere form of

ion and contents itself with

object;

is known what- particular books he most
needs, let the money be given to him with

It will not do to accept the prevailing
standard of religion without a question.
There are too many who, ‘‘measuring themselves by themselves, and comparing themselves among themselves, are not wise.”
standard,

special

Make a spe-

get

boring minister whose judgment you can
trust to make the selection.
If churches would do their duty in this
respect, they. would find themselves amply
recompensed in the improvement of the

Christianity. This grows into formalism
which ignores the power and life of relig-

because

should look after this matter.

pulse. One person maybe sad and gloomy
and yet be a Christian; another ‘may be joy-

us with

No

If this is so, our churches, especially tose
which pay their ministers small salaries,

tion for this

the mind,
and” content
less than the reality.

to

do anything to detract from
as long as they wish him to
outof his treasure things new
‘a scribe Well instructed unto
of heaven.’
;

¢ial effort and occasionally

number grows smaller

ence is 80 frequently

out books or
his studies,
«bring forth
and old™as
the kingdom

do to rely upon ifiere emotion or happy im-

The effect is, to lower the

third

does not it ‘will be the loser in theéndy

can

every year.
They who have received
most of it are generally those who set upon it the highest value. Those who decry
it are likely to be persons whose means
of judging are imperfect, or whose prejudices have decided the question upon a very
partial hearing, or upon no proper hearing
at all. Certainly at such a time as this—
when hearers are both critical and au-

* simply

the

church can afford to let the pastor go with’

|

tle way even with the masses of the people,—when old. opinions are challenged

watels to

if ‘after’ have been reckoned a Christian
here, and been so esteemed when dying, 1
should fail of acceptance and hear the sen-

When tempests rage without—
That when in danger, knows no fear,
In darkness feels no doubt.”

authority goes so lit-

the murmuring

GrANT.

guished personage’ came through Boston
last week on Wednesday without creating
any disturbance in the affairs of the city;
and he passed on to Concord, N.H., where

up a psalm of joyous

ing voices of nature, we confess to a larger
worship, ahd a truer devotion than we bave

« A faith that shines more bright and {lear

spirit of co-operation is equally needed by
our people generally, in order that the
plans adopted may be promptly and energetically carried out. Personal preferences
cannot all be gratified, and the highest
ideal good will very likely be found in
fact beyond our reach.
The best thing
practicable should be done and approved.
There is no doubt that we greatly need
theological culture. Those who disparage

pushes

Ee

PRESIDENT

praise to the Infinite One. Seated at early
dawn, in half-costume, on the pdlnt that

food for the mind. It would be better for
.the church to supply both wants. It it

more

clearer title undisturbed by sorrow,-—

sponsibility of taking some decisive steps
is one that cannot well be put away. The
highest Christian wisdom is needed by

tops high above, goes

ask himself than this + Am I really a Christian? How sad will be the disappointment

waves of the sea, coming and going, rising
and falling, and are not to be implicitly relied upon as evidence. We should seek a

is likely to be an important one, and the re

better

two meals a day,

and take the avails of the

one

can

ous and busyant in hope and not really know
Christ. Feelings are changeable, like the

the Education Society called at Newmarket

suc-

He

to starve the mind.
be met, it would be

better for him to go. with

question

important

comprehend

otherwise

former..

starve the body than
If both wants cannot

sured that many will be thus disappointed.
Shall I be among the number?
It requires the utmost carefulness to secure that confidence of hope which gives us
the affirmative of the question. It will not.

providing for. the Theological School bas
been very freely discussed in the Star)
The different views
entertained by its
* friends have found free expression, and if
they have not
+ denomination,

here is a want as indispensable to ‘his

noedless

supply

tence, ‘‘I

Ba

The

our

site shore, looking upon this "wild scene of
water and wood,and listening to the charm-

No
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ee

Editor.

he Agent,

We

cess as either of the
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weaknesses ?
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They wish to see him well clothed, and they From the indesalirauriniiings of the wawould be greatly mortified to have him go ters asthey rush over their rocky beds below,
hungry, ‘but they forget his library—that mingling with the softer cadence of the pine

it be replied, that he is ‘not dependent upon
our ignorance and superficiality.
He has
“commanded our strength; will he justify

Star.

1, 1869.
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woods and sky.

The water used for drink-

ing and for our coffee, taken from the
pond near by, was warm, and had very
much the appearance of ordindgry water
sweetened with cheap molasses.
Here the
woods wear a darker and more solemn “as| pect than we ever witnessed before. The
ground is somewhat level and low, the
streams sluggish, and the ponds appeared
dark and stagnant. A place of resort for
deer, and may well be for deer-hunters, but:
not for invalids ; so the next morning, just
as it commenced raining, with our traps
« all aboard,” we set out on our return, and

waded most
dripping with
not less than
latter portion

of the way through bushes
rain-drops, over a route of
twelve or fifteen miles, the
of which we traveled alone.

stead of my own.

What is your business?

To support your mionister—and that is
what I have been doing for twenty years.”
The ministry asa class will compare with
any other class of men in point of natural
oracquired

the altar.

talents, and if their efforts were

Even so hath the Lord ordained

that they which preach the gospel should
live.of the gospel.” Now if a minister has
to support himself, he is doing the work of
his parish as well as his own, and it is noth-

ing strange if he failsto do both well.

justice to his hospitality, after such a tramp,
the reader will be the more ready to believe, when he ledrns the bill of fare, which

to stake’ our reputation

we

reached

our

tent

ground,

we

found our Chicagoan friend sweating over
a big camp fire, preparing supper in the ab
sence of his guide. He invited us to share

it with him.

We did.

And ‘that we did

consisted in part of pork, fried and broiled,
trout, deer, and frogs !
Day before yesterday, we Frock tent,
came down the river some five Or six miles,
and camped for the night on

the

the stream.

came

Yesterday we

banks

of

to this

resting place for travelers, some eight or
ten miles short of * out of the woods,”

where we propose to tarry a few days,
When we flung ‘ourselves list night on a
civilized bed for the first time for nearly a
fortnight, there came over us a sensation of

home luxury which for the time

being

was

very grateful, and yet we frankly confess
that our sleep was no more quiet and refreshing than we got on an average from
the boughs in the wilderness; and in the
morning we felt even less like sallying out
with ax in hard to chop wood for the breakfast fire,.than when there, a thing

done with perhaps one exception,
morning of our sojourn.—J. ¥,
Starks Falls Hotel, Aug. 15.
|

|

we

had

every

of the oldest college in the State—the Ohio
University.
At this Institution, some of
the young men, now in the ministry, laid
the foundation of their usefulness. It has
two townships of land appropriated for its
benefit. In this county, too, and about
nine miles from the University,

is Atwood

Institute, under the control and patronage
of the-Free Baptists.
/
In this place, Alexander, the annual
meetingof the Ohio River Yearly Meeting,

numbering four Quaftérly~ Meetings

and

most useful members was Deacon John M.

Chase, of precious. memory, from the state
of Maine, converted under the gospel labors
of Rev. Jesse Burnham.
Generous almost
to a fault,

he,

his

opened

Randall,

like

doors for the reception of Q. and Y. Meetings.
.Bat he 1s now receiving hisreward. As we
etood beside his grave, we could but exclaim:

* Blessed

man

of

God,

rest

in

peace.”
The church

here,

denominated

3d Alex-

ander, though prosperous for many years,
was at length rent by divisions and sub divisions until it had nearly - or quite lost its
visibility.
Bat itis now reviving, and
promises to be an efficient church. The old

houseof worship, presenting a dilapidated
—— Tre BoAT RACE. The long expected appearance, is being repaired.
trial of strength and skill between the rowers 1 One new Quarterly Meeting was received
of Harvard University and those of Oxford,
(England) came off on the Thames river,
on Friday of last week.
The distance
rowed was four miles and a quarter, and
the English boat came,in three lengths
ahead of her American rival. It might have
gratified Yankee pride if the result had
been otherwise, but we trust there will be
magnanimity enough to take such a defeat
in the best temper, and good taste enough

When

luxuriant growth of
being fast removed
purposes.
known as ths seat

on

higher

and

more important issues. But the friendly
contest may help to promote a truer fellowship and a jaster mutual appreciation.
If
it does this,

the

strained

muscles

and in-

tense rivalry may be justified by the result,
though we think the tendency of such contests is to exalt brawn above brain’ and
pluck above conscience,
We have

received, too late for ‘insertion

this week, a report of the action ‘taken in
the

case of Rev.

proved

himself

J. 8. Johnson,

who

has

unworthy of public -confi-

dence as a minister of Christ.

It will ap-

pear in our next issue,

intothe

Yearly Meeting.

interests of the Yearly

sources of the country, may be found this
week in that department on our eighth
page. It will be read with interest. A

substitute came after thig was in type.

were not

forgotten. President William: was present to advocate the claims of West Virgin-

ia College, and Professor

Spencer

and

Rev. I. Z. Haning, that of Atwood Institute.

The meetings of worship were well attend-

ed and “intadsting, the preaching plain and
instructive,
=
. The Yondly Meeting is enlarging its bor-

dors, and now extends beyond M ison and
Dixon's line, embracing

the Taylor Quar-

terly Meeting, West Virginia.

This new

and prosperous State presents to Free Baptists especially an inviting field of labor.

The harvest is great, but the laborers are
few.

Itis pre-eminently a missionary field.

Who will enter it? The same may also be
said in reference to many portions of Kentucky.
A new class of ministers have been rals-

ed up in this Yearly Meeting. The fathers
have mostof them passed away. Of the
number of ministers in

attendance,

all but

two were under fifty years of age.
God bless them and their labors.

/
Rev. Jom. BALL'S letter from California,
having reference to the agricultural re-

The educational

Meeting

May

S. H, BARRETT.

PresQue IsLe, Me. Rev. C. Purinton,
pastor of the F. W. B. church at Pre:qne
Isle, baptized

and

received

church,

seven candidates, August 15,

eight

members

into

The religious prospect is goud.

the

:

INN TI rin waa

SEPTEMBER | 1, 1869;
Noe

ceipt of a valuable silver service consisting of a
salver, pitcher and goblets, presented by sister

Five Presbyterian churches. have been built
in the southwestern part of Sonoma County,Cal.,

E. Osgood,in behalf of the ladies,

chiefly through the labors of Rev. Thomas Fra-

In another column will be found a call
for a' State S. S. Convention. It is most
earnestly desired that all our 8. tchools
shall be represented. Supts. and teach-

We neel

ers cannot afford to be absent.

GIBSON

men and women interested in the work of
teaching religious truth to the young, to the
and

note forgetting the aged

who too long have neglected to connect
themselves

offered,

with the means

A

‘with

year.

church, Sept, 8—5.

CHICK,

were

ry, which commences this week, promises
tobe a very full and successful one.

At the second examination for admission
to Bates College, held yesterday, seven
candidates were admitted to the Freshman
class, one of whom isa lady. This makes
the total number of the class thirty-three; a
very respectable class for so young a col-

:

Clerk.

tor of the F. B..church in New Gloucester.

continue the "school at New Hampton, and proceed immediately
to erect a building upon the
round furnished by the Lift. Inst.; and we herey pledge the Sandwich Quarterly Meeting to
pay $5000 toward its erection.
Next session with the West Campton church,
A. SARGENT, Clerk.

A.
fa

A Voice from the North.
The little church at Shipton, P. Q., was
organized about twelve years ago with
surroundings of a very unfavorable nature,
and for many years we were under the necessity of worshiping “in school rooms,
dwelling

houses,

barns

and

the open

RELIGIOUS
= The
Mass.,

air,

.

two Baptist churches of Newburyport,
have been merged into one.

A Congregational society has just been organized in Baton Rouge, La., embracing the leading
Union citizens of thay city.
Fifty thousand Bibles and religious books are
annually sold in Turkey.

but we have found rest for the sole of our
foot in a neat little meeting-house situated
about iwo and a half miles from the flour-

ishing

MISCELLANY.

GENERAL.
|

village of Danville, about midway

between the cities of Montreal and Quebec
on the G. T. R.R. This church has enjoyed some rich outpourings of the Spirit,
and many souls have been translated from
the kingdom of darkness into the kingdom
of God's dear Son, but she has had her
seasons of sorrow and trial, and at differeat times it appeared as if we must haul
down our colors and abandon the enter-

Of 300 Presbyterian ministers in Canada
nine are doctors of divinity.

only

Both the American Board and the Presbyterian Board for Foreign Missions are just now
appealing -earnestly for aid. The former must

receive $200,000 during Ju y and August,to avoid
debt.

i

Omaha has a population of 20,000, and but
three church-buildings—Romanist,
Lutheran,

and

prise, but of late we have nailed our banner to the mast, spread our sails to the

Episcopalian.

Other

societies

worship

where they can, The Baptists claim to be the
most numerous and to have the largest congregation.
A preacher in Chicago recently refused
to say
grace at table, when asked, saying it was a mere

breeze]
tid inthey nameof our great Captain launched out into deep waters.

Things a% present wear a most promising
aspect; two have recently united with the formality, and * the best grace was to eat modchurch. Last Sabbath we addressed an at- erately, well digest your meal, and then go to
work and earn another.” For the same reason
tentive | congregation on the subject, of! he refused to pronounce the benediction.

Christian baptism, after whichwe repaired
to thr water and administered the rite to a

very

Jromising young

him ato the church.

man

The Free Church of Scotland is raising $250.000
for parsonages for the missionaries.dn India,
and the Established Church is trying to raise
$125,000. In some cases the expense of living
has so increased that $1,000 rent hag been paid.

and received

We are looking for

more soon. We sometimes feel lonely and
weary far away as we are from those of
like

precious

faith, the

nearest

F. W.

Macon,
Georgia, has
five colored
Sunday
schools, with an attendance of 1,100 scholars,
about one fifth the entire colored population.
The superintendents are colored men, with one
exception.
Miss Barnes has charge of one of
the schools, and uses the blackboard with success.
A Union Sunday school concert is held bi-monthly.

B.

church or minister being about fifty miles
distant. We are in great need of a little
ministerial help. Our brethren we ‘think
have forgotten that the strong ought to
bear the burdens of the weak. Brethren,
come over and help us. Letall the denom-

The Catholic Telegraph, of Cincinnati, thinks
it will be a glorious day when the common
school system shall be abolished.

ination pray for this little church.
:

W.H.S.

The first Episcopal Church built in Utal; wads
dedicated on Sunday last at Corinnie.
:
The Jews at Greenpoint, Long Island, are
about to establish a synagogue.
The number of communicants of the Central

Wells Branch, Me.
The Wells Branch Sabbath school had a
grand picnic, Aug. 19. Music by the Kennebunk depot band. The exercises by the
children, consisting of singing, recitations
and dialogues, were very interesting. The
grove was charming and the weather delightful. The tables, loaded with viands
and adorned with bouquets presented a

Baptist Association of Oregon is 1,015." The num-

others. The children enjoyed themselves
finely and all pronounced it one of the best

This

was

accomplished without calling to our assist-

ance any of the devices of satan.
ard W. Littlefield

_perintendent.
lege.
¥

Hows

is our efficient S.S

Su-

He is a son of Bates Col5.C.K.
:

~,_" Ganterbury, N. H.
: Canterbury ‘church

is

not the détails of her inexhaustibl
did not, like Hezekinh,

receiving some

church and

society have

obtained

a

splendid bell for their house of worship
which rung last Sabbath for the first time.
May Zion's borders be enlarged in- this
place is the prayer of God's people.

Ministers

and

Churches.

—

Rev. Dr. Cumming

ted.

.at

W. Lebanon

been added by baptism to

and

Holiness,

doubtless,

understands

The presiding elder

sick,

and

and

another pastor

BURR

.

two pastors

and

them

3

so much and their ex-

Magnolia

Balm

more

MAINE

the

rustic

Redness, Sunburn, Tan, Freckles, Blotches, and all

of Youth.

Mr. NELSON MILLETT,

Beauty is possible

Use

nothing

but Lyon’s

Kathairon

to dress

Notices andAppointments

of 72 Metho-

PRINTING

A writef in the Calcutta Christian Repository
tells a curious story of a Chinese who had a sick
son. He made costly offerings to a certain god,
with a view to his son’s recovery.
All this was
in vain; the child died.
Hereupon the father
filed a bill in court, charging the god witha
breach of contract.
The case was duly tried.
This idol was brought into court.
The father
pleaded that he had done everything that the ritual required of him in order to propitiate the
deity; but, through some strange perversity or
inability, the god had failed to perform his partof
the contract.
The god had no way of rebutting:
the evidence.
Judgment was accordingly given
against him, and he was forthwith expelled from
the province.

Establishment are

the

Freewill

heréby

Baptist

notified that the

Portland clergy have an easy way of getting
their summer vacation.
So many distinguished
divines rusticate by the seaside thereabout, that
their Portland brethren issue drafts at sight on
them, and these are always honored.

for

a

Sabbath School
Lewiston.

to death—four by burn-

Rev. Dr. Todd of Pittsfield has been presented
with a ring made from one of thesgolden spikes
used in laying the last rail of the Union Pacific
Railroad.
The ring is inscribed ¢ The Mountain
Wedding,” at which it will be remembered, Dr.
Todd was the officiating clergyman.

at

expects

Farmington, N. H., by baptism and others

who has served that church as pastor nineteen
years, acknowledges a surprise Visit and the ve-

preaches

times every Sunday,

time

ina

each

three

differentlo-

instruction of the emighants to America.

o¥ -

“Rev. Jeremiah Clough, of Canterbury, N. II.

City

The Lutherans of Prussia have established in
Berlin a seminary for educating ministers for the
s|

by letter, within a few months,

in 1838.
. A clergyman in Iowa

Abbe Liszt's new oratorio

if necessary.
In a similar way bedsteads, washstunds,
sideboards,
and bookcases c¢
be

of ‘‘ Christ” is said

supply

Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian

Hair

Renewer

AN OUNCE

BOTTLE

OF

is the best

Use it,

by the

Rev.

delezate for every 50 Sabbath School members.
The object of the Convention will be to present def:

inite ways and means for making Sabbath School
Instruction in Maine the widest possihle in its reach,

Cherry,

which

Balsam,

has

Free entertainment will be

provided

AT

column,

A great many people have asked us of late, “How
doyou keep your horse looking vo sleck and glosey 77
times a week.

the world: vive

Condition Powders

two or three

i

A gentlem im from the eastern part of the State,who
was about having his leg ampuiatel on account of ite
bring bent a’ right anvlies ano suff at the knee heard
ot J

hnaon's Anvdyne

Livimant

Haverhill,

After nsingit a shot

time, his leg became straight, and is now as servioea:
bie us the vther,

having

to

repair,

particular

will

have

different

parts of

15

do-ing the stomach.
Small bottles sold at all drug
stores. All remittances should be by post-office of-

Comfort

N

Ill

No family

}

C,

Dover, N. H.

Colic, Cramp, and

Medicines—try

eral inducements to

KNITTING
Louis, Mo.

Price,

Depot, 10 Park

Place,
bw3t

Agents.

MACHINE
;

Address AMERICAN

CO., Boston,

Mass,,

or

St.
t35

LOOK OUT AGENTS!

STREET,.

BOSTON.

a

month

made

clear,

Will

sell

in

50% mn can now find emp'oyment
for
D. L. GUERNSEY,

Bookse ler, Concord,

N. H,

PE4DEORD
ACADEMY.
The sixty-seventh year of this School for Young
Ladies will open Sept. I. The revised and advanced
course of stuy in Judes Latin and French or Music.
Superior facilities are afforden for the study of Greek,

er Institution f r young ee

in the preparatory department,

—"

Througn the

liber-

sults are equally beneficial

It has

associated

and cathartic that@Nature’s ch- mist y has

in a

ever

at the Missionary House.
Bradford,

2t35

SOLD
A

BY

ALL

Terms

per year,

$26+: and

Mass., July

J. D. KING-BURY.

13, 1869.

5w3il

pro,

duced, foamiog in his up in a single moment
Thousands of miles from Germany, TARRANT’S SELTZER
APERIENT reproduces the trans-atlautic fountaiu of
health in countless househalds.
$25

inthe country

in the higher course, per
year, $29'. Apolication
.may be made to MISS
A.
MISS
1. Jou soN, Priucipal,
Bradford, Mass., oFin Boston to Dr BK AND RSON,

in
re

simple powder all the curative properties of the wor d
renowned Seltzer Spa, and, by’ dissolving that powder in water, every dyspeptic can have the finest tonic

DRUGGISTS.

DAY.—33 new ariieles for Ag nts.
Samples sent free, H. B. SHAW, Alfred, Me.

GREAT SUN-SUN CHOP

13645

ANTED—AGENTS—$75
month, everywhere,

to

$200

per

male and female, to in-

troduce the GENUINE IMPROVED ' COMMONSENSE FAMILY

SEWING

This Machine will stitch,
quilt, cord, bind, braid and
most superior
manner.
Fully warranted for five

Lock Stitch.”

Every »econd stitch can

will sew

still the cloth eannot be pulled apart without

and

tearin

it. We pay Agents from $75 to $200 rer month an
expenses, or a commission from which twice that
amount can be made.
Address SECOMB & CO.,

12.00

PITTSBURGH, PA, or BOSTON,
UIS,

MASS.,.or ST:

MO.

CAUTION.—Do not be imposed upon by other parties palming Off worthless cast-iron machines, under
the same name or otherwise.
Ours is the only genuine and really practical cheap machine manufac.

281,60

tured.

Treasurer.

soll the

AGENTS

IN EVERY

cheapest and

ROCHESTER

now

RAILROAD;

CANAAN
Tae

L.

#. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 7.88 vr.»
Leave Boston for Dover at 7.30 A. M., 12 M,, 8, SP.»
and on Monday, Wednesday, and¥riday at 8 p, Mm.
y
"WM. MERRITT, Supt

or this Institution will com-

Sept. 7, und continue

eleven

R.

LEAVITT,

A.

of Rev, N. WOODWORTH, »8 Princip, with
tent teachersin al the deosrtments.
perterm.
Board, 2 59 per werk,

J. D. WEEKS, Sec'y.

Canaan, N. H., Aug. 24, 1809.

EVANSVILLE
i

SEMINARY.

m——

35

*

hands of the
has passed into the Term,
Sept, 7,
will open ite Ful
»nd wife,
BRADLEY
8.
G.
Prof
of
under the charge
to
writing
hy
Any inf rmation ean be obtained
Co H, WILDER, Sc.
- 88
Bvansville, Wis., Aug. 15, 1669.

Pog

She

gi

Risk.

¢

eompe-

Tuition $5 to #7
2

All inquiries for information promotly answered by

apolying to
Rochester, Aug.

A. JACKSON,

ATWOOD
MHUE

FALL

Sec’y.
235

17.

INSTITUTE.

TERM

begins AUGUST

24.

tion is $5 00; Room rent. $4.00; Board, 83,00

Tui-

per

week, Vor al and Instrumental Music, also Painting
taught by Mra. Spencer. We confidently expect, as
ju the past, 4 liberal patronage

from

sur

numerous

fri-nd~ in southern Ohio. Rev. T E.Prden has been
recently apported as one of the Teachers, which will
add much to the interest of the School.
!
M. W, SPENCER, Principal.

Albany, Aug. 11,1809.

SEMINARY.

¢

as

No

INSTITUTE.

WHITESTOWN

MM.

Such Assistants in Instruction will be provided
.
the number of scholars may require

For Alton Bay, 10,10 A. M., 2.45, 5,45, 6.45 P, M.

A. M., 5.00

TERM

.mence TUESDAY,

ACADEMY.

weeks, under the imstruction of

‘For Great Falls, 10.10 A, M., 2.45, 5,45, 7.40 P. M.

For Wolfbaro and Centre. Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 2.45 ¥, m

FALL

UNION

EMPLOYED.

protitable.

This Institution is pleasantly located at Rochester
Racine Co , Wasconrin—23 miles west of Racine, and
6 miles north of Burlington.
Students coming on the
Western Union
Railroad, wul stop at Burlington,
th re take the £tage tor Rochester.
The Fal Term will onen Sept. 1, under the auspices

COUNTY, to

best religious books

Very

9t Columbia St., New York city.

12635

ANTED.

GENTLEMEN

4w3l

# a
A

AND
bu-iness,

Seventeen specimen Pictures and Citalorue sen: for
20 cts., twice as many, 30 ¢ts
MAN<ON LANG,

a

more elastic
the ‘Elastic

be cut,

AVIES
Picture

MACHINE

hem, fell, tuck,
embroider in a
Price only
‘$18.
years.
e will

stronger, more
beautiful, or
seam than ours,
It makes

5.00

at 5.51, 8. 10.56

Hundreds of

WANTED — AGENTS —-TO
SELL
THE
AMERICAN ENITTING MACHINE, Price $25.
The simpleet,cheapess and best Knitting Machine ever
invented.
Will knit 20,000 stitches per minute.
Lib-

8

Science is the modern Moses,
It doesnot
det d evoke wates from the dese t rocks, but its

Summer
Arrapgemens.
June 22, 1868,
Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A, M,, 5.45 P.»,
and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8.12 p, M.

Boston

will be sure to buy

afford accommodations superior to those of any oth-

Special_Notices.

for Lawrence and

you

to your friends.

ality of friends
a vew building has been erected,
whlch will be completed in a few weeks, and will

Julia A. Hall, of Lebanon, Me,
Aug 22, by Rev, E. Knowlton, Mr. 8, 8. Edmunds,
and Miss Martha BE. Couner, daughter of J. H. Con.
ner, Ksq., all of so. Montville, Me,

MAINE

and

Fifty Cents and One Dollar.
New York.

| offered the public. One acent reports 22 orders in
making44 calls. One « commission of $122.40 in two
weeks, For full particulars address
In Lebanon, July 15, by Rev. F, I, Lyford, Charles
4135
W. J. HOLLAND, Springfield, Mass.
M. Stewart, heq., «ff Kenduskeag, Me, und Miss

AND

this,

a rain, and recom wend

1v

BOSTON

to its

Physicians recommend it in their practice.
Sold by the Drugzisis and Storekeepers.

German, Painting and Drawing.

Marie

|"

Dysentery yield at once

pain-curative properties.
It is perfectly innocent,
and can be given to the oldest person or youngest
child. No matter if you have no confidence in Patent

-|

200,00
32.25

4

be without a bottle in the house.

-

1u,00

UO. LIBBY,

should

’

Hundreds of dollars and many hours of suffering may
be saved by its timely use.

SALOMONS,

pay $1000 for any machine that

A Potter,

Agony.

IMENT, whose wonderful cures, rure and instantaneous action, in cases of Chronic Rheumatism,
Headache, Toothache, ( roup,
Cuts, Burns, Colic,
Cramps, Dysentery, etc., have astonished the civilized world, is no new catch-penny; but an article that
has stood thé test of twenty-two years. The enormous sale and rapidly increasing demand is at once
the surest evidence of its u efulness and popularity.

431

5,00

3.00

per'W

and

Full and Winter that will pay. Apply immediately
for terms, &c., (fen eent scrip enclosed.) to

5,00

Ch. South

Pain

L.
:

CELEBRATED VENETIAN LIN--

nearly family

51.00
37.50
44.19
15,73
21,0
3,82

:

or

R.

Best Chance Yet.

25,00

H , for sup-

Bliss,

$50 to 8200

VA.

NH

and

R. TOBIAS’

Machinists,
85

on re-

ead for $5, including digections and medical advice.
All who come to the office treated free of cost and no

4

PROVINCE

charges

ceipt of $20, or one quart $3, or one pint 85, or six
ints of ANNIHILATOR for Catarrh and Colds in the

can be had at any other place in the United States.
New and Second-hand Printing Presses and Steam
Engines, &c., Bought and Sold.
Print ng Presses, Steam Engines and all kinds o
Machinery, Moved, Set Up and Repaired.
Hangers, Pulleys, Shafting, &c., constantly on hand
and made to order.

No.

One gallgn of PAIN PAINT

double strength, sent free of express

We are prepared to furnish Chases of all sizes, at.
short notice, and as cheap, if not cheaper, than they

4,

Ailments.

wrappers; buv none other.

Allwe

ow us, is a trial, and let

.

Headache,

Pains in the Liver,

the first application.—

ders or registered letters, or by express, to
WeoLCOTT, No. 181 CHATHAM SQUARE, N. Y.
4w3t

®ur motto is “Satisfaction

&

relieved at

or chionic ailments or the Whites.
Beware of counterfeits. Dr WOLCOTT’S remedies are put up in white

re-

our work speak for itself.

PY

immediate-

stops

Large bottles are much the cheapest,
and should always be used for violent Pains, Spasms. Fits, Tumors

ask from those who do no

HARTNETT

oth-

Removes stiffness in Joints and Muscles, including

the fact

or no pay.”

Yellow, or any

poisonous wounds;

all kinds of Rheumatic

to

nearly all the Book and Job Offices of Boston.

Printers’

or

or Neuralgia in‘a few minutes.

‘We wish it to be distinctly understood that Printers
cannot call upon us for anything in their line that we
will not furnish in a reasonable time.
We are now doing the work of all the Daily and

to our customers

Typhoid,

within

1t removes pain or swelling from bee stings Mos-

quito Bites.

that we

attention

Dysentery cured

positively prevent Blistering if done

ly.

Side Bolt.

(Opposite City Hall.)

2.50
5,00
3h
7.00
3,50

Wis,

Machinery

:

Ch H rrlsviile, Wis, per J Westlake
Cn and so. steep Falls, Me. per A Hobson
Henry and Charles Linscott, Farmington, Ia
sandwich Q M. N H. per A Sargent
Ch, Gr enbush, Wis, per W A Potter
Puairie,

Principal.

the Adams Presses, no matter what the parts may be
whether Bottom Bar, Bed, Platten, Side Frame, or

HOUSE

Mass

Me

Lee C.nter,

point will positively cure

at. reasonable

Heart or Kidneys

that we will furnish any or all the

R I

port-of a boy in India, per J Fullonton

FREEWILL BAPTIST MINISTERS can obtain Books
in all departments, and in any desired quantity,on
specially favorable terms, by sending their orders to
D. Lothrop & Co., 88 & 40 Cornhill, Boston,

scriptive music ever composed.

WINCHESTER,

C O Libby, Charles St., Dover.
Self-uenying Band,
R.ymond,

edy for all di-eases of the throat, lungs and chest.

Cavalry

Hayes,

be had

E. C. COGSWELL,

Foreign Missions,

tains its long established reputation as the great rem-

tell them, it’s tue easiest thing in

Scituate,

F B church, Washington St. Dover, N H
First I 8 church, Smi hfield, R I
I B church, Haverhill, Mass»
}
F B church, Lawrence, Mass
F B church. Saco, Maine
Roger WM inllams church, Providence, R [

now

"ASTHMA. Those of our readers who suffer from
this distressing complaint are referred to tne advertisement of Jonas Whitcomb’s Remedy in another

can

Diarrhea and

er known fever; by cooling the Brain properly no
fever can exist in the body. PAIN PAINT applied to a
Burn with several folds of cotton cloth dripping wet,

in good families from $2,00 to $3,00 per week.

We desire to call

Clerk.

J Cook, Philadelphia,

J Wood, Lewiston,

PAIN PAINT.

hold its next session at No.
L. E, BIXBY.

No

Cancers are healed

ten minutes by a faithful appplication across the bowels of the patient; a Pint of PAIN PAINT applied properly to the head when the pulse reaches the highest

nish all the Parts of the Rotary Presses, Cylinder and

BELKNAP Q. M. will hold its next session with the

by

€ommon English,
$100.
Higher English,
$5.00
Latio & Greek, 6,00.
French & G: rman, (extra) 2,00
Instrumental Music, 8,00.
Use of Piano, (extrz) 2,00

Adams Presses, and Job Presses of all kinds, no mat
ter who built them.
=

JOEL SPOONER, Clerk.

Ricker,

tne new principle of PAIN PAINT.

Preceptress.

moved to a new and spacious shop,
No. 15 PROVINCE STREET,
directly opposite our old place, and we are row prepared to do every description of- Repairs on and fur-

L1sBoN Q. M. will ‘be held with the church at-Benton, the first Satarday and Sabbath in September
next. Conference Friday preceding.

E

RAND,

Mat-

high inflammation ; Absorption and Evaporation remove inflammation with wonderful rapidity; this is

We would respectfuily inform our Patrons and oth-

EDGECOMB Q. M.—(Change of Time)—will hold its
next session with the church at Edgecomb, Oct. 9 a d,
10, instead of Sept. 11 ana 12, as beiore noticed.
Itis
expected the churches willbe prepared to pay the 5
ceat assessment on the membership.
GIVEN, Clerk.

Ruth

L.

August 2, 1869,

as readi'y a8 a cut. Old Fever Sorcs, including ulcers
of every name or of the jfou'est description, are cured
by simply keeping them under the cooling influence of

ers

Society, will be held ia connection with the Pen. Y.
.
S. M. CLARK, Clerk.
M.

M:s

ELIZA

dan refer you to
Fulton County,

ter or corruption will never form unless caused

York

Clerk.

COLLECTED BY REV J W DUNJEE, FOR MEETING

months

Inflammation is the cause of all physical pain.

Sept.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

for all dele-

Meredith Center church, Sept. 11-16.
;
GEO. M. PARK,

sixteen

pe will not stain nor smart, neither will PAIN
AINT,
Water is harmless for injection, 80 is PAIN PAINT,
Water can be drunk freely, so can PAIN PAINT.

ACADEMY.

—OF—

PENN. FREE BAPTIST Y. M, will hold its next sesgion with the Croton church, commencing Friday,
Sept. 10, and continuing durieg the Sabbath.
Croton
is a suburb of New Castle, Lawrence Co.. Pa.
The annual meeting of the Penn. Home Missionary

Fox RIVER Q. M. will
Kingston, Sept. i7,

3w32

TO THE PRINTERS

gates who sead their names to the chairman of the
Committee on; Entertainment—dJ. W. Danielson,Esq ,
Lewiston—on or before Sept. 8. It is hoped the Committee will be able to secure free return tickets over
the leading Railroad and Steamboat lines in the State.
In behalfof the Committee.
D. B. RANDALL, Chairman.

EE. G. CHADDOCK,

in

Penn,, tor the validity of my statements.
H. BUsHEY, M. D.,
Sipes Mills, Fulton County, Penn.

C. Cogrwell, Principal.

rates.

York city, Rev. E. G. Eggleston, Chicago, and Ralph

been in use for nearly half a century, and still main-

Sheridan's

I have not Yost a single patient

a

CENTER, N. H.

Meetings.

York city.

™

WITH A COMPETENT BOARD OF ASSISTANTS.
TUITION.
.

Board

vention, conducting it as a Sabbath School.
Among the distiaguished Sabbath School workers
expected to be present are Rev. J. H. Vincent oi New

SUFFERERS from coughs, colds, bronchitis, cronp,
influenza or whooping. cough, will find re'ief in De,
of Wild

English, $4,560.

Rooms for self-boarding

With a view to this end, the following among other
snbj-cts are recommended for d scussion :—
I. The relations of the Pastor to the Sabbath
School.
.
II. Duties of Superintendents.

Wells, E&q., of New

Wine instead of dregs;

PAIN PAINT is better still,
What Physicians Say.

Instruction in Sacred Music furnished gratuitously.

most practical in its modes and effective in its results.

Prof G H

E.

Miss

All Sabbath Schools connected with evangelical
churches in Maine, are earnestly inviied to send one

ventive for Dj sentery ever compounded.

Balsam

Or

Ax
TERM commences WEDNESDAY,
1, under the instruction of

sive.

M D Shaw.

if taken in season, may be worth pounds of cura.
tives for all Bowel Complaints. Iti3 the best pre.

Wistar’s

Common

NORTHWOOD

iston, Tuesday, 8 pt. 14, at 3, P. M.. to continue its
session to the evening of the 16th (Thursday) inclu-

of these

Dr, Seth Arnold’s

A Horse to weary
lege,
Tis Money in the
till,

?

at

Bequest of Miss Sabra Stanton, Lebanon, Me
Littie estate, Hatley, PP. Q , per C Heard

preparation known to preserve the hair,

We

ry.

the

at

‘——-—

to ba the most extraordinary piece of so-called deI am not injured when I am tofd to compassionate the suffering, because those who strive to
relieve the aftieted are always made more hap-

44,

An immense immigration of Swedes, Norwegians and Danes, this year, has added largely to
the membership ofthe Lutheran church.
From
Sweden alone 50,000 persons have
come this
summer,
Mostof them are Lutherans, and it iy
for

"Tis Meat instead of bones,

Teacher of Penman-

NORTHWOOD

selected at Portland, hitherto an-

[]

ing alive, and fourteen by hurling froma precipice. Of the whole number who have suffered it
is impossible t® form an estimate.
It is now
thirty years since the Christian faith was prohibited, daring which time the opposition of the
goverment to Christianity has been persistent,
bitter, and unrelenting: and though. since 1849
persecution has not been so violent as before,
yet until quite recently it has not wholly ceased.

church,

A Friend amid our foes,
A Breeze in torrid zoues,
PAIN PAINT will banish woes,

OBED FOSS, Secretary.

nounced, hereny call a State Sabbath Schoo! Convention to assemble a’ the First Baptist churchin L w

On a single occasion the ordeal of poison-

once in that
strangers.

Tis Summer to the drear,
Tis Victory to the lost;
Tis Fruit and golden ear
To those by famine tossed.

’

authorized

knave,

Rebinds the hegghen yoke.

Associate.

Pittsfield, July 30, 1869,

city will occupy a poriion of one session of the Con- |

water was administered to 600 at once, of whom
500 died.
On another occasion over 100 were reduced to slavery,
many of them with their wives

be needed

PAIN PAINT those fetters broke;

No drugs or dosing

cases under treatment nearly well. I
Judge Dixon, of MacConnellsburg,

The first Christian martyrs in Madagascar suffered in 1837, the second in the year following;
three or four years after, nine more were put to
Maine papers please copy.
death with circumstances of great cruelty; but it
was not till 1849 that the severest persecution ocR. I. & MASS. Y. M. will hold its next session with
the Foster church commencing Tuesday, Sept. 14, at
curred:
Multitudes then suffered, of evéry rank
10 o'clock. Delegates may go to Dan'elsonville or
and age, from the noble of highest rank to the
Providence by rail and then have a stage ride.of ten
friendless slave, and the unconscious infant sold miles from the former, and eighteen miles from the
place.
The stage leaves Danielsouviile at 7, A.
with its parents to hopeless slavery, or doomed to. latter
M. and Providence at 11, A.M.
;

will

"Tis Freedom to the slave,

For further particulars address JESSE C. CONNER,
Esq, or Rev. A. L. GERRISH. Pittstielu, Me.

annual

IV. Bivle Classes.
V. Sabbath School Concerts.
VI. Object and Mlustrative Teaching.
It is hoped that Ralph Wells, Esq., of New

recently, got “settled,” though
not over the
church, by injudiciously (to say the least) remarking, that ¢‘ when women fall into gin they
suffer less from compunction of conscience than
men.”

thought tliat sixty ministers

Refreshing as the dew.

beginning or middle of the term.
:
Board and Rooms at Reasonable Rates.

Printin

Convention

The undersigned, a committee
General Committre

111. Teachers’

A clergyman * candidating”in Rutland, Conn.,

£

PAIN PAINT is like the Sun®
Gives lite and v gor new,
To every nation run,

past, gince using DR. WOLCOTT'S PAIN PAINT and
ANNTHILATOR in my
practice. The cause of my success 1 owe to his medicines. I cured a case of Cancer
with thirty ounces ot PAIN PAINT. This patient was
resigning himself to a surgical operation, He is now
entirely well. . Also cured a woman with Cancer of
the womb of six years’ standing. I
e two other

meeting of said corporation will be held at its office,
in Dover, N. H.,on Wednesday, Sept.15, at 11 o’clock,
A.M.
I. D. STLWART, Secretary.
Call

.

TRA,
No deduction for less than half a term, exeept on
account of sickness,
Half terms to commence at the

ESTABLISHMENT.

The Corporators of

strength restore

‘Tis Water to the faint
To ~ool the parching tongue,

MUSIC, PENMANSHIP AND BOOK-KEEPING

dist, 58 Baptist, 47 Presbyterian, 38 Congregational, 3¢ Lutheran, 10 German Reformed, and
10 Episcopal houses of worship.

4

The blessings of PAIN PAINT
A million men have sung,

TERMS.
:
Higher English, $5,00.

$5.50.

Languages,

the

ymad

To every man on deck,

ship and Book-Keeping.
Prof, L. A. LYNCH, |
Teacher in Music,

to all who will invest 75 cents at any respectable
store and insist on getting the Magnolia Balm.

:

Cleveland,

A Light-house on the shore
Saves human ships from wreck,

INSTITUTE,

Miss AROLINE M. FERNALD,

the dead,

Rock on which to lean

Lost health and

ing, ani continue ten weeks, under the instruction of
GEORE
B. FILES. 4. B., Principal,
WITH AN ASSOCIATE PRINCIPAL.
Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON,
Preceptress.

rapidly than any other

Co.

Vhen hope and strength are fled,

HE
FALL TERM of this Institution will commeunce THURSDAY, Sept. 24, in the new build-

Country

he living and

A

CHAS. W, CUSHING.

CENTRAL

HENDERSON. &

PAIN PAINT gtill stands between

Not excelled in thoronghAEnglish or erit-

4-

A.

te

.

Swi

effects of the Summer Sun disappear when it is used,
and a genial, cultivated, fresh expression is obtained
which rivals the Bloom

W

ical Classical training,
nor in highest accomplishmen' s
in Modern Langdages, Painting and Musie.
Location, for heaith, bgauty, and retining influences, unsurpassed,
Nextfyear begins Sept. 30.
Address

changes

Girl into a City Belle
one thing.

Address

ASELL FEMALE SEMIVARY, (at Auburndale, Mass., 10 miles from Boston, on Boston &
Albany R. R.) For 17 years a leading New England

Seminary.

sold in

All others are in-

Ohio.

7oA

of Hagan’s Magnolia Balm. It'is the True Secret of
Beauty. Fashionable Ladies in Society understand

tt

:

3t2
15623

MACHINE

fringements,and the seller and user are liable to prosecution and fiiprisonment:
OUTFIT FREE,
-

Tre-

Sold by all Druggists.

SHUTTLE

the United States for less than $40.

value
sweet

23

E.Y E $20 SHUTTLE

Stitch alike on both sides. and

is the only LICENSED

especially in warm weather,
BURM& PERRY, Successors
Druggists,

BUCK

SEWING MACHINES,

General

13123

& Co., Wholesale

to Male and Female

Agents to introduce the

REMEDY, prepared only by Dr. B. C. Perry, 49 Bond
8t.., New York.
So## everywhere.
The trade supplied by Wholesale Druggists. i
6m10

“Fresh as a Maiden'’s Blash"
.
Is the pure peachy Complexion which follows the use

this.
The

$20 A DAY

rou BLACK WORMS, AND PIMPLES ON Taf
FACE, use PERRY'S. ('OMEDONE AND PIMPLE

3

During the year thus far the Observer has compiled accounts of the organization of 43 Baptist
churches, 40 Presbyterian, 26 Congregational,
and

made.”

Druggists,

St, Boston.

mont St, Boston, Mags,

In the considerable work they have done for us
they have shown their efficiency by giving us entire
satisfaction.
hd

statue of the Virgin, blessed and indulgenced by

and cldren, and put

puriog

work tharoughly and well.

Burlington, Vt., has been christened the * City
of Mary,” by the Pope in a document signed with
his hands; and among the privileges conferred
on the new Catholic church there, is to possess a

death.

26 Tremont

to M. 8. BURR

cated mdn is with his alphabet.
They not only know
how, but they have a determined purpose to do their

attending.

the meeting

There are 820 Protestant Sunday schools in
France, 150 in Gerinany, 250 in Switzerland, and
250 in Holland.
s

11 Episcopal; also of the dedication

firm,wvho

perience in making and repairing them has been so
great that they are as fimiliar with them as an edu:

the local

from-

and

handled

Wholesale

and free from acid,
Price of Brush 10cts.

were formerly in the employ of R, Hoe & Co., thor
oughly uferstand-all
the maltitudinous forms and
parts of any and every printing press now in general
They have

PERRY,

‘Silvered Wire Brash, which is. of inestimable
to the Infant, as it keeps the Tube perfectly

5

The partners in this new and enterprising

ed

a= BURR'S PATENT NURSING BOTTLE—The
most Perfect and Convenient Nursing Bottle in the
world, We supply the trade with all parts of the
‘Bottle separately when required, including Burr's

be found in another column, of the Mesgrs, Hartnett

and Salomons,

use.

&

Agents,

We take pleasure in calling the attention.of our
patrons and readers to the advert'semont, which may

e

the Holy Father.

-

Wbetisermnts,

FRECKLES,

iliousners, Headache, Dizziness, Loss of Appetite,
and all Spring Complaints; tor Cleansinz, Strengthening, Invigorating and Res ulating the Human System,
has noequal in the Wo ld. Bold by all Druggists,

==

Dr. Mooers,
a much respected and benevolent
physician of Plattsburg, N. Y., died some weeks
since., While his funeral was being attended at
the Presbyterian church, of which he was a
member, mass was being recited in both the
Catholic churches for the repose of his soul.
The Irish and the French residents, whose poor
he had attended without charge, desired. this
done.
>

al-

dulity, and during the week cultivates a farm of
one hundred and sixty acres.
'

additions soon,
Tai
Forty have been added to the church at

“ Donation,

His

On the first of January the Jesuits numbered
8,684, or three times the number which they had

of it to

The church

is encouraged

to the Pope,

refusal, Tt will only give increased notoriety. to
his** reasons,” when addréssed to that portion
of the public who have not become utterly
wearied with his predictions of the final catastrophe of the world,

the church at Bow Luke, (Strafford,) N. H.
Rev. T. Kenniston is pastor,
There has been some good religious interest at West Lebanon,” Me., particularly
in the Academy.
Several pupils shared in
their homes in other places.”

jewels,
a beau“ Tell
KEngland’s

Dr. Cumming will not be seriously troubled by a

church fat Charlestown, Mass., has taken
charge of the church at Great Falls, N. H.

it, and carried the good influence

has written

show

ready as much of the Protestant controversy as
he cares to. He is said to have expressed regret that no schismatic or Protestant bishop has
offered to take part in the Council. "But little
surprise is mingled with his regret, we suspect.

Rev. J. Burnham Davis, late pastor of the
Three have

evil hdur,

asking leave to attend the coming Council and
give reasons for being a Protestant, We can
hardly anticipate that the request will be gran-

,

Rev. A. C. Peaslee closed his labors
South Berwick, Me., some weeks since.

in an

the ambassador her diamonds, and ‘h§r
and her rich ornaments, but handing hin
tiful bound copy of the Bible, she sal
the prince that this is the secret of
greatness.”

mercy drops. Several have been added by
baptism the past season and we are praying
for
a_greater outpouring of divine grace.
Thé

sending them.

than last

PATCHES,

“© DR. WARREN’3 BILIOUS BITTERS, for
1g the Blood, Curing Liver Complaint, J reid

ber of additions to the church within the past
Poss Office Addresses.
The Central Christian Advocate, of 8t Louis,
Rev. H."Whitcher, New Gloucester, Me.
year by baptism was 132; number received jog
Jgives some sensible advice to ministers subject
‘
@.S. Bradley, Evansville, Wis.
’
letter, 31; total, 163.
“A, T. Bryant, So. Ridge, Ashtab, Co., Ohio.
The Methodistsbf San Jose, Cal., have just to frequent removals in regard to the disposal of
heavy furniture. It is specially
designed for
built a $20,000 church, to replace the one burned
Letters Received.
Methodist itinerants, but may.serve those of othdown by the anti-Chinese rioters.
S B Andrews—B Bundy—Mrs
8 Blair—A § Bean—A
T
er denominations who are hardly more station
Bowman—P W Belknap—R . Berry—MWrs 8 Butler—O B
The Rev. Mr. Disroches, who became a conary.
It is to sell it off, and use barrels and boxCheney—M N Cowan—S D Chureh—I Cutter—0O C Cotton
vert from Catholicism about twelve years ago,
—A 0 Cowles—Z A Dyer—K R Davis -G W Dillenb.ck—
es until the parsonages are properly provided
J F Ellis—1; R Foss—J L Googins—( Heari--H B Hunt
has, within that time, organized, out of converts
with the needed heavy articles by the church—G K Harvey—Mary E Johnsoi—G J Kellogg—E J Keafrom the Catholic church, five Baptist churches
sey—J Keepers—B
P_
Learned—Mary
A
Mulligan—H
es:
Maulthy—C
Morrow—H
Mason—H
B_
Melenchy—W
L
—two in Michigan, two in Ohio, and one in CanNoy:«8—W R Norton—J N Palmer—N K Potter—D Par“ An old barrel makes a fine arm-chair thus: tridge—A
Pratt—J M Purkis—W 8 Phelps—8 C Parmelee
ada.
J
;
sawin about the middle of the barrel half way
E Parkes—P Randall—A Sargent—W C Sumner—G W
Seeley—Mrs M A Scott—A Turner—0O H True—H Tinney
It was a noble and beautiful snswer of Queen
through, trim off the staves in the §hape of the —L
Winship—A J Wood—B R Woodsum—N Wightman—
Victoria—the. monarch of a free people, reigning
back of*a chair, fill the bottom with hay, draw a Mrs E Wakefield—O W Young.
more by love than law—that she gave to the ‘Af- gunny sack over the whole, and sit down at your
.. Books Forwarded.
rican prince who sent an embassage with costly
BY MAIL.
ease. For
a table take a store-hox, select the |
presents, and asked her in return to tell him the
N Gammon, Presque Isle, Me
smoothest side for the top, nail slats across it to
R E Cornwall, Clear Creek.
NY
gecret of England's greatness and England's
hold it together, and for legs take strips of bhgards
J Q Adams. Bowdoinham, Me
glory; and our beloved quéan sent him not the
Almeda Gerry, Winona, Min
about four inches wide, cross them near the midnumber of her fleet, not the gymber of heyarmies,
EXPRESS,
dle, fit and nail the top to one end, and you have
‘not the account of her boundless
W J Larrabee, Williamstown, N Y
‘
a good table. We could easily supply ourselves,

most inviting and beautiful appearance.
After dinner, speeches were made by Hon.
George Goodwin, Rev. Mr. Pillsbury ‘and

picnics they had ever attended.

more

Te

was successful,

Work is progressing finely upon the new
ifice of the Horton St. church, the outside being nearly completed.
Rev. H. Whitcher, recently of Mechanic
That we respectfully recommend
Falls, has accepted a call to become the pas- | thatResolved,
the Ed. So. at its next meeting decideto
Fo]

Te
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preachers afl were prevented
| The laymen held the services,

SANDWICH Q. M.—Held its last session with
the 1st church in New Hampton.
The weather
was fine, and a very profitable season was enjoyved. The following preamble and resolution
were faithfully discussed and passed without a
dissenting vote:
:
‘Whereas, the Biblical school is situated in a
healthy and pleasant place, in the midst of F.
W. Baptist churches, on the direct line of the
proposed through R. R. from the West to the
East, where the expense is very much less than
it would be in a city, and
;
Whereas there is a general feeling that the
school has not had a fair trial in its present location, although itis on record that the Lit. Inst.
has more than met its engagements and the corporation has fully invested the Education Society with the power to control the property of
“the Inst.; and
Whereas the Trustees of the Lit school will
provide ample grounds for a building, and postpone the erection of one for themselves till the
same shall be completed, and
‘Whereas the continued agitation is detrimental
to the interest of both institutions; therefore

The fall term of the Maine State Semina-

being

in Post Office

Moneys thus sent will be at our risk.
Otherwise they willbe at the risk of those

appointments”

MOTH

USEists

Money Order, or in Registered letter.

A Methodist camp-meeting was recently held
in Oregon without the aid or presence of a single

its: last session

JOHN

in Sweden

The Methodists have a mission to’ Germansin
the city of Paris, which is said to be very pros-perous.
The Spirit reveals himself in the meet.ings; and many promising young persons of both
sexes have been hopefully converted.

with the first Wolfborough church.
Next sessionto be holden with the second Wolfhorough

—

August 26, 1869.

preaching-places,

‘preacher.

~ Central Maine.

:

or

its last session with the

WOLFBOROUGH Q. M.—Held

the Cumberland Q. M. are desired to return
the circulars which they have received immediately, as per request.
R. DEERING.

lege.

Q. M:—Held

Methodists report revivals

ard Switzerland there are 321

HENRY BARRETT, Clerk pro tem.

of grace here

The S.. schools connected

The

| order of L. R. Burlingame,

REMOVE

FRECKLE OTION.
LOTION. 80!Soliby ahI drdragaists. . Bribe
only by Dr. B. C, Perry,
ya

York or Boston, and made payable to the

which huve within the past 9 months increased
their members from 424 to 929. (In Germany

Wt Lenox church. . The most of the ¢hurches
were reported by Jetter
and delegates.
The
business meetings were harmonious and the religious services spiritual and profitable, The
next session will be held with the Thomson
church.
Conference 2 o'clock, P. M., on Friday
| before the first Sabbath 1n Sept. next.

Let us send to this Convention

middle-aged,

zer.

Quarterly Meetings.

the instruction and stimulus of such. a
meeting. Our churches are languishing
for the want of Bible culttive, too long

_ neglected.

The pastor

received the beautiful gift with remarks of gratitude and good wishes. Brethren present made
remarks, after which singing and prayer closed
the interview.
CoM. .

Te

Remittances of money for our publica
tions may be seu} either in Draftson New

{

Me. S.S. Convention.

—

FVHE 28th Academical

Yaar of this Institution will

open avgwust 24, [ij six courses of study are
Somelere. its buildings new and commodious, and it
is educating

moderate,
wis

anvual

y

over

500 students.

Terms

Send for Catalogue.
:
J. W. GARDNER, Principal.

FIKE

SEMINARY,

.

HE'FALL TERM will commence TUESDAY,
Aug. 24, and continue 1+ we ks, .

-

WM. W, BEAN, Principal.

Pike, N. Y., Aug:F, 1809,
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The. Baby's Drawer. he
mii

+.

There’s

a little drawer in my chamber

Guarded with the tenderest care,

‘Where the dainty clothes are lying,
That my darling shall never

wear.

And there, While the hours are waning
Till the house is all at rest,
I sit and fancy a baby
Close to my aching breast.
My darling’s pretty white garments!

I wrought them, sitting apart,
While his mystic life was throbbing
Under my throbbing heart.
And often my happy dreaming
Broke in a little song,

Like the murmur of birds at brooding,
When thie days are warm

and long.

I finished the dainty wardrobe,
And the drawer was almast full
‘With robes of the finest muslin,
And robes of the whitést wool.
1 folded them all together,
‘With a rose for every pair,
: Smiling, and saying, ** Grow fragrant,

- Fit for Ey

to wear.”

Ah, the radiant summer morning,
So full of a mother’s joy!
* Thank God, he is fair and perfect,
My beautiful, new-born boy.” ,
Itt him wear the pretty, white garments
I wrought while sitting apart;
Lay him, so sweet and so helpless,
Here, close to my throbbing heart.
Many and many an evening
I sit, since my baby came,
Saying, “ What do the angels call him #?

For he died without a name;
Sit while the hours are waning,
And the house is all at rest,
And faney a baby nestling
Close to my aching breast.
—Putnam’s Magazine.

Church

Belles.

op

Coming in couples,
. Smiling so sweetly,
Up the long aisle
Tripping so neatly.

Envying bonnets—
Envying laces,
Nodding at neighbors,
Peering in faces.
‘Whispering softly,
Heeding'no sermon;
What they go there for—
Hard to determine.
On all around them
Gazing benignly,
Wholly unconscious,
Singing divinely.
Prosy discoursing
Don’t suit their whims,
Plain they assemble
Just for the * hims.”’

Evening Prayer.
Take unto Thyself, O Father!
This folded day of Thine,
This weary day of mine;
Its ragged corners cut me yet,
Oh, still the jar and fret!
Father! do not forget
That I am tired

‘With this day of Thine.
Breathe Thy pure breath, watching Father,
On this marred day of Thine,
This wandering day of mine;

They are sins. Those who indulge in harsh deepest ab
and vulgarin its superabundance of display, musician did, and they must and will come
o
st ests, Before
pledge. ?
|
judgments-and unkind-criticism indulge in , | the world, and to his. intimates, he was acting
arches
decorated
with
various
forms
of
flor‘Well, these offers are certainly liberal
sin, and sin everywhere and under all cir- the part of the successful fiance, conscious all
= Lands:
pe
{—but what do you mean? ‘Do you think |
cumstances
or disguises iisseen and hated by | the while of the deadly secret that lay cold at the
|
ery
unoceupied
space,
&
ceilings
covered
with
me in danger of becoming a drunkard ?—.
‘bottom of hid heart.
the Lord. You all know that Christians are
| What can ic mean?, Bat “gentlemen, in a network of delicate sculpture, clusters of The
Richest Boy in America.
When he went to visit ‘Miss Milbanke’s parnot perfect beings. They are liable to be ents, as her accepted lover, she was struck with
view of your liberality, I will make an offer. pendent ornaments like *‘stalactites in cav.
te
8 cond
!
erns,” fret work and niches accompanied
Iwill sign, if you will.’
The papers ‘are telling about a boy in tempted and to fallinto sin. The sincerest his manner and appearance ; she saw him moody
This was a proposition they had not con- with pedestals and tracery of finest work- New England, now fourteen yearsof age, Christians are the readiest to acknowledge and gloomy, evidently wrestling with dark and
You may see the sins of God’s desperate thoughts, and anything but what a
sidered, and were not very well prepared to manship, the whole ‘completed with a grea: who is supposed to be the richest boy in this sad fact.
happy and accepted
glare of white paint!
meet ; but for his sake they said they would,
professed
people
évery day. Let the sad an interview with himlover should be. She sought
the United States, because he bas a great
alone,
told him that '
Yet anothér is an immense workshop, deal of money. To our mind the richest sight bring from you no word of glorying, _8he had observed that he was and
‘and did sign, and he with them,
not happy in the
where a great host of mechanics are busily boy in America isthe one who is good- but only & heartfelt prayer, ‘ Lead me not engagement, and magnanimously added that
And now for the first time
the truth
if
poured into his'mind, and he saw his con- “employed in adding to the already lar ge ac- hearted,
honest, intelligent, ambitious, into temptation, but deliver me trom evil. on review he found he had been mistaken in the
dition, and sat down bathed in tears.
cumulation, and helping: all these to ejacu- willing to do right. Heis the one who And let this. thought be impressed upon you: nature of his feelings, she would immediately release him, and they should remain only friends.
‘ Now,’ said he,
¢ gentlemen, you niust
late with genial complacency :
loves his mother, and always ha§'a kind| - The Lord knows his own, and none of them
Overcome with the conflict of his feelings,
-| g go and' communicate these facts to my y wife
“Our pastor has too many children, he word for her; who loves his sister or sis- shall be lost.” Can any one suppose that Lord
Byron fainted away. Miss Milbanke was
—poor woman!
Iknow she will be glad must leave.”
ters, and tries to help them with true affec- there was a heart in the class that did not at convinced that his heart must really be deeply
to hear it, but I cannot tell her.’
And, perhaps, he has buried one of these tion. He is the boy who does not call his that moment earnestly feel, ** O that I knew involved in un affachment with: reference to
+ Two of them started for that purpose. precious ones, and sighs to leave , its ashes father the “‘ old man,” but who loves him, that I am one of the Lord's own "—Central which he showed Such strength of emotion, and
she spoke no more of a dissolution of the engageThe lady
met them atthe door, pale and behind him ; they are a kind of revelation to speaks kindly to and of him, and tries to
Advocate.
ment,
trembling with emotion.
him and his children of coming temporary help him as the signs of old age gather
There is no reason to doubt that Byron was, as
‘ What,’ she inquired, ¢ is the matter ?P— separation, and teach them constantly that, fast upon his brow.
he relates in his Dream, profoundly agonized
What has happened to my husband ?’
pleasant and delightful as is their interand agitated, when he stood before God’s altar
The richest boy is the one who has pluck
They bade her dismiss her fears, assurwith the trusting young creature whom he was
course here, there is a beautiful one above, to fight his destiny and future.
He is the
ing her that they had come to bring her tid- whom they must join ere they find com- one who has the manhood to do right and Tug Leisure Hour. A Family Journal of Iy- leading to a fate so awfully tragic; yet it was not
struction and Recreation. Aug. 1869. Lon- the memory of Mary Chaworth, but another
ings of her husband— but good tidings, such plete happiness.
don, 56 Patervoster Row and 164 Piccadilly.
| be honest, and is striving to be somebody ;
guiltier and more damning memory that over.
as she would be glad to hear.
Here it was the children were born, here | who is above doing a mean action—who THE SUNDAY AT HOME. A Family Magazine shadowed that hour. The moment the carriage
¢ Your husband has signed the temper- it was the little one died; he has become |
for Sabbath Reading.
1869. London: 56 Padoors. were shut upen the bridegroom and the
would not tell a lie to screen himself or beternoster Row and 164 Piccadilly.
ince pledge ;; yea, signed in good faith.’
bride, the paroxysm of remorse and despair—.
fixed, and the roots of kis “earthly life have tray a friend. He whose young mind is
RIVERSIDE MAGAZINB-For Young Peounrepentant remorse and angry despair—broke
The joyous news nearly overcame her; sunk deep; -he feels unfitted to make a {| fall of noble thoughts for the future, who’ THE
ple. September.
1869. New York: Hurd &
forth upon her gentle head.
she trembled with excitement; wept freely, change, for he is growing old, and has wast- is determined to win a name by good
‘ You might have
Houghton,
saved me from this, madam! you had all in your
and, claspifig her hands devotionally, she ed the best years of his life and given the | deeds.
Tue
CHILDREN'S
HOUR.
A
Magazine
for
the
This is the richest boy in America. ~ Little Ones. Phila.: T. 8S. Arthur & Son.
power wlitn I offered myself to you first. Then
looked up to heaven, and thanked God for force of his vigor and enthusiasm to those | Which one of our readers is it?
you might have made me what you pleased; but
ONCE
A
MoNTH.
A
Literary
Magazine,
T.8.
the happy change.
now you will find that you have married a
who tell him,
¢¢ The
children are too |
This boy we like; we would be glad to
Arthur & Sons, Phila,
‘Now,’ said she, ‘I have a husband as many.”
i see; would like to take him by the hand OUR YOUNG FOLKS. An Tlustrated Magazine 1 devil!”
| he once was, in the happy days- of our early
Miss Martineau says: ‘ At the altar she did not
for Boys and
Girls.
Sept. 1869.
Boston:
Well, God bless the little children, .. and || and tell him to go on earnestly, that sucFields, Osgood & Co.
love.”
know that she was a sacrifice, but before sunset
| the good: mother and the faithful father, | cess might crown his efforts. And if he is
ARTHUR'S HOME MAGAZINE: Sept. 1869. T. of that winter day she knew it, if a judgment
But this was not what moved me. There
and lead them to kind hearts, where it will | a poor boy, we should meet at the thresh8. Arthut & Sons: Phila,
may be formed from her face and at'itude of dewas in the same vicinity another gentleman not be so great a crime to own so many | old, bid him enter, and give him’ good
THE SABBATH AT HOME.
An Illustrated Respair when she alighted from the carriage on the
~—a generous, a noble soul, married young,
ligious Magazine for the Family.
Sept.
1869.
happy, lightsome and beautiful little ones.
| advice, well and kindly meant. That othafternoon of her marriage-day.
It was not the
Boston:
Am.
Tract
Society.
married well, into a charming family, and
—New- York Observer.
traces of tears which won the sympathy of the
ler righ boy, in New England, we don’t
THE NATIONAL
SUNDAY SCHOOL
TEACHER.
the. flower
of it. His wine-drinking
old butler who stood at the open door. The
| care anything about, for “there are fools’
Chicago: Ldume,
Blackmer & Lyom; New
habits had aroused the fears of his friends,.{,
bridegroom jumped out of the carriage and
York: A.D. PF, Randolph & Co.
|and snobs “enough to worship, flatter, and
The Gourd Piano. - od spoil him.—N. Y. Paper.
walked away.
The bride alighted, and came up
and one day, when several were together,
BLACKW 00D’s EDINBURGH MAGAZINE.
Amer
the steps alone, with a countenance and frame
jcan Edition.
Aug.
1869. New York:
L.
one said to another, * let us sign the pledge.’
-agonized and listless with evident horror and deScott
& Co.
1 sometimes think that music is the
‘Iwill if you will, said ane to another,

~~

rs

till all had agreed to it, and the thing was
done.
This
gentleman "thought it xather a
small business, and felt a little sensitive

strangest

thing in

the

Books Received.

wept with

world, and

wonder

|

The

First

Pair

of

Boots.

how men discovered theart of making it. |
¢“ O mother, mayn't I have some boots ?"
I never hear a sweet song or a grand |
march without feeling like bowing down | exclaimed little Sumner H. as he bounded
in reyerence before all the musicians that | into the log-cabin, where Mrs: H. sat sewever lived, since Jibel invented the harp | ing, trying so hard to make new clothes out
and Jubal the organ ; and I never see a boy | of oid.
“ Do say I may, 'cause Leland Ives has
or a,girl with more than ordinary talent |
for it without saying to myself, God has! | got some, and I'm most as old as he is.’
¢¢ But, my child, I've no money to oh
given you a rare and beautiful gift, that is
a richer mine of wealth than the Ophir.or |them ;;” and she sighed, for it was he auBN bP

THE

NURSERY.

A

Youngest Readers.
L. 8Shorey.

Monthly

Sept.

Magazine

1869.

Boston:

for

J.

end of the series.
Across.
the frame, over
the mouth of these soul, flat little sticks,

* Fifteen.”
¢¢ O dear—well,

.

Tae HOME GUARDIAN.”
Aug.
1869.
New England Moral Reform Society.

Theold servant longed to offer his arm to

young, lonely

creature, as

protection.

an

assurance

of

From this shock she

Boston:

ed him in the most cruel and inexplicable manner.
;
It is alleged that she papfed from him in ap-

The Family Circle,

vent of your farm & year, if you signth

spair.

the

sympathy and

if the hens don’t stop
like short, but wide
‘paper-rulers, were
placed and fastened loosely with strings; laying, I'll get my boots, though!”
parent affection and good-humor, wrote him a
Be patient with its blur and blot,
and when they were struck with a kind of
Fiteen times did that little hawk-eye boy playful, confiding letter upon the way, but, after
‘Wash it white of stain and spot,
Too
many
Children.
rude drum-stick the sBunds echoed in the trudge across the prairie with his dozen reaching her father’s house, suddenly and withReproachful eyes! remember not
out explanation
announced to him
that she
That I have grieved Thee,
hcllow gourds below, and seemed almost of eggs—then, he came
back—O, how
“We are about to change our pastor,”
On this day of Thine.
:
exactly like the’ notes of a eheap piano. proudly !—for in his hands were his first would never see him again; that this sudden
abandonment drew down upon him a perfect
said an influéntial church member to me the
—Cong. & Rec.
Tko shortest gourds of coursg, gave out the pair of boots ! He did not wear them for a storm of scandalous stories, which his wife nevother day, while casually Passing the comsharpest sounds, and the whole were so ar- week, but he carried them wherever he er contradicted; that she never in any way or
pliments of the season.
ranged as to give exactly all the noofes-of went; he ate with them; he played with shape stated what the exact reasons for her de-,
“Why ?” I inquired.
the octave.
:
<.
them ; he showed them to every neighbor; parture had been, and thus silently gave scope to
“Oh, he has solarge a family. Let me
all the malice of thousands of enemies.
The
Before this primitive piano, organ, banjo, they were in his arms when he said his sensitive victim was actually driven from Eng| see, this last one makes eight—eight children to support, and on a salary, which, you or whatever you call it, sata modern Or- prayers—they were in his arms when he land, his home broken up, and he doomed to be
pheus, in the person of an Indian boy. went to sleep. The first pair of boots—will a lonely wanderer on foreign shores.
The Unseen Precipice.
see, makes it imperative to bestow innuIn Italy, under bluer skies and among a gentler
:
‘
tip
nein,
!
Ea
merable little presents to keep them decent ! He was tall, straight as an. arrow, and any thinghe may earn in manhood give
Guiding people, with more tolerant modes of judgment,
bronzed just enough to give him a clear, him so much pure joy ?—The
I recollyct one member of Congress, §did Oh, no, we must havea change.”
the authoress intimates that he found peace and
Governor riggs in one of his speeches,
‘Too large a family.” I remember, as nut brown complexion ; he had black eyes Star.
consolation.
A lovely young Italian countess
who was
always rallying me about our I pass down the street, 1 often see these and hair, thin lips, a long, sharp nose, and
fallsin love with him, and breaking her family
Congressional Temperance Society :
ties for his sake, devotes herself to him, and in
little ones playing about the gate of their white teeth. His face wore a kind and |Being Practical.
blissful retirement with her he finds at last that |
‘ Briggs,”he used to say, “I am going father’s parsonage. Never have I seen amiable expression, and his tone and manBi
i:
domestic life for which he was so fitted.
to join your Temperance Society as soon as them that they did not call a pleasant smile ner showed that he had a refinement of
A teacher was once engaged with a class
Under the elevating influences of love, he tismy demijohn is empty.” But just before it to my face and aripple of joy to my heart, feeling which one would not expect amid on a lesson from St. Luke concerning The
es at last to higher realms of moral excellence,
the
rude
scenes
around
him,
nor
from
a
became empty, he always filled it again. and, mind you, they belong to a minister of
| Straight Gate, when this question was put to and resolves to devote the rest of his life to some
boy wearing the scant dress of a shirt on- her: ‘* Don't you think it is wrong and un- noble and heroic purpose, becomes the savior of
At one time, towards the close of the ses- another denomination from myself, too.
sion, he said to me: *“ Tam going to sign
Besides which, I have often been remthd- ly.
christian for the various sects of the Prot- Greece, and dies untimely, leaving a nation to
the pledge when I gethome.- I am inearn- ed by some sour dame, intending a slight . The handsome little fellow safi#nd beat estant church to talk about one another as mourn.
est,” continued he, ‘‘ niy demijohn is near- personal
reflection, how admirably their with the dram-sticks as rapidly and skill- they do?” ¢ As they do?” repeated the ' The authoress dwells with a peculiar bitterness
ly empty, and I am not going to fill it minds and souls ate cultivated by the
mu- fully as a lady at a piano uses her fingers, teacher. slowly. ‘You must define sharper on Lady Byron's entire silence during all these
again.” He spoke with such an air of seri- tual sympathy and love of the fond parents; and’ out roffed the sweet sounds in such than that.” © Well, I mean run down and years, as thé” most aggravated form of persecution and injury.
She informs the world that
ousness as I had not before observed, and it whilg Ofieg
I satby my study window, songs, marches and waltzes as might put ridicule each other. ‘Each se¢t thinks its Lord Byron wrote his autobiography with the
a well-trained player. own right and every other wrong.” ¢ Indi- purpose of giving a fair statement of the exact
impressed me; and I asked what it meant— I have heand
a glad, joyous laugh, and the to shame many
- what had changed his feelings ?
music of many voices, and looking out, I When he saw me, as a compliment, I sup- viduals of each sect, I presume you mean,” truth in the whole matter, and that Lady Byron
pose, he
struck up ‘Yankee Doodle,” suggested the teacher.
The boy answered, bought up the manuscript of the publisher and
“ Why,” said he, “I had a short time have unconsciously partaken of the childish
since
a visit from my brother, who stated to melody and wondered at the pleasant inter- “Hail Columbia,” and “Old John Brown.” “Yes, of course. I've heard Presbyterians insisted on its being destroyed unread, thus inflexibly depriving her husband of his last chance
me a fact that more deeply impressed and course ‘that subsisted between that shy A motley crowd squatting on the hard dirt speak of Methodists as shouting Methodists, of a hearing before the tribunal of the public. As
affected me than anything I ‘recollect to preacher and that multitude of children. floor around him, listened with gaping and I've heard the Methodists: call - Baptists- a resultof this silent, persistent cruelty on the
have heard upon the subject, in any temper- For I confess, Mr. E, thatthough I have a mouths and staring eyes, and seemed to ‘¢ water-duckers,” and the Baptists say the part of a cold, correct, narrow-minded woman,
ance speech I ever heard or read. In my family of very happy, quick-witted children think it very wonderful. 1 thought so tao; Episcopalians are next to the Catholics. the character of Lord Byron has been misunderneighborhood is. a gentleman of my ac- of my own, and love them very dearly, and and when the drumming ceased for a Now is there any Christianity in such talk, stood, and his name transmitted to after ages
clouded with aspersions and accusations which it
quaintance, well educated, who once had would sacrifice every happiness for their moment; I-said to the young operator:
‘and aren't there a good many more in the is the object of this book to remove.
“Where you get him ?”
some property, but is now reduced—poor ! good, yet I am not able to draw out these
church who talk so and feel so, than there
As a remedy for Byron's irregularities, mar“Me make him,” was the reply.
He has a beautiful and lovely wife—a lady deep springs of affection or to cast my own
are of those who don't?” The whole
“Is it possible!” I exclaimed; ‘where class listened attentivelyto the boy’s queries, riage was recommended, and in an hour of lawof cultivation and refinement—and.a most individuality right into the channel of their
lessness he wrote proposals to two ladies, one of
;
charming daughter.
put with the air of one who evidently thinks whom, having previously learned to love him,
young nature, as this brother of whom I did you learn how ?”
“Me feel him dn here,” he said, laying he has a strong case. The teacher saw all;
This gentleman hadbecome decidedly am speaking.
fell into the snare. Here follows an interesting
intemperate in his habits, and had fully
But ‘his family is too large, he must his hand on his breast; ‘‘so me make him,” took in the full import of the question and its account of the marriage :
That was the only explanation" he could bearings. Did she enter into an argument in
alarmed his friends in regard to him. At move.”
Her answer was a frank, outspoken avowal of
one time, when a number of his former as:
Well! Is it an unpardonable offence to give of his remarkable achievement; but I | defense of sects or ot the Christian church ? her love for him, giving herself to him heart and
sociates were together, they counseled as to possess so many children in these days of. ypderstood it perfectly. The music Was in That was what he wanted, but that was not hand. The good in Lord Byron was not- so ut
what could be done for him. Finally, one strange economy ? must he lose his parish” his heart, and it would come out, and it what he needed. She smiled kindly as she terly obliterated that he could receive such a letof them said to him, * Why dont you. ‘send because he has not gathered experience at had.come out in this original and wonder- answered: ‘‘ How little difference appears ter without emotion, or practice such unfairness
on a loving, trusting heart without pangs of reyour daughter away to a
cprtfin disting lsh. the feet of the nineteenth century wisdom ? ful way.
in the questions of to-day and the questions morse. Ile had sent the letter in mere recklessed school
which he named.
I turned from him wiser for what I had of eighteen centuries ago.
* Perhaps,” you gay, ‘‘ the society is really
‘Then said one ness; he had not seriously expected to be accept¢ Oh, Iecannot,’ said he, * itis out of the too poor to sustain him, and however unia- seen, feeling that this boy, in telling me in unto him,Lord,are there few that be saved ? ed, and the discovery of the treasure of affection
- question. I am not able to bear the expense. vitingly, must scek for another who will nine words the history -of his invention, had To-day, One’says to me, virtually, * Since which he had secured was like a vision of lost
Poor girl, I wish I could.’
draw less heavily upon their narrow purs- uttered a very important general truth. It there are so many sinners in the church,are heaven to a soul in hell. But, nevertheless, in
¢ Well,’ said his friend, ¢if you will sign| es.”
e
Indeed, that is what they say—** they showed me more plainly than ever that, the there not, after all, few that be ssved ? I his letters written about the engagement, there
are sufficient evidenges that his self-love was
the temperance pledge, T will be at all the are too poor.”
secret of success with either boy or girl is take my answer to you from the lips of my flattered at the preference accorded him by so
expense of her attending school for one
But this exclamation brings to me a num- in his or her own heart. The heart is the Master: ¢ Strive to enter in at the strait superior a woman, and one who had been so
J
ber of pictures,
true test and measure of every man, wom- gate.”” The intelligent glances from eye to ‘much sought. He mentions with an air of com¢ What
does this: mean P said he. ‘Do
One is that of a beautiful cottagé, the an, boy and girl. In fact, genius itself is eye, the deep blush of the answered inquir- placendy that she has employed the last two
-you think me in danger of becoming a abode of luxury and wealth, surrounded by only a heart wiser than-its fellows making er; and the appreciative smiles that met the years in refusing five or six of his acquaintance ;
a great variety of devices suggestive of the itself seen and felt; and a good heart is al- eyes of the teacher, assured her that not in that he had no idea that she loved him, admitting
drunkaed?
that it was an old attachment on his part; he
¢ No matter,’ said his friend, * about that easy circumstances of the occupant, where ways the highest style of genius. Before vain had she remembered the words of the dwells
on her virtues with a sort of pride of
busy idle people are seeking new Ways in you can do anything great you must.feel it Lord Jesus. “I khow,” continued she, “‘that ownership. There is ‘a fort of childish levity
now ; but I will do as I said.’
.
“And
I) said another, ‘ will pay tho which to ¢cmpty too abundant coffers.
- in your soul. Fill your heart with noble these sins of the church are constantly ob- about the frankness of these letters, very char
:

Another is a ‘magnificent

edifice, garish

©

=

certainly rallied and soon. ‘The pecuniary diffi<
culties of her new home were exactly whata deTHE LADY'S FRIEND.
A Monthly Magazine of voted spirit like hers was fitted to encounter.—
about revealing to his wife what he had
Literatore and Fashion.
Edited by Mrs. HenHer husband bore testimony, after the catastrodone, but on returning home he said to
ry Peterson.
Sept. 1869.
Phila.: Deacon &
phe, that a brighter being, a more sympathizing
Peterson.
her—
:
and agreeable
companion, never blessed any
PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL AND LiFe ILLUS¢ Mary, my dear, I have done what will
When he aftérward called her cold
TRATED.
A Monthly Magazine Devoted to man's home.
displease you.’
Science, and General Intelligence, especially to and mathematical, and over-pious, and so forth,
Phrenology, Physiognomy, Education, &e.
¢ Well, what is it
it was when public opinion had gone against
him, and when he had discovered that her fideli~
* Why, I bave -actually signed the temTHE ATLANTIC
MONTHLY, devoted to Literaty and mercy, her silence and
ture; Science, Art and Politics. Boston : Fields,
|i tumn of 1857, that terrible year for emimagnanimity,
perance pledge.
.| the Almaden.
~
Osgood & Co.
September.
1869.
might be relied on, so that he was at liberty to
¢ Have you?
:
‘Whilé walking through
the principal | ggrants.
make his part good,as far as she was concerned.”
‘Yes, I have, certainly.’
.
street of Virgin Bay,on the Mosquito Coast, | Xe Money! ! Money! Dearma, I w ish I was
An article in the September number of the
Not all at once did the full knowledge of the .
Butcan’t you think of any Atlantic Monthly, understood to be written by
Watching his manner as he ropitel.” ‘and
one evening, I heard with astonishment | made of money.
dreadful reality into which she had entered come
|
way
you
can
get
some
7’
reading in it sincerity, she entwined her
Mrs” Stowe, presents before the reader * The { upon "the young wife.
what seemed to be the soyndo a third-rate |
She knew vaguely, from
arms around Lis neck, she laid her head ups, piano.
On looking in through the open | Poor mother she had thou ght till she was true tory of Lady Byron's life.” . This story is the wild avowals of the first hours of their marfounded
on facts derived from a personal inter:
ho
riage, that there was a dreadful secret of guilt,
on hisbosom, and burst into tefrs.
door, I saw the drollest-looking machine || dizzy-headed.
Her
view with her,—an interview which ‘‘had almost
that Byron's soul was torn with agonies of re¢¢
Isn't
there
any
way
I
can.
earn
some
?%
husband was affected deeply by this con- that ever made music, I think. A rude!
the solemnity of a death-bed avowal.”
The stoniorse, and that he had no love to give her in re{and
the
little
four-year
old
straightened
duct of his wife, and said—
hd
frame, like that which holds a grindstone, |
ex of the mistress of Lord Byron, lately publishtari for a love that was ready to do.and dare all
¢ Mary, don’t weep, I did not know it about six feet.long and a foot wide, stood | | himself up proudly.
ed, the writer sums up as follows :
for him.
Yet bravely she addressed lerself to
“Yes,” she said, finally; ¢* you may sel
would afflict you 86, or :I would not have on four rough legs, like those of the slab
the task of seothing and plessing and calming
Lord Byron, the hero of the story, is” repredone it. I will go and take my name off benches so common
in country school- all the eggs you can find ini the corners of sented as a human being endowed with every the man whom she had taken * for better or for
worse.”
Young and gifted, with a peculiar air
immediately.’
natural charm, gift and grace, who by one false
houses when our fathers and mothers were | the-fences”—
of refined and spiritual beauty, graceful in every
step
of
an
unsuitable
anarriage
wrecked
his
He was off before she could finish the sen¢ Take your name off, said she; ¢ O no, young ; and in ‘the fra
were fixed, mouth
movement, possessed of exquisite taste, a perfect
let it be there.
I shall now have no more
Three hours afterwards he came whole life. A rarrow-minded, cold-hearted pre- companion to his mind-in al -the higher walks of —
pwards, in a row, long, slim gourds, tence.
cisian, without suflicient intellect fo comprehend
solicitude in reference to your becoming a which in Central America often grow three back flushed and fatigued, but so happy! his genius or heart to feel for his temptations, literary culture, and with that infinite pliability
drunkard.
Ishall spend no more . wakefal or four feet in length, without being thick- He had found a dozenand carried them to formed with him one of those mere worldly mar- to all his varying, capricious moods which true
midnight houry, I shall no more steep my er than a man’s arm.
The first was about town—a mile across the prairie—and re- riages common in high life, and, finding that she love alone can give; bearing in her hand a
princely fortune, which with a woman’s uncalcupillow in tears,
could not reduce him to the mathematical prothree inches long; the next an inch longer, turned with a dime!
lating generosity was thrown at his feet,~there
prieties
and
conventional
rules
of
her
own
mode
Now for the first time truth shone upon and so on, each increasing in length to the
*« How many of them will it take for a
is no wonder that she might feel for a while as if
of life, suddenly and without warning abandonhis mind, and he folded to his bosom his
dollar and a half?”

young and beautiful wife, and
her.”—Christian Secretary.

rr

thoughts and feelings, as this little gourd

served

and used by the great adversary.

acteristic of the man ‘who

titmmed

over the

le]

she could enter the lists with the very devil himself, and fight with a woman’s weapons for, the
heart of her husband.

Byron proved

unfaithful, still indulged

his in-

cestuous passions and endeavored to corrupt her,’

as the following paragraph shows:
When her husband described to her the cont'nental latitude,~the good-humored marriage, in
which complaisant couples mutually sgreed to
form the cloak for each other’s infidelities,—~and

gave her to understand that in this way alone she
could have a peaceful and friendly life with him,
she answered him
friend to do this.”

Byron

insisted

simply : “I am too truly your

upon

a separation

from

his

wife, and drove her from him, treating her in an
inhuman manner as the following letter shows :
“ The facts are: I left London for Kirby Mallo.
ry, the residence of my father and mother, on

the 15th of January, 1816. Lord Byron had signified to me in writing, Jan. 6th, his absolute desire that I should leave London on the earliest
day that I eould conveniently fix, It was not
safe for me to undertake the fatigue of a journey
sooner than the 15th. Previously to my depar-

ture it had been strongly impressed upon my
‘mind that Lord Byron was under the influence of
insanity. This opinion was derived, in a great
measure; from the communications made me by
his nearest relatives and personal attendant, who
had more opportunity than myself for observing
him during the latter part of my stay in town.
It was even represented to me that he was in
danger of destroying himself.

With the concurrence of his family, I had consulted

Dr. Baillie

ing the supposed

as a friend, Jan. 8th, respect-

malady.

On acquainting him

with the state of the case, and with Lord Byron’s desire that I should leave London, Dr, B.
thought that my absence might be advisable as

an experiment, assuming the fact of mental derangement; for Dr, Baillie, not having had access to Lord Byron, could

not

tive opinion on that point.

pronounce a posi.

He enjoined’that, in

correspondence with Lord Byron, I should avoid
all but light and soothing topics. Under these
impressions I left London, determined

to follow

the advice given by Dr. Baillie.
Whatever
might have been the conduct of Lord Byron

toward me Trom the time of my marriage, yet,
supposing him to be in a state of mental alienation, it was not for me, nor for any person of

common humanity, to manifest at that moment a
sense of injury.”

Nothing

more than this letter hom Lady By-

ron is necessary to substantiate the fact that she
did not leave her husband, but was driven from

him,~driven from him that he
self up .to

the guilty

might give him-

infatuation that was

suming him, without being

con-

tortured by- her im-

ploring face and by the silent power of her pres-

ence and her prayers. For a long time before
this he had seen little of him. On the day of
her departure. she passed by the door of his
room and stopped to caress his favorite spaniel,

which was lying there; and she confessed to a
friend the weakness of feeling a willingness even

to be something as humble as that: poor little
creature,

might she

only

be

allowed to remain

and watch over him. She went into the room
where he and the partner of his sins were sitting together, and said, “ Byron, I come to say
good-bye,” offering at the same time her hind.
Lord Byron put his hands behind him, retreated to the mantel-piece, and, looking round on the

two that stood there, with a sarcastic smile said,
“ When shall we three meet again” Lady Byron answered,

In Heaven, I trust;” and those

-were hor last words to him on earth,

»

pT

A

LITERARY MISCELLANY.

ingsof a victim. “Contempt of such grace-

and Europeans, who are

ing all the papulation of the Chinese emand

departments of productive in-

various

the

to agriculture

which is devoted

pire

‘dustry. - This is an error. The word coolie
is Bengali, and signifies laborer, and is not
Chinese at all. It is used by the populations of seaboard towns, who, for the most
..

part,

speak

in common

with

the

creatures

foreign

to designate a particular class of employees. There ‘are ‘‘coolie riggers,” coolie
carpenters,” * coolie deck hands,” ‘‘house
coolies,” &c., but they form a separate
In like

the popwation

manner the word

erally supposed in this

around

the Portuguese

comnrand.

Being

them.

® At

formed

bouads,

of the

the following
the moment

when

Eastman,

Howe

‘‘mandar,” to

hearted Irishman,

for-

named

Michael

to both

natives

misunderstood, are of course misap-

For four months

‘plied.

For instance, the epithet, ¢ coolies,”

Connecticut entered

ment

appliedto emigrants from China to California, and fastened on these enterprising
ople in the Golden

et

thousands

States are

well

on

that the Pacific

overrun by a different

the

Union

Pacific

from

China,

remuneration
ence

than

and

was

Railroad,

for

«1

them in the cen-

Very

many of them, it
wealthy

territory of Uncle Sam, and

Woman’s

Views.

Ina letter to the Statesman, addressed
to the women of New Hampshire, a woman
‘expresses herself on woman's rights as follows:
As one of that little band who put
our names this summer to a remonstrance
to be

presented to the: Legislature, I have

felt much upon this strange subject. If it
were an idle, unmeaning, transient folly,

it would not be worthy words or time; but,

sad to say,
mands

it isa

resistance.

resistance
is in

trom

Wicked
Yes,

man,

opposition

folly that de-

it does

from

to Nature's

it

laws, to the

holy law of the sacred Scriptures: and it
should be met by the decided words and
act and. influence of every woman who
knows and loves

own

home.

her God, her country, her

Let ‘us

der, he reluctantly asked a discharge and
returned home.
Ile used to say to the
‘soldiers:
’

|__““I've

demand

woman;

of the

I'm of no

and I shall have plenty of work for those
who want it.”
:
.
Many of his comrades took himat his

word, and

until

his

death

were

under him in various capacities.

at work

seek to return to the

Republic's

It is a painful,

got to leave you, boys.

use here; but never mind ; when your time
is out come to me at Bridgport.
I'm building
a large sewing machine factory there,

old paths of modest excellence which has
been the charm of American women in the

days

young

present truth,

The

strength.

which,

at the hands of parents

and

to an

guides,

who

turned aside from Nature's true and pure
book to follow the thousand artificial ills.
Oh, let us turn our eyes to the Hills; let us
learn simplicity and truth and strength
from our

native

life, and

these

Granite

Hills; leave fora

season the false blandishments of artificial
errors in

female

will appear in their true
her

own restorer.

yet

restore the

Let

education

light.

Nature is

us hope

disordered

she

will

condition of

those of our sisters who are, without shame,

clamoring

for labors

which do’not belong

to woman.
o

Tattlers and

Slanderers.

BE

.

Every community is cursed
by the presence of-a class of peop'e who make it their
concern to attend to every body's business
but their own. These people are the meanest specimens of humanity which Providence permits to live. It is known that a |
large class of persons are disposed to
Speak

~

ill. of others,

and

tattling

isa sin

from which few can claim to be entirely
exempt; but there is a distinct class of tattlers who make tale-bearing the constant
aim of their lives. They pry into the private affairs of every family in the neigh-

borhdod ; they know

the exact state of a

neighbor's feelings toward another; they
understand everybody's faults; no blunder
or

impropriety

watchfulness.

escapes

their

vigilant

They-are particularly

post-

-edup in every thing connected with courtship

and

matrimony—know

marry, and can guess
it

will

take

place,

who

are

—r

PE

watch

jealousy, or break upa match, they take
immediate advantage of it, and do all in
their power to keep people in constant vexation, They go from gentleman to lady,
to daughter,

from

father to

son; and in the ears of - all they pour black
and bitter whispers of slander and abuse,

and at the same

be

worth

time pretend to be the

sincere friends of those they talk to.

many

dollars

to them,

not

mention the time and trouble it will save.

But,

lent health, but with impaired hearing.
To
both we wish years of continued health and
renewed happiness.—Concord N. H. Pat-

turning to leave,

tiler, being

injury to himself.

The

to

do he

did

so.

This was several weeks ago, and nota
word did the old mah hear of the money
when

he

received

|.

a draft

for $250 from the Treasury Department,and

The

lady in the carriage told him not to stir.
On this one of the gentlemen opened the
followed by his companion,

he

their loss,
.

Two NEw YORK ladies stopped their carriage on a crossing. One went into a store
and the other remained in the carriage.
Two gentlemen wishing to cross the street

stepped

through

discomposure

with his boots

the

carriage.

of the lady

as the lady without.

and ‘spurs

He was

tothe extreme

within

Their

black and

nauseous pills of: malicious slan-

of love.

Tattlers are confined to no par-

der are coated, with smiles and professions

vs

But the

fact

may

be

over-

looked that California i¥ one of the most
difficult fields for successful ministerial labor, in the whole country. The obstacles
to be overcome have been very great. The
work has required as much faith and
tience as in any missionary field in

pathe

world.
Many a hard-working minister
could tell tales of privation of other days
—and such days are not over yet—which
could not be over-matched in all that vast
country formerly known as the West.
Few
ministers have died at their posts. More
have left, discouraged by slow gains and

to

most fiorishing churches, with few excepfions, is failing and niorally desolate. Population is shifting and nomadic.
o

as well

To complete the jest,

a party of sailors coming up, and relishing
the joke, scrambled through the carriage.
SNOBBISH BASENESS was seen in itsgper-

—

eight of an inch

only lacking,

it was found

Go

Some friends of temperance think that its
advocates should rely solely upon the

curs now and then to remind

while engaged in his

store,

people

was

pow-

of the

disturbed

erous man when sober, but after drinking,

once followed, and the contraction was suf-

to leave, and taking him by the arm

Jack-at-all-trades.

No

one

is in greater

request in society than the ** handy” person,
who is ready for any emergency.
Ifthe harness breaks when

he is out with

& sleighing party, word is quickly passed
down to him—*¢ Can't you fix it up some

way for me, Ned?”

If the bridge must, be

extempurized on a picnic excursion,he is by
common consent looked to as the architect;

and so in the more serious, sober business
of life, he is continually referred to and consulted for advice in the community, particularly if he joins with his skill an obliging, cheerful disposition.— Country
Gen-

tleman.

A Domestic

Romance.

—i —

In our daily of the 15th ult., we gave the

history. of a romance in real life, whose
main facts it may be well to recount.
Samuel, father of Rev. T. B. Eastman of
this city, left Concord in 1819 to better himself in Massachusetts.
He left a wife and
three children behind, and finally went on

a whaling voyage.

ily

had

left this

was to be found.

On his return the fam-

city

and no

trace of them

Fifty years passed away,

the first family had grown up. and Mr.
Eastman, ignorant of their existence, had

by the entrance of one of his neighbors,
whom he knew as a kind-héarted and’ gen-

a boisterous and ungovernable brawler.
He stepped up to the man, requesting him

ticular class of society. They belong to tained that his father was alive, and fol
all classes, and operate in all, We have lowing up the trace found and introduced
‘tte n among the rich and among the poor himself to him and told the story of the
~une ‘upper ten” and * lower million” . past half century, so far as he knew it.
-4~in the church and out of it, They are
The elder Eastman, his second wife beSi

i

was

leading him to the door, when the victim of
intemperance,
wild with drunkenog drew

derer with blow after blow, till he lay at
his feet bleeding, and with the dizzy brains
stringing out of his wounded head.
The
town was thrown into intense excitement.

All justified the blows of the hatchet ;but all
equally lamented that one so generous as a
man, should bave to suffer as the murderer.

‘It was not the intention of the man

to kill

his neighbor; and he had no desire even to

ofthe

pupils.

¢It’y

swered the professor}

a light-house,”

‘‘ to warn

an-

us of the

Items.

which we might otherwise be wrecked.”
At THE WOMAN'S Rights Convention, in
Saratoga, recently, some one put the inquiry,. ‘* What,
then, shall we do with
Paul's déclaration, that women should be

——

i

TeNORANCE and deceit are two of the
worst qualities to combat
It is easier to
dispute with a statesman than a blockhead.

SECOND-HAND ~

1] ol

Grist

Mill

Stones 30 inches in diameter, manufactured
by HoLMES & BLANCHARD.
Has been in
use about two months only.
Also,
SECOND-HAND

T Ww 0 Steam

Boilers

diameter.
in

SECOND-HAND

8

0 N

Steam Boiler,

81-2x 20 feet, with two Flues 13 inghes
in diameter.

xe

Above Boilers in excellent condition. Ap

any other man living or dead,” * He was a good

man,”
* If he is nota Christian, then there is
none;” and the like. So much of his record is
on earth, but his whole record is in heaven,
He died very triumphantly in hope of eternal
glory.
His works follow him.
Sermon by the

writer from
man.”

these

words, ‘“ He was a good
~*~
M. ATWOOD.

SWAMSCOT

SOUTH

16tf

MACHINE

CO.

NEWMARKET,

N. B

NOT RUM BUT MEDICINE,
KINGSLEY’S BITTERS are made from Mandrake

andelion,
ey Ash,

Dock, Wild Cherry, Golden, Seal, Prick.

&e.

Eight

years’

trial proves

these

the

best bitters for Dyspepsia, Liver troubles, Jaundice,
Mgrs. PLuMY
BAGLEY, wife of David BagHeadache, Disordered Stomach, Biliousness, and to
ley, died in Topsham, Vt., July 1, aged 56 years.
relieve that Springy feeling. Sold by Druggists, in
She-suffered long and much from repeated paralarge bottles, at 50 cts. C, B. Kingsley Northam ton,
lytic shocks, which finally terminated her life.’ ‘Mass. G.C. Goodwin & Co., M. 8. Burr & Co.,
BosShe embraced Christ at an early age and beton Agente,
17620
came a member of the F. W. B. church in Topsham, had religious enjoyment in sickness and
10.00 PER DAY GUARANTEED
died in holy peace. . A large connection of friends
Agents to sell the HOME SHUTTLE SEWING MAare left to deplore their loss. Funeral discourse
from Heb, 4:9, “ There remaineth therefore a CHINE, It makes the LOCK STITCH, ALIKE ON BOTH
SIDES, has the under-feed, and is equal in every
rerest for the people of God.”
spect to any Sewing Machine ever invented.
Price
$25.
Warranted for 5 years.
Send for circular. AdSALLY. wife of Solomon Willy, died very suddress JOHNSON, CLARK & Co, Boston, Mass., Pi ttsdenly in Topsham, Vt., July 6, aged not quite 70 burgh, Pa., or St. Louis, Mo.
10t24
years.
She embraced religion under the labors
of Rev. John Colby.ig. early youth in Northern .
VOID QUACKS.—A victim of early indiscreVermont.
We trust that she held fast to the
tion, causing
nervous debility, premature decay,
&c., having tried
in vain every advertized remedy,
profession of her faith tili death. 3
:
THOMAS LEOND, died of a chronic disease, in
Orange, Vt:, July 8, aged more than 75 years.
The most of his life was spent in the adjacent
town of Corinth from which
“he removed to
Orange a few years since.
He was much re:
spected as a peaceable, industrious and honest
man.
There is evidence that he experienced religion when a young man, yet being modest and
retiring in his temperament, never openly professed it to the world.
All his sufferings were
borne with marked patience and fortitude,and he

has discovereda simyle means of self-cure, which
he will send free to his fellow sufferers on receipt of
a stamp to pay postage.
Addiess J. H. REEVES,
1y24
York.
78 Nassau St., New

and * gave up the ghost.”

S. W. COWELL.

Sewi n

say

a combination

of

8

dapted t

i
variety

of

57 & 59 Bromfield

St.,

Boston,

|
i:

First Letter Foundry in New England.

_OOMMENOED IN 1817.

our. sister,

of noble

are

Machines

#5 These

PLUMMER & WILDER,

It is paying but a just

tribute to departed worth to

¢ She possessed

RENOWNED”

“WORLD:

MACHINE S. lay Soving snd Musatoturing. Fame
12624

AMANDA C., wife of John Hart, and daughtér
of the late David Kelly, Esq., of Oromocto, Sunbury Co., New Brunswick, died in Mapleton,

Aug. 2,aged 27 years.

THE
'HOWE|

ELIAS

quietly submitted to the direction of providence

BOSTON TYPB FOUNDRY,

quali-

- Adbertisements.
The

Bank
San

@bitunrics.
Particular Notice!

Persons wishing obitua-

ries published in the Morning Star, who do not
patronize it, must accompany them with cash

equal to five cents a line, to insure

.

-

MINER'S

(PATENT STREET TAMPA,

.

Her faith in Christ sustained

her

Depots, Skating Rinks,Man-

ufactories,
rants, also

better light, is cleaner, more

durable, and more economical every way than any lamp
now in use. Testimonials

of the BEST kind will be turnished in abundance.
Send for Pamphlet
and

Price List.

WALLER,

The Heath & Smith Manf’g Co.,

Bankers,
And Agents
York.

Mrs. BUNICE. widow

N. JonEs.

of the late Peleg Sta-

ples, formerly of Poland, died at- Me, Falls, Me.,

Ang, 15, aged 76 years. Sister 8. was a great
sufferer for a long time, but asa ripened Chris-

for the BANK

Famil

in New
4132

dud

200

|

quire

DOVER

~f the

BONDS

for

sale.

In-

subscriber a} the Morning

tar Ofizé, Dover N. H,

L. R. BURLINGAME,

CALL AND SEE THE

WILSON

Shuttle Sewing

Machine

AT J. H. WINSLOWS,
They
ar

Oem rol Street, Dover.
Twenty
do every variety of work, and come
than any other FirstClass Machi
Oh

in the Markets

he

only true and perfect Dye;

harmless, reliable,

in-

stantaneous ; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints
remedies the ill effects of bad dyes ; invigorates and
leaves the Hair soft and abeautiful black or broton,—
applied

Chance for Investment.
OF

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world;

Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers ; and properly

For Sale.
CITY

OFFICE AND'WORKS AT PORTLAD, CONN

BATCHELOR’S HAIR DYE.

Imple,cheap,reliable, Knits everything,

A Good

44 Murray Street, New York.
6m17

FAGENTS WANTED. Circular ad sampl stocking FREE,
Address HINKLEY KNITTING MACHINE CO., Bath, Mev
Te

;

SALESROOM,

6F CALIFORNIA

HEE Grym
OR

Hotels, RestaunChurches, Phy-

sician’s country residences,
= and all others interested
will find that this is sxacly
what they need for an ou
door or street Lamp.
MINER'S STREET AND
DEPO LAMP give s amuch

GENERAL BANKING AND EXCHANGE BUSINESS TRANSACTED BY THE BANK
AND AGENCIES.

&

KEROSENE,
GAS, Railroad, Gas and FerCos.,
Railroad supply
ouses, owners of Market
Houses,Large Storehouses,

VIRGINIA CITY,
GOLD HILL,
} NEVADA.
AUSTIN,
WHITE PINE,
RUBY CITY, IDAHO.

who now mourn, but hope to meet her in a world
’

OR

TOWN and COUNTY COM
MITTEES on. LAMPS and

Verses are inadmissible.

67.

GAS

- $5,000,000, GOLD.
'- 1,200,000,
¢
. AGENCIES.

LEES

died in Exeter,Maine, July
six months; formerly of
N. E. PAINE,
child of John H.. and Fannie Brown, died 1n Martinsburg, W. Va., Aug.
9, aged 4 months.
Not lost but gone before, to
mauke us love earth less, and heaven more.

of joy.

of California,

§ Thy deposited with ua for investment in Farming Lands, City or other property on the Pacific
Coast, will be paid by Telegraph or otherwise in any
art of California,
Oregon, Idaho, and in the Mining
Districts of Nevada, through the Bank and Agencies
as above, on the most favorable te
'

an insertion.

through a severe and protracted sickness. Often saying, *‘life or death as the Lord wills.”
She leaves husband, children, and muny
friends

~~ POWDER

SYM 1PTO
REFUNDED.
ORA Be

IFrancisco.

CAPITAL,
SURPLUS,

Brevity is specially important.
Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single

obituary.

MISSISQUOI

FOR

A

’

ID TOUGH METAL,

: ) HIE RN'S
a

subject to their husbands?” Miss
Anthony
immediately replied, in behalf of herself
and friends, ¥ Do? Justwhat men do with
the rest of Paul's writin gs, pass them by!”

10, aged

‘More men are drowned in the bowl than

|

his residence

Lawrghceville, N. Y., of heart disease, aged

littie water that passes underneath it, and
remind us of the shoals of appetite, on

It was the same liquor which men now
in Massachusetts are called fools for at.
et
Ar 8. DUDLRY,
‘tempting to banish from use, that is responFANNIE MAY died in Rochester, Minn., March
sible for the whole. Itis this effect of liq;
uor
— effect of its abuse, no doubt, but yet 19, aged 1 day.
WILLINE. died in the same place, July 18, aged
an effect that seems inevitable to its use— 4 months.
Twin daughters of. W. B. und Amanthat caused the first agitation, in” favor of a da Jenness.
Com.
Maine law. The law came into existence
JosepH
E.
DAY
died
in
Wells,
Me.,
Aug.
10,
from a worthy motive. Let its old advo- of consumption, aged 31 years and 10 months.
cates not scorn their ownaction,
Sach ea- He leaves a wife and two little children. May
lamities as the one here recorded are fear- the gentle Shepherd ever guide and protect them
ful reminders that they have acted accord- in their Joyruey along the rugged path'of life.
ing to the best light they had.”
Mgrs. CHEsLEY,
wife of Eleazer
Chesley,
i
formerly of Barnstead, died at East Enfield, Aug.

|

at

years.
He was a resident of Lawrenceville over
40 years, and among its first business men.
About ten years after his removal from N. H. to
this place,he put on Christ by an open profession
of his faith, united with the F. W. B church
in Lawrence, and remained an honored ‘member
ever since.
Many said to me about the time of his
death, ¢* He is one of the best men that ever lived,” “ He has done more for Lawrence than

H, BEAN
injure him. It wasnot the intention of the 31,EzexivL
aged 72 years and
son to cleave the head of his friend. Hau- Alton,N. H.
man will was not an element in the trage- |. MARrY ANNE, only

in the sea.

died

SALE.

HARD

out a pistol and shot dead his fe
itizen
and friend.
The son of the murdered man, mad with
despair, seizing a hatchet, struck the mur-

married again and raised another family.
By an accident Rev. Mr. Eastman ascer-

WHITNEY

FOR

each 4 x 20 feet, with two Flues 15 inches

Text at funeral,Rev. 14:13.
.
.
M. ATWOOD.

Lut

:

ties.” She was intelligent, amiable, and pious.
In early life she embraced the Saviour, and in the
spirit of Christian love she pursued the way to
Niagara.
‘Never seen Niagara! And heaven. .She qualified herself for and engaged
"AYS NOTED FOR ITs
traveling abroad ! Good evening sir.”
| in teaching, in which occupation she rendered
valuable service in promoting the intellectual,”
WORKING WoMEN. The Pittsfield Ea- social, and religious culture of those sharing her
And its large varieties of *
.
instruction.
Her love of God blended w
her
gle says there is a woman in Sandisfield
who goes into the field partly arrayed in habits as a teacher led her to become deeply inBOOK
AND
JOB
TYPE,
in Sabbath schools, which in some commale attire, and swings the scythe with all terested
And lately for its unrivalled
munities she instituted and superintended in
the ease,grace and efficiency of any farmer. person. In the spring of 1868, she was united in
NEWSPAPER
FACES.
About the eleventh hour she repairs to her marriage withour cear brother and settled in |.
domicile, prepares the frugal meal for self Fort Fairfield. They united with the F. B.
Address orders to
and family, and after the repast, with rake church in Presque Isle, and Brother H. was li-.
censed by the
Aroostook, Q. M. to preach.
JOHN K. ROGERS,
Agent,
in hand, does duty for the remainder of the Though sister H. had been connected with our
day.
She has been the mother of thirteen church but a short time,yet her social qualities and
55 Weater Street, Boston.
°
children.
There is another that will go in- Christian worth were highly esteemed. We felt
AF The Morning Star type is from this Foundry, >
:
to the woodsin mid-winter, and help pro- sad to part with her. Itseemed to us that we HE
her labors in society ; but it is God that
pel a cross-cut saw with as much dexterity needed
has bereft us, and although darkness shrouds
as any man, and can wield the hoe equal to this event, we know that it was ordered in wisthe best.
dom and goodness.
Death came suddenly, but it
actually cures Cancer and Scrofulous diseases of the
her prepared. Her departure was in peace.
NEVER enter a sick room ir a moment found
Skin» See Report to L. I. Medical Society, and stateHer funeral was attended by a large and solemn
of perspiration, as the moment you become audience. who deeply sympathized with the ments of Physicians in circular, sent free on applicaCHAS. A. DUBOIS, General Agent.
cool your pores absorb.
Do not approach surviving husband. Her body was temporari- tion> to
2 Box 1659.
:
182 Pearl 8t., New York,
ly interred, to be finally removed to New Brunsm28.
contagious disease with an empty stomach,
wick
and
buried
with
her
kindred
upon
the
bank
do not sit between the sick and the fire, be- of the St. John. By this dispensation of Divine
cause the heat attracts the vapor.
Pre- Providence our Bro. has been called again to
Jouiives are preferable to pills or pow- bury an affectionate and devoted wife. A little
babe is deprived of a mother, and the church of
ers.
one of its most valuable members.
Mrs. Henry B. STANTON has come “out
C. PURINGTON..

er of moral suasion ;but we too often sce the
sad results of that part of the liquor traffic
which nothing but the strong arm of the
law
will restrain. The Hartford
(Ct.)
Evening Post, bas the following defence of in favor of the wearing of pantaloons by
the Massachusetts Prohibitory law which is women.
She declares her design to be to"
just now producing so much™ excitement in adopt masculine costume as a disguise of
sex.
;
the Bay State:
:
¢
EVERYTHING
has its use,” said a philAmid the tirade of abuse heaped upon
the cause, it is perhaps providential that a osophical professor to his class. ¢ Of what
fixry red nose P"asked one
tragedy resulting from the use of liquor oc- use is a drunkard’s

they could not accomplish it. There it
swayed, and the vast multitude ldoked on
with breathless, speechless anxiety. Just
then a stentorious sailor’s voice sang out—
¢« Wet the ropes I" The suggestion was at
ficient to. set the block in its place. So
much for a bit of knowledge. Learn every
thing you can, boys, as you go along
through life, and never fear being called

American, in Genoa, who called on him,
and, during the conversation, was compelled
to acknowledge
that he had never seen

deeply

and Lowest

D. LOTHROP & CO. |
‘38 & 40 Cornhill,

THE

A Prohibitory Law.
i

Her companion and friends feel

0, pois

was,” said he to the son; ¢‘I will place'my-

partment

until last week,

Christ.

self where your father was, then you may
fall upon me and kill me if you can.”

coach-door, and

and

MRS. ALZADA, wife of Mr. Nelson Woodward

Assoriment

Prices.

£20

in

of Lawrenceville, N. Y., died July 27, aged about
82years.
About 12 years since she was brought
to a saving knowledge of Christ under the labors of Rev. F. W.
Straight, was. baptized by
him, and united withthe F. W. B. church in
Manchester, N. H. She hus lived the Christian
life, and died in the triumph of the Christian
faith. She was a worthy and beloved disciple of

at work on the

ordered the coachman to move on.

died

Complete

:

|

W. H, LYSTER,

was too

son of the deceas-

did not know.
A friend advised him to
send the whole mass to the Treasury DeWashington,

nature

abide.

afford the son an opportunity to retaliate
on him. “Ascend to the roof wherel

poor German was in despair to find the mice
had made a nest ofit. He gathered the
fragments, and they made a peck measure
heaping full of scraps of paper, stocking,

at

she

ed caused him to be arrested and conducted to the Cadi.
The tiler, confessing the
accident, stated that he would willingly

behind a
after, the

what

would

roof of a house, fell into the street upon a
man, whom he killed, without any serious

An industrious German of Milwaukee had
by dint of hard labor and economy saved
$500. For safe keeping, he put it in an old

shells, etc., and

on

of one,

A TurxisH

——

wood, nut

rule of fashion,
old woman of a

little—just a very little.”

Singular Incident.

stocking, and stowed
it away
rafter in his house.
Some days

BETSEY, wife of Mr. John. MecKinzie,

:

tions,

The most

x
’bP.
E.H.

=i

STORE

"IN - BOSTON,

Shipton, P. Q.,July 11, aged 36 years.
Ske wasa
great sufferer for several months, her lungs wasting away by degrees. In early life she was. favored with religious training, but she felt herself a sinner and regretted that she had not lived
a holier life, hut we believe she died trusting in.
the blood of Christ, and has gone to rest. She
leaves a husband .and four small children to
mourn her departure,
Sermon by the writer,

strong for her, and going back, she put her

-

A

acrown of righteousness,

head in at the door, and said, in a suppressed voice:
‘You may make it poke a

consideration which induced them to ery for
A large concourse of people were assem- prohibition in
the beginning. One ot
bled to see the crowning block added to these occurrences was that at Port Jervis,
some grand monument, and when it had New York, a few days ago.
almost reached the summit,
perhaps an
‘“ A prominent merchant of the place,

ever

chance to create a disturbance, excite a

mother

of work in all their lives. The time may
come when some scrap of knowledge will

to

movement of persons suspected of matrimonial intentions; if there is the slightest

from

they sée men working, no matter though
they never expect to do that particular kind

the exact time when.
They

est suspicion

FREE BAPTIST BOOK

"SUNDAY
SCHOOL LIBRARIES
And Religious Publica

of con-

Christ.
She has finished the Christian course
faithtully, and gone to receive the Master's gift—

simplicity ; not even a tucker, or the faint-

ever. . He has never had a doctor
in his life, The old lady is also in excel- |

|

that, poor

that it should be made in the most perfect

:

died in Meredith,

the unmistakable evidence of her acceptance with

ceitury ago, who, upon. going to her milliner’'s with materials for a cap, directed

many adverse influences. The whole mountain region, where wereonce some of our

Jack-at-all-trades. .

intelligent mind, gives the most agonizing | It is worth the time and effort it requires
pain, that our homes are invaded by a foe to learn a little of every thing useful, though
so insidious as the prevailing customs of a man should have a particylar calling on
extravagance in living, and in every de- which all his best energies are centered.
artment,
moral, mental
and
physical.
Who has not seen a family go for days with
trong men struggle for
a few years and a window pane boarded up or covered with
then sink under the wave of financial ruin paper, because no glazier could be had to
or broken strength.
Earnest, sincere, but repair, it and the master of the house was as
mistaken women, of all classes, are made ignorant of the process of setting a pane as
subjects to it,—till oftentimes nature's sim- his three-year-old child? So, too, the famplicity and truth are sacrificed to the insa- ily is often compelled to bring water from
tiable monster Fashion. But more painful some neighbor's well for weeks together,
still is the sacrifice of little children.
Lit- because of some little difficulty with regard
‘tle appetites are pampered, which, like to their own pump apparatus which a workthe devouring flimes, will ere long con- man cannot be found to repair.
sume the strength that belongs to the Lord
We need to begin early with the children,
of the world. He will require their blood teach them how to use their eyes whenever

id

of-

A LADY writing of the
says, ‘‘ We are like the

A. LeaviTT

gestion of the spine, aged 68 years. Sister L.
was an exemplary Christian; in her family, kind
and faithful, in the neighborhood, a peacemaker,
in the church, she “let her light shine and others
saw her good works,” She leaves to her friends

man?”
‘To work, mum,” responded the
unhappy man, with a melancholy shake
of the head.
?

reunjon, by Rev. T,

riot.

Jura

about the payof their regiments.”
«I know,” said the soldier, *‘the govern-

agree to terms understood and agreed upon before they. leave the coast of China,
just as coolies agree with coolie agents at
China seaports; but they are an entirely
different class of people.
The majority
are emigrants from China who have voluntarily left the shores of the Celestial Empire, just as Irishmen have abandoned
their mud cabins in Connaught or Munster
to seek a wider field and a higher scale of
remuneration in the teeming West; and
_ like the Irish, they pay their own way, and
are free and independent from the start.—
New York Herald.

A

I'd come to at last.” ‘What's

long

was

snails; oth-

a letter stating that,so much only had been
saved out of the $500.
Two girls in the fection at the laying,by the Prince of Wales,
Department were at work seventeen days of the corner stone of an Orphan Asylum
sorting, picking and pasting, and had fi.
ment is in straits, and I have calledto find nally succeeded gn getting $250 so thatit in Hertfordshire. There was a grand lunch
after the ceremony, and the instant the
out how much money it will take to give could be récc a
wy
guests, rose, the ladies looking“on made a
my regiment two months’ pay, and if you
rush at the prince's plate to get the cherry
will tell me, I am ready to furnish the
stones he had left from his dessert. These
amount.”
California.
‘precious relics were distributed one by
The officer stared with astonishment,
—
one, and a young lady, when the stones
and asked the name
of the soldier, who
The Pacific seems to think there is some were all gone, begged and prayed for the
was no other than Elias Howe.
On referring to his books, Colonel Walker foupd
danger of our Eastern ministers making crumbs the royal fingers had touched. We
that the sum required was $31,000. Upon “a Fool's Paradise” in their minds of Cal- thought England the only place in which
to *‘ get up” such ascene, but a telegram
receiving the . information,
the
private
ifornia. It says:
shattered our complacency by the informawrote a draft for the sum, and receivedin
¢“ A considerable nnmber of ministers of tion that the bathing suif\worn by President
return a memorandum certifying the advance, and promising reimbursement when various denominations, have visited the Grant at Long Branch was in great dePacific coast since the opening of the Pa- mand.
How many moral emetics are forcthe government could furnish the money.
Two or three days after, at Fairfax cifi¢ railroad. Dr. Todd led the way, and ed upon a sensible man!
Court House,
the regiment was paid. we judge bas already reported that he found
AN EXCHANGE suggests that Rev. Mr.
When
Mr. Howe's
name was called he a land flowing with milk and honey; and Murray’s text for his first sermon when he
went up to the paymaster's desk, received will further report about the pomegranates gets back from the Adirondacks this year
$£28,60 of his own money, and signed the and the clusters of Eschol. The brethren should be, ¢ Who hath believed our rereceipt therefor, * Private Elias Howe, Jr.” thus far have a good time. They have port?”
After rendering all the service which a been ministered to, and have, in turn, minman in his physical condition could ren- istered to others, with great acceptance.
BYRON once royally snubbed a young

merchants of China, to do a specified
amount of work, and stay a certain length
of time in the

have called,” said the soldier, ‘¢ to see

aha the payment of the Seventeenth Conecticut.”
The
paymaster, a little irritated, told
him bluntly ¢ that a paymaster could do
nothing
without money, and that until the
government could furnish some, it was
useles# for soldiers to come "bothering him

high

into ,contracts with

no

had been disposed of, Col. Walker turned to
him and said :
.
‘Now my man, what can I do for you?”

better means of subsiste

afforded

tral flowery land.
is true, enter

seeking

that

to be attended to, he tgok his seat in a corner, to wait his turn.
When the officers.

and who form so important and valuable
an element of the State of California, are
not coolies, properly so called, but emigrants

field, the govern-

so pressed for money

One day a private soldier came quietly to
the paymaster's office in Washington, and,
as there were several officers already there

class of Chinese laborers from what they
actually are.
The Chinese who labored so faithfull
and

the

the Seventeenth

payments to the troops” eould be made.

State, is a misnomer.

believe

being

was

after

my

frogs and

not been for this, I'd been driven to somethin” desp'rit—somethin’
I've long feared

well, as

and

being

“And

revel on

er savages on snakes.
‘AH, MUM,” said a beggar to a lady
who had just given him a dollar, ¢“itit had

° The old couple are now reunited, and
though the bloom of youth has fled, both
enjoy excellent health and spirits. The
old gentleman's eyesight is defective, owing to straining it at sea, but he says he
can throw a harpoon or lance a whale as

name, too! I can't bear

for- hill, coachman, next to that of Elias Howe.
eigners in China, are misunderstood in the Laughter and cheers, mingled in about
homes of the ‘outside barbarians,” and equal proportions.
common

husband?”

Eastman.

Cahill,

to have the old man go alone.”
So down went the name of Michael Ca-

words,

my

fered over the happy

had

the * Pigeon English” for the transaction
of business; have adopted it into their vo-cabulary.
In like manner many other

“Put down my

:

father a prayer of thanksgiving

tory, thecXChinese
themselxes,
o take
kindly
t8/the absurdities and facilities of

ely satisfae-

’

thie French

lost wife?” he added, and they rushed to
each others arms and kissed with all “the
ardor of sweet sixteen, By request of the

‘past the age of military service as defined
by law.
Upon hearing
his employer's
speech, he rushed forward, and, clambering upon the platform, he cried out:

eigners ok the seaboard as

duty, that of visiting his

Nashua and went to the house of her son,
where all but one of her family, now living, were gathered. The husband entered
the room
"ind they looked at each other in
silence for a moment,” The old lady was
the first tq speak, saying, “Is this Samuel

is given:—

Mr.

first

On the 17th the aged wife, with two of
her descendants, arrived in this city from

late Elias

incident

his

mother’s grave.

avowed his determination to enlist, his
coachman had entered the building to witness the proceedings.
He was a warm-

country and in Eng-

accepted by the

no

Howe, Jr.; the inventor of the sewing machine,

mandarin is gen-

word

know

In a sketch of the( life

land to be a Chinese
term; but it is not.
It is also Pigeon English, and is derived

from

should

A Millionaire Private.

residents what is cailed ¢¢ Pigeon Englisk,”

class from

“THERE 18 NO accounting for - taste.” tian she bore her sickness, and met death with
patience and peace of mind.
She had been
lost family, and he came to this city on the We chew tobacco, the Hindoos lime, and great
a member of West Poland and Me, Falls Free
13th to renew the relations that chance had the Patagonians guano. Our children de- Baptist churches,
with her late busband,
so sadly sundered. He was joyfully. re- light in candy, the Africans in salt, while years, Nearly all this time they had takes for 50 |
ceived by his grandchildren,
whom he had| the Esquimaux leap for a bitof tallow | Star. Now she rests in Pe
Li ran be
H, WHITCHER,
vever seen, and cn the following day per- candle, To us turtles area savory dish;

and no words can express its iofinity.
What punishment they deserve we cannot
know, but surely they will receive retribution in proportion to the magnitudeof
their offenses against the law of God and
the interests of injured humanity.—
Germantown Chronicle.

‘mean-

embraces in its

that the word coolie

less

life, imagine

Chinese

with,

unacquainted

-

»

——

.

~ Odberfisoments,

ing dead, gladly heard the tidings of the

people who have no higher ambition than
to be well informed in regard to other peo‘ple’s business; to retail scandal to the
neighbors, and exultin fiendish triumphs
over the bruised heart and wounded feel-

‘What Coolie Means.
Most Americans

a
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;
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Rural any Zomestic.

railroad,

above

Morristown,

open day, while épgaged in his

on the Reading

by

which

nearly

one hundred coal cars were demolished and two
men killed. Two coal trains collided and were

run into by another train.
Cornelius Kelleper died on Sunday in New
York, in terrible agony, from a dose of tobacco
juice and ale given him by an old lady named
An investigation
Manahan for fever and ague.
is being made.
It is said that along the rebel breastworks before Petersburg has grown up a continuous line
of peach trees. The rebs having eaten the fruit
while on picket duty, cast the sced aside, and
now they appear in one continuous line of fortyfive miles of beautiful trees, yielding the greatest
variety of the finest fruit.
General Neal Dow and Dr. Lees will spend the
month of September in Ohio, lecturing under
the auspices of the Ohio State Temperance Alliance. Places wishing to secure a visit from these
distinguished gentlemen should make early ap-

extinguished by stéam, for which suitable means
are provided.
How
TO
Pass THROUGH
SMOKE.
In the
course of an inquest held in London lately, Mr.
‘Wakely. the coroner, observed that it would be
well to acugaint the public with the fact that if
persons
in a house on fire had
presence of
mind te apply a damp cloth or handkerchief to
their mouth and nostrils, they could effect a passage through the densest smoke; but the surest
way would be to envelop the head and face completely in a damp cloth.

It is said that Gen. Sheridan has had the good
sense to decline the degree of LL. D., very inappropriately conferred upon him by the University of Vermont.
The cranberry crop of New Jersey promises a
large yield—greater than in any previous season.
In Ocean county'there are two thousand acres of
cranberry fields, whieh are valued at $2,500,000.
An aere of cranbegry land, three years old, is

ANIMAL LIFE. —It is said that the average age
of cats is 15 years; of squirrels and “hares, 7 or 8
years; of rabbits, 7; a bear rarely exceeds 20
years; a wolf; 20; a fox, 14 to 16; lions are longlived, the ‘one known by the name of Pompey
“living to the age of 70 years; elephants have

worth from $1,000 to, $2,500.
A gun weighing over 57 tons, witha twentyinch bore, has just been landed at Fortress Monported thence to the fort, at a cost of several thousand dollars.
It is the largest in the
country, throwing a shot of eleven hundred

:

Cincinnati has 230,000 inhabitants, 119 churches, 3 morning and 2 evening “papers, besides 2
German dailies and 19 weeklies, twenty monthlies and one quarterly. Its suspension bridge
has the longest span in the world, and .cost two

“been known, it is asserted, to live to the great
age of 400 years; pigs have been known to live
to the age of 20, and the rhinoceros to 20; a horse
has been known to live to the age of 62, but
averages 25 to 30; camels sometimes live to the
age of 100. Cuvier considers it probable that
whales sometimes live 1,000 years; the dolphin
and porpoise attain the age of 30; an eagle died
at Vienna at the age of 104; ravens frequently
reach the age of 100; swans have been knownto
live 300 years.
CHINAMEN AT THE
employments to which

selves in 8an

WASH-TUB.—Of all the
Chinamen apply them-

Francisco, they

seem to best suc-

flower gardens will appear.
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of brandy,

Cotton Jeans.12%
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and that’ it is making
a

Of the mineral resources of the State, it is unnecessary to speak, since the whole world is familiar with them.
o
Stock and wool raising, are profitable brauches of industry, and so peculiar in mode of culture,
as to justify special notice. Around the base of

the mountains

are,

immense

ranches where the

cattle and sheep feed in winter during the rainy
season. In the summer there is no rain and
the grass withers and the fields become as barren as the desert; butyh the winter they abound

0

;

belligerent rights of the Cuban revolutionists.
A prospectus of an international

fine arts, industrial
4

arts, and

tions, in 1871, has just been issued

the
T

exhibition of

scientific invenin London by

commissioner of the World's Fair of 1851.
Chinese Government

MrxBurlingame’s treaty with

has refused to ratify

the United Btates,

‘The Chinese text of Mr. Burlingame’s creden-

tials differs from the tramslation, In the former
Jie is appointed Envoy of China to tributary nations.
\« Im Sweden the railway guards are obliged to
study surgery and bandaging,in order to be able

York,

weighed 868

pounds,

and

none weighed less than 172, The champion fat
man was presented with a walking stick two and

a half inches in diameter, and was so elated with

his gift that he offered to run a race with any
man of like proportions. At the dinner, the substantidl party consumed 30 bushels’ of oysters,
47 bushels of clams, 8 barrels of sweet potatoes,
7 barrels of white potatoes ané 350 pounds of fresh
fish.
:
:
—T, K. BEECHER tells of hearing four great
church bells in Elmira, which * smote the air
alternately and in contrast; yet they differed in

geously adopted in this country.

piteh far less than these semitones, His ear is
acute who can detect any excess of range helow
¥ sharp or above G sharp. Four great bells so
nearly alike that one might ring for all four and

* Advices
from Madrid state that Serrano posi--

not five men in the city could tell which one was

to afford provisional assistance incase of accidents; a happy idea, which

f

thathe 4

might be advanta-

stains the pretensions of

Montpensier to the throne of Spain,

he is entirely neutral on the
Tages that

jon of fhe disposalof the Crown. The Carl{ot movement has been put down. Numerous

Jeading Carlists have heen captured.
-

Fish, of New

'

ringing. As with the bells, so with the churches
and their doctrine. They all rank between F and
G=Faith and Goodness.

Some

sharp

a trifle, 6thery sharp the goodhess.

ble, honest and praying people vannot
far apart,”

the

faith

But sensiget very

14'@
Laines.. @

starving

during

the

summer.

To this

end,

re-

sort is had to the mountains where
melting
snow and numerous springs, preserve a green
verdure during the entire summer.
The stock
is therefore driven to the mountains in summer and herdsmen watth and lead thousands
and tens of thousands of cattle and sheep in
these mountain
hights, living themselves in

huts and

. 17
+ 20

Alewives.sses 4
Salmon. tee. 30

p————

After peeling and boiling them properly, the
potatoes should be mashed through a colander
with a potatoe pestle, Or they may be reduced
to a pulp with a strong fork, but the usual
method of beating them to a solid mass with a
pestle, renders them very unfit for the stomach,
At bast, mashing potatoes redders them unfit
for chewing or insalvating, and endangers rapid chewing, all of which are very unfavorable

to healthy digestion.

!

. ESCOLLOPED POTATORS.~After mashing the
potatoes through a colander, place them very
lightly in a dish in which they are to be brought
to the table,
Set the dish in a hot oven for a
short time, or until the surface of the potatoes

is browned a little. This dish can be very niealy prepared by putting the potatoes into patty
‘pans and browning. The potato cakes should
never be piled on topof each other when removed to a dish, as they would break or becope ‘“ soggy.”
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It is simply an act of justice and peihips it will be
n favor to the public to say that I have used Miss
Sawyer's Salve for ten years and believe itto bea
most valuable remedy for the purposes for which it is
recommended.
It is most effective for animals in
cases where a salve is ever used for them.
Tt has
roved an almost certain cure for ordinary scratches
n horses,
NAT'L, BUTLER,
Camden, Me., Nov. 13, i867,
\
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[From the Watchman 2nd Reflector of Jan, 28, 1869.]
Miss SAWYER'S SALVE, so laigely advertised in our
columns the present hod past weeke, by L. M, Rob-
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Capt D Ames and wife,
Vin Wibion aad wily,

i R Spear,
AS Rice,
Geo W Kimball,
C R Mallard,
Ephraim Barrett,

Wm Beattie and‘wife,
Jacob Shaw and wife,
John 8 Case and wife,
HW Wight and wife,
W O Fuller and wife,

Leander Weeks,

Thomas Colson and wife,

I K Kimball and wife,

‘0
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William McLoon,

Put up in Boxes at 25 cts, 50 ets.) and 1 each,
A great saving is made bv tuking a large Box. Pre
ared by Miss C. SAWYER, and put up by Ju, ML,
ROBBINS, Wholesale I rnggist, Rook and,
Me.—~A

Trial

sixty-five cents,
This

valuable

Box

sent

free “by

mail

hy L. M, ROBBINS.

Salve
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Rockland, Me,

dealers
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Trade snpplied by JOHN F., HENRY, 21
Park Row, New York, and all wholesale Druggists
Sold by all Druggists in Dover, N, H.
13teowsl
\
¥

I
©] have had the spasmodic asthma fifteen years.
‘Jonas Whitcomb’s Remedy for
commenced prin

not had
the Asthms’ eightder inonths ago, and haveEddytown,

a severe paroxysm

fince.”

[Sarah Seely,

Yates county, N. Y., to Editors Rural New Yorker,

“Have sold Whitcoml’s Remedy, for nearly twenty
80 uniformly successful.”
I know of nothing
vears.
[Theodore Metealf, Druggist, Tremont street, Boston,

“No one could have been a greater sufferer than I
have been. Dut after-taking the ‘Asthma Remedy’ 1

at the age of seventy -cight am fat and hearty, thanks
to the ‘Remedy. ” [John Noble, 63 Gay street, Columbus, Ohio,

“The cure was positive and immediate. A second
| attack, after two Joars yielded readily, and to-day
my wife considers

[L.C.

herself rid of the disease.”

Paine, Wilkesbarre, Pa.
“1 was cured within one month, and have not had
a return of the disease or any symptoms of it since.”
.
[ira A. Bedn, Urbana, Ohio.
The above named preparation is manufactured gole-

ly by the Proprietors. The name and title thereof is
adopted as a Trade-Mirk, to eccure the public and
Proprietors against imposition by the introduction of
spurious articles, All unauthorized use of the Trade
Mark will be promptly prosecuted,

JOS.

BURNETT

NO, 27 CENTRAL

Wm H Titcomb,
Murs Chas Snow,
Mrs Alex Snow,
Dr EP Chase and wife,
J Waketield unil wile,

"I

disease.

“No one who has suffered what I have heretofore,
and enjoyed the health that I have énjoyed since lust
fall, ean hesitate to believe that there is a wonderful
power in ‘Jonas Whitcomb’s Rousy. for the AsthI ma.” [R.H, Vose, (a distinguishe d lawyer in Maine.)

Manufacturers

Dea Henry Ingraham and wife,

2

Aug. 25, 1869,

cnvrranrnnvernenanrses

with

Joseph Farwell (Mayor of Rockland) and wif,
M C Andrews (Postmaster of Rockland) and wife

Unwashed... ..25 @
‘Sheers Pelts. 1 oe
BTOCKS.

Pratt,

Gen J P Cilley and wife,
* Capt J Crocker and wife,

PriumcUakes ... 18% & id
Barrels. ...... 12 @.. 18

acquainted

John T Berry,

Rev Joseph Kallock,
Rev George

Id

have been

Hon N A Burpee,
Francis Cobb,

Rev E F Cutter,
Rev W OQ Holmun,

30

Clover.........13¢

but, made

It is, in fact, what every family wants,

undersigned,

used:

SEEDS.
Timothy,.....0 (0 @ 4 00

quack nostrum,

lady well qualified’
for the

Miss Sawyer for many years, and believe her to be a
Christian lady and a 8Killful nurse, and having used
her Salve in our families, it gives us great pleasure
in saying it is the best general medicine we have ever

Live Turkeysh¥
@..
Live Chickens...80@..

Western

no

Christian

gervice, is a preparation of real merit,
No such demand as exists for this could be ercated for an infe-

Hams gmok’d1900 @21 00

U. § »

U. 8, Coupon ’Sixes, 1864

a pereon that has tried

gia.” she tried it on her head and face when suffer.
ing greatly from Neuralgia, and was relieved by one

19

.

Not

jeving my wife from this’ painful

f man.” [W.O. Brown, Toledo,Ohio.
a well
call mysel
years, and now
“J have had the Asthma forty-seven

and you will know what it claims 19 do. Ong of our
neighbors. would add to the list of cures, *‘ Neural

York. ..:..08 oe.

POTATOES.
Mercers....
+ « @ . +:
Peach Blows..000 g 2 50
POULT

582

18%
16

LiveGeese¥# Bb 86 @

Vermont. ..osvs 22
Old and dam. ...0

New

HMams,salted 15 00 @16 00

WhiteWest'rn 1 04 @
Yellow...e.es 0 72 @

State sup. .... 520

Miss Sawyer’s Salve.

has expressed the least dissatisfaction, Many have
come for the second box. Read the advertisement

. 98

CHEESE,
Factory,ex.¥
b.7 @

BGGS,
Stato. eciseeie nn 27 @
Western........21 @
FEATHERS,

Aug. 25, 1869,

MAPLE SUGAR.
OATS.

125

MAITOW......4

Ex Medinm,..8 50
BEEF

[From the Patten Voice, Jan, 1809. ]
As we sald last'month, cases. are coming to our
knowledge every few days of cures performed by

PRICES.

rhe effect of the ‘Remedy’ was truly wonderfulhavein

t the slightest doubt but that it will effect a complete cure,” [David Morrow, Livermore, I'a.

M.D,
0h

[From Rev. Nathanic] Butler.]

season, to

oston, Mass,

defit Neptuve Insurance hy

Salve for more than five years, and of its having been
R.
10,1847,

whole

“1 have derived very great relief from ‘Jonas Whit[G. F. Osborne, Presicomb's Asthma Remedy.”

kvown Miss Sawyer’s

This is to certify that I have

17

character, has it

asthmatic

case of a purely

Rey. Jos. KE. Roy, Chithe great joy of the family.”
Home Missionary Sociecago Agent of the American
t.
Independen
York
New
the
ty, to

R. Richird Clay, Boston, Mass ]

[From Dr.

endingy

no

disease, and has kept it off for the

tumor entirely disap
G. DILLINGHAM.

box the
JOHN

and before I used one
peared,

oe

week

Q

The Proprietors are constantly in receipt of letters
this Spebearing the strongest testimonytn futon of
ing extracts:
cific, from which they present thefi
«My mother has suffered eight years from the harvest asthma, The recurrence of this three months
agony every year must soon wear her out. ‘Jonas
Whitcomb’s Asthma Remedy’ arrested the terrible

It kept increasing in
was there about three years.
size, till I was advised to try Miss Sawyer’s Salve.
1 got a box ani carried it with me, and every time I
thought of it I would rub the tumor with the Salve,

requiring such a remedy.

APPLES,
Dried cocavessesrdt @..

Street, N. Y.

WHITCOMB'S
JONAS REMEDY
In

we

more aches than

for many

[From John G. Dillingham, of Frecport, Me.]
This is to certify that I had a tumor on my face.

0¢160
..80
125
OOL.
Ohio & Pennsylvania ~
Picklock....
b8 @ . 60

WHOLESALE

§ CO,

12 Pine

Prepared froma German recipe obtained by the
late Jonas Whitcomb, in Europe. It alleviated this
disorder in his case, when all other appliances of
medical skill had been abandoned by him ix despair.

pe

New

No.

For Asthma, Rose Cold, Hay Fever, etc.

Salve,

Freeport, March 17, 1865.

Spruce. ..... 16 00 g18
Oak,
¥ ton ceeeee. @.e

@32
Qe oe
8".

&§ CO.,

ASTHMA.
;

for Burns, scalds, Sore
find it an unfailing remedy
We
Throat, Salt Rheum, Swelled Joiots, &ec., &e.
cheerfully recommend itto the public as being per:

16d
1 70
. 9%
150

70
Cuenos Ayres..32
CapeGoor Hopes []
| African, wagh.... @
Unwashed
..16 @..

JESUP

Im32

guccessfu'ly used in many cases. I consider it a superior article, and well worthy the confidence of those

aa

MORGAN

No. 53 Exchange Place, N. Y,

failed to give immediate relief, and it has effected
pains’
stands pre-eminent for almost all the aches and
permanent cures. It contains no poisonous or
many
For Rhéumathe human family are afflicted with.
properties whatever; an infant may take
injurious
in.
gives
it
Headache,
Nervous
Joints,
tism, Lame
it with perfect safety, We have used it Jor several years, aud
stant relief.

Clear Pine.. 30 00 @85
Coarse do...20 00 @22
Ship stock...21 00 @

8.box shooks.

Gold and Government Securities taken in payment

MM. K.

[From Mr. & Mrs. Wr. R. Kendall, Freeport, Me.]
Among the many Salves now in use, Miss Sawyer’s

42

Shingles, pine .226 @ 7
docedar,.ceee.. a. .

to these well
as one of the

most profitable investments in the market.

and

@ +.
@ 16
@ 15)¢

Calf Skins, ¥1b 85 @.. 90
Dry Hide ...... Qs +»
In rough.....83 @..
LUMBER.

Hemlock bdsl13 00 @10
1anKesosss Bee

endorsement as a

INVESTMENT,

Pamphlets, with maps giving full information, sent
on application.

and consider it superior to any other. I cheerfully
recommend it to all in want of a good Salve.
ESCA. HELMERSHAUSEN.
ih
January 25, 1867.

@
@
@
@

CLASS

The attention of investors is invited
secured bonds, which we recommend

of Bucks

Miss Sawyer’s

*

at their market value, without commissions.

¢
@ 11%
@.. «+
@ivnns

1009190
.....100 § 1 9%

Hyson. sess
9%
Young 1l{yson..9%
Hyson Skin....7>
Souchong
7%

Helmershausen, now

[From the Rev, Mr.

#7 ir. 30 krtzs,

Bonds will be sold for -the present at
96, and accrued Intexest, both
in Currency,

rem-

Jarge ones.
COOMBS.

in

the Agents reserving the right to advance the rate,

for a
has

please, and

if you

boxes

large

me

You can send

TEAS.

Per
©
[mperial

you, Jou are welcome.

few small ones. I can do better with the
Yours, &., ELIZABETH

..rveve.e8 @ bij

Guapowder,

The

If
&\amily.
t invaluable in
I consider
everything.
you can put this testimony to ether, and itean be of

any. service to

payable

in every respect perfectly sure,and in some essentials
even
r
Belter than Government Securilies.

for him all that he can ask. I can recommend it for
a good many things that you have not, nami it for

Nos.8to 12. 11}4@ 13
Nos.13t017..23% @ 15

Rough.

FIRST

more than you rec-

evem

Frankfort,

“

to give the Loan an emphatic

have

we

and

is made

had the condition of the Road and the country through
which it runs, carefully examined. ‘They are happy

It keeps it healed, and takes out
edy in your Salve,
the inflammation, proud flesh, and swelling, and does

Havana.

20.154

[

has tried everythin
anything that heal

yours,

Loan

The Agents of the Loan, before accepting the trust

with

I use it
say we have never found its equal
weak back and it acts like a charm. Mr. Coombs
for thirty years,
had a Fever Sore on his lég
would be a eripple to-day, if he had not found a

Best, ¥ Bb.... . § @.. 10
Potato +vooveeeiid @..8%
SUGAR.

Cuba Muscovado—
Fair tog'd re1ll}
[NewOrleans......
Portland coveveves
Kefined
Crushéd........
Powdered..16%
Coffee crush 13};
TALLO Ww.
Rendered, b..11%

of

of the

TAXATION,

Payablein Frankfort, London, or New York
at option of the holder, without notice, at the following rates:

We have had it it the fumily 5 or
ommmend it to be.
6 years, and have used it for everything,and can truly

28

Ginger...... 1% @..
Mace... ......112 8.1

as

Salve

that

both found it to be all and

. 47

27 @

leg

his

"SPICES.

Cassia,¥ ib gold,45

The prineipal

Mzs. Elizabeth Coombs, Brunsw ick, Me. ]
Brunswick, April 4, 1867.
SAWYEK:—I received your lett r last evening
very glad you concluded to let me take your,
1 think I can do well with it, and it will be
accommodation to my husband, as he cannot

He
get along without it.
¢lse and has never found

Ber:

Linseed, Am. 2 40 @ 2 5C
Canary.......6 00 @ 6 3

Nos.18to

22

ORK: ieasaserese 3) @os

os

Clover,Northern,158.. 16
West and South. e.. 0

SKINS.

Calcutta Cow,
Slaughter...21%

SEED.

[From
Miss
and was
Salve.
quite an

1, and are

0

~

NWT

1 and Nov.

FREE FROM GOVERNMENT
the Company paying the tax.

The following are a lew
of recommendations in the pozsestion of the Agent,

|HerdsGrass..5 0v @ 5 25
RedTop.#bag,3 00 § 4 50

Bale hay, ¥ ton
Count
ay,
¥ 2000 1bse. 12 00 g21 20
Straw,1001bs..1

sssnnsassne

semi-annually, on May

To
IONS.
34 LCOMMENDAT
selected {rom the multitude

-20

Vt.and N.Y...10 g.. 17
Western......id g.. 18
Peas, ¥ bush.
Canada..... 125818
Potatoes, ¥ bu
Jacksons... -- 8. 5
new ¥h....223 8 2 50
Onions.¥bbl 00 00 g00 00
Foul
ssnssree20 Qos 2

1, i869, and will pay

Seven per cent. Interest in Gold,

trade.

the

directions

Full

refunded,

be

will

the money
each box.

800

¥ Bb.

THIRTY YEARS TO RUN,

labels or

s and sur ply

charge of the bu

The Bonds have

Fhe agent is 80 well satic fled with the merits of the
Medicine that he guarantees it to eure all diseases for
which it is recommended, and any one who gives ita
y dircetiong, and is not satisfled, is
trial accordin
invited to retura the box, with half the contents, and

50
00
37
W

Factory «oe... 188

$6,500,000.

has fi r many years mace a Salve; which soon obtain
ed an extensive sale, sud is pow in great demand
abroad, as well as in private families aud among the
hundredsof men engaged at Rockland and vicinity in
the hazardous busivess of quarrying reek and burning lime, and also among the seamen along the coast
So popular did it become that while it was
of Maine,

to take

3
3
2
7

Value of the Company's property, covered
by this mortgage, at’ $28,000,000
net, ‘while the Loan 1s merely

she

other compounds

8..

Beans, ¥ hush.

Kansas,

and although not pledged as a security for this Loan,
their possession adds largely to the Company's wealth
and credit. We estimate the

from May

@.+ 17
@.. 1
g 6 00

Southern,Sup « «+
CXLraB.assses 7 00
choice Balt..0
Brandywine 7
Rye Flour....5b
Corn Meal....5
FRUIT
Almonds—
Soft Shell.....
Shelledssseeedd
Currants.
Citron. esses .
Af.PeaNuts:. 1
Figs, common..
1emMe.ssnsess
Lemons,¥box 9
Oranges......8 0
Raisins—
Blue¥ cask . ..
Bunch, ¥ box...

a

in the cures of obstinate diseases—old Sores and Ulcers,—and has alo been consulted in more cases of
accidents, such as Burns,,Scalds.and Bruises, than
any other person ia New England, professional or
She has competed successfully with the
otherwise.
most able physiciansin the States, as well as with
to time she
From time
nnrses and Indian doctors,
has compounded remedies for use in ¢rrtain diseases

Apples,dried,b.14
do shiced..../18
do,new¥#bb144®
Butter, ¥ 1b.
Vermont... . 34

3

including

Three Millions of Acres in the State of

it

the help of advertisements, Miss Sawyer received or
nearly or quite every State in the Un.
ders for it from
The demand finally Lecameso (Xtensive that
jon.
and ste made an arrange.
meet it,
she was unible to
druasgist of . Reckiand,
ment with L. M, ROBBIN

=

of Colorado,

coal field and pinery. The Company also holds as an
asset another tract of

3

nly put up ia old rinstard boxes, without

@ 13%

some of the finest portions of

the naguigoput Territory

County, Maine, Shehas devot-d the best years of her
life to nursing the sick, and hag had more experience

Yam

PRODUCK,

The lands embrace

Knox

of Rockland,

cit

the

in

lives

?

SAWYER

IS MISS

WHO

Bonds.

of the

safe and sure remedy for all the above ailments,
Sawyer

Kansas to Denver,

for the Redemption

A Sinking Fund

on Horses or Cattle this Salve is invalusble, and has
astonishing effect in curing scratches on horses. This
Salve has worked its own way into notoriety, and is a

Miss

either ride of the

track, from the 394th mile Jost in

For Old Sores, apply once a
gives immediate Felief.
ay.y:
FOR HORSES AND CATTLE.~For Sores or Bruises

-

CRES,

The proceeds of the sale of these lands are to be in.
vested by the Trustees-in the 7
per cent, Bonds themselves up to 120 or in JJ, 8. Bonds, as
:

For

and

MILLION

extending in alternate sections on

anything

to

superior

1s

this

for 437 miles

More than the Interest upon this new Loan
In addition to this the Bonds are also sccured by a
first mo,
ge of the
GOVERNMENT LAND GRANT OF

in-

No way

operation

gations, besides

@.. 22

Farmers’.......18 @
Western ,....*. 12 @
CORN,

Potatoes.

Corns, ites

Sore Nipples.

in successful

west of the Missouri River, and earning already
enough to meet all of its expenses and existing obli-

Bar-

50 |{ Hams smoked..20
choice d0....8
Pickled. ins. ses
Illinois and Ohio,
Hogs, dressed12}
choice extra, 9 00 @10

call it here their flocks at night and watching
them to keep off the grizzlies.
Itis common
for one man to own from ‘four to ten thousand
Swedish—
sheep, all of which are driven every spring to
Com.ass’d14000 @145 00
EX. 8ize8c
ieee e@eruans
the mountains, and back again to the plains in
Eng. com...85 00 @ $0 00
the fall, The land belongs to the government,
Do. refined 80 00 @ 95 00
Do. Sheet,
¥ ® 58 . 3
has not even been surveyed, but is prelempted
@.. 18
by a custom
among the herdsmen, which all Russia, Sheet,..17
LEA D.
respect; aud i3 occupied by the same parties from
Pig. goldev.ve. +o @. 6%
18 11%
yearto year. They shear their sheep twice a Sheet and Pi
a
year, and receive from ten to twenty cents per
EATHER,
pound for the wool in its unwashed state. Their
cattle are -sent to market for beef usually in
winter, having become fat upon the grass of the
a

Mash

Felons

For

known.

Lard keg,b..... oe Bes
Lard, bbl. B..20 @.. 21

»

tents, herding or ‘‘ carrolling,” as they

To

+

in her own

oo
(0
00
25
25

Bee
@ 8
@11
@ 6

«+
00
50
25

Fever

The best Salve ever invent-

Breast and

For

cotton.

Herring, pick.3 50
St.Louis, SUP.
7
extra brand
choice extra. 9
West'rn sup..5

Eyes,

jurious but sure to afford relief, Sore or Weak Eyes
—Rub it on the lids gently, once or twice a day.—
Cures deafness by putting in the ears on a piece of

“19
. 86
, 87

Naptha
PROVISIONS!
Beef—Mets,

al16
8

Burns,

Sore’

Deafness, Boils, Ring- Worms,

have been cured with it.

@ 8 00

Crude.
Refined
Kerosene

Sprains,

Erysipelis,

For Chapped Hands it produces a cure immetient.
Let those with Salt Rheum obtain this Salve,
diately.
and apply it freely, and they will find it invaluable.—
1t is good in cases of Serofula and Tumors.
Cancers

@ 14

8 14%

Rieum,

And

Piles, Scrofu-

"by a few avplications, For Erysipelws it works wonders, allaying the inflammation and quieting ‘the pa-

@ 144

2X

Salt

Pimples,

ed for Swollen

sand in oil—

FrenchYellow

.

this salve. is ree-

Chappdd Hands, Scalds, Cuts, Bruises, Croup, Cracked

Varnishes .%.1 50 @ 9 00
Car penngs—
Lowell sup.3-ply @ 1 65 Puttyeesecsesesscd @ee 8
. 50
.. 81 27% Glue...

ina luxuriant growth of “grass. dfid wild oats.
The chief trouble is to keep the herds from

ceed in the laundry business. They are won{1 derful
washermen,
though they insist upon
. Joseph Herr, of Lancaster, Pa., has not had a dampening clothes by taking the water in their
half hour ef continuous sleep for four years; and
mouths and sending it out in spray through
A
s
.
is unable to work in consequence.
Ordinary
their closed teeth—a process to which some sennareotics make no impression on this natural
sitive customers object—and they iron shirts with
wide-awake.
the bottom of a pan filled with charcoal and obstinately refuse to use the flat-iron, which is
<impler and better: But they return shirts in
FORBIGN.
beautiful condition, with all the buttons sewed
Mr. Gladsteue, the English Premier, is recovplains, while in the mountains in summer they
on, and dilapidated garments neatly mended;
ering his kealth.
are seldom fit for beef.
and all this is done at about one-half of the “price
The weather throughout Eagland is*fair and faOn the plains there is but little timber.
Along
charged by the San Francisco washerwomen for
vorable for the growing crops.
the streams there are scattering oaks, not like
half the work.
Cousequently, the Chinamen
Despatches te London frem Teheran give inbroadas washermen are, very successful, so much so the stately oaks of the east, but low
topped, bushy trees, resembling overgrown aptelligence of the discovery of a plot to assassinate
that strong hopes are entertained that they may
ple trees. These constitute the prineipal fuel
the Shah.
in time learn to wash themselves.
of the farmers; though in some sections
the
The Carlists at Madrid have taken the daisy as
A COLORED DECK hand gave an exhibition of clumped root of the chapperal is used,
But the
their emblem.
his strength the other duy in Detroit.
Several
mountains are covered ‘with glorious
forests,
Tt is reported that no sovereign will be present
men were putting forth their united efforts_to lift Pine of g&veral varieties, cypress,
sad cedar,all
- at the inauguration of the Suez Canal.
on end a<hogshead of sugar in the Michigan Cenof enormous growth, cover the mountain sides,
Rome, by a mew eensus, has 220,582 inhabit- tral freight depot, whenhe bade them get out of reach the very summits, and fill the canyons.
the way,
and with no great apparent effort,
gots; 7,450of them are priests, monks and nuns,
No such trees were ever seen at the Eastas
"No important change is reported in the Cubamr~-grasped the chimes and turned up the huge
abound in these regions, and a ride of fifty miles
weight.
Something being said in regard t6 his
war.
over
a ‘“ trail
” throtigh these grand old forests
strength, he then'took 2 keg of nails and held
filled me with enthusiam for California trees,
A Madrid telegram reports on reliable authoriit out at arm’s length, grasping the chimes at
ty that the preliminaries of a treaty for the ces- either end. With one hand he seized and mov- Two hundred and fifty feet high and ten feet
through is not an uncommon
size; while those
sion of Cuba have been sigued.
ed a dray several feet, and with both hands carfrom six to eight feet through, and as straight,
An eccextric old gentleman of London, named
1ied it completely around.
A box oftin, about as
tall and beautiful as the imagination can picture,
Savage, who was suppesed to live upon the charmuch as an ordinary man can carry, he held out
is the abounding size.” So that California will
ity of his relatives, has just died, leaving $600,
at full length above his head, and shouldered a never lack for timber and wood.
The only diffi000 to the Emperor Napoleon.
barrel of flour as easily as a boy could shoulder a
culty will be to get it to market.
small stick of wood.
Investigation into the eause of alate fire in
As to mountains, this state beats the world.
London proves conclusively that it was oceasionA QUEER ASSEMBLAGE.—A, fat men’s picni¢
But, of them, and the wonderful Yosemite, I
ed by the rays of the sun setting fire to a swalis the latest thing under the sun, and took place
will write in the future.—G. H. B.
low’s nest under the eaves.
near Norfolk, Conn., on the 20th inst. The numSan Francisco, Aug 16, 1869,
The Government of Bolivia has followed the
ber present was 117, and the aggregate weight
example of Pern and Chili in. recognizing the
27,948 pounds.
The heaviest man, John A. P.

ndillions.

Gingham
Mous.de

great success.

Lips, and Sores on Children.
properly ap1t never fads to cure Rheumatism if
plied.
Rub it on’well with the hand threetimes a day.
in several cases it has cured palsied limbs. For Piles,
it has been discovered {o be a sure remedy,
Persons
that have been afflicted for years -have been relieved

Whiting—
Boston.....225 6 2 50

58.30

Ulcers,

ber's Itoh,

1 82 @ 1 85

wee 13

oa

“

or

of Insects, Cavcers, Toothache, Earache, Sore Nipples,
Baldness, Swollen Breasts, Itch, Scald Head, Teething,

@ 1 45
@.. 96
@ 91%

Ground,pure:.0
Zine

%

are, Chilblaing, Rheumatism,

Sores, Felons,

00
WW
53
57
TO

61

Cottonade
Denims .

Sef

ji

@.
@.
@..
8
@.0

AINTS.

17}
14

years With

la, O!d

8

drunkards of thousands, Who justify
its use, because it is ¢* domestic wine,” thé *‘ pure juice of

the grapé;” &ec.

|

Lead,Red Am.. 11 g 00
Amnm.dry,pured "ag 11

Cotton Flannels 15 @ 30

-~.

The principal diseases for which

No. 1.......115 81D

Medium 4-4...14
Drills,brown..16s
Print Cloths.. 74

2

ommended

Neatsfootvgall 10g 160

DOMESTICS.
Sheetings and Shirtings—
Heavy
4-4...16 @ 17

Grapes are the favorite fruit of the state and
many bave dreamed of princely fortunes’ from
wine making.
‘But thus far, ithas been
a losing
business.
Tiplers say, that the wine is not good
and hence it does not scllin market at paying
prices, The complaint is, that it is not made
well, that itis sour, lacking in flavor, and is
generally tincturgd with brandy to give it a fiery’
taste, and a sparkling bead.
Temperance men
say that the
* pure juice of the grape” of Californjais nearly as hurtful to the system as the

worst

secured upon the extension of the Railway from near
Sheridan, in Kansas, to Denver, Colorado, a distance
of 237 miles, of which 12 miles are completed, and the
re:t is under construction. It is also a Mortgage upon Rolling Stock and Franchise of this first-class Ral
way, besides now running through the State of Kan
sas,

It is prepared by Miss Sawyer, who i vA used it in
her own extensive treatment of” the sick, for nearly

Do. Whale..1 05 g.1 (6
Refined do....1 12 @.1 15
Sperm,...eees 190819
Lard, Western—
EXtrasecse. 145@ 1080

«+

.. &.«

N.O. & Mobile

A common impression is, that the wealth of
California is found chiefly in her minerals.
That
She is far richer in agricultural
is a mistake.
resources than in precious metals: and those
who have devoted their attention to farming,
have greatly outstripped the miners, inthe accumulation of wealth.
Yet agriculture is in its
infancy, the conveniences and comforts of Easttern homes are seldom found among the farmers: the
buildings are generally cheap
and
rough, and little attention has been paid to those
thousand
little things which
make farmers’
homes atthe East,so full of comfort. ~In 8 few
years this will be changed, the land will be
paid for, and the refinements of agriculture, the
shade trees, fine farm houses, out-buildings and

-A MECHANIC in Memphis has produced a plan
for a low pressure steamboat, which he claims
will have double the speed of any one now in
use, while it will cost little more than boats on
the old plan. It can also be run at halfthe expense
for labor and fuel, It is divided into compartments, waterand air-tigh
and cannot be snagged so as to sink. Fire in the hold can be confined to a single compartment, and avill be readily

plication to John Moffat, at Urbana.

pounds.

business at his

mill, within sight of the village of Trenton.
Gov.
Holden has offered a reward of $300 for the apprehension of each of these murderers.

Is m
wounds and brmses to which flesh’is heir.
easily applied than many other remedies, never pro-

PRICES.

Crude Sperm

St. Domingo....19 @.. 22
RiOssssswmssnae: 20 @..28
COTTON.
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[There is a report of a-coilision

peaches a
city. Evabout 180
peaches,
peaches a

JAVA sss ansas so 34 8.0 8D

We
WX,

One hundred thousand baskets of
day are being amptied into New York
ery one of those baskets will contain
peaches, which gives eighteen million
or for the million of people eighteen
day for every man, woman and child.

First Mortgage Land-Grant and Sinking Fund Bonds,

A remedy at hand for the many pains and aches,

er gevers,

MULASZES,
Cuba, tart...
.£.48
do
sweet.:..00
| do Muscovadod2
Cientuegos .....00
POrtRICO....+50
OIL.
Olive, ¥ gal..0 9
Linseed—Eng. 95
American... 97
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This Loan amounts to $6,600,000,

ingredi-

dangerous

no

healing properties, with

ent.

For the week ending, Aug. 20, 1869,
CANDLES.
:
Moulds. eessesssld @ 16}5
Spermasseseces46 @.. 48
Adaiantine. ...22 @.. 35
COAL.
00
Cannel******.
00
Pictotesveanesd
(UY)
Authracite,..
COFFEE.

8

The Treasury safe locks begin to be considered
Seti
unfafe.

just been elected a Justice of the Peace. He
was a good citizén, a friend to law and order,
and as such was feared by t
gperadoes- who
have done so much during the
year or two
to bring disgrace on the counties of Joney and
Lenour.
It has not beenlong since Sheriff Colgrove was murdered near Trenton by these desperadoes, who belong to a secret murderous military association, and now we have the additional horror of the murder of Col. Shepard, in the

WHOLESALE

SBSTESERELS

consideration.
The article was not written from
any desire to create a sensation, but was given
the public to indicate the character of a woman
whom Mrs. Stowe believed was greatly wronged.
Many literary peopleofthis country urged
Mrs. Stowe to produce the story, and to their
judgment she deferred, as to the propriety of its
Corn they cannot raise; oats, barley, potapublication.
The same article will appear in
Indeed the
toes and all kinds of fruit, do well.
the September numberof the Macmillian Magazine, though the purport of the article was tele- glory of California is its fruit. Peaches, pears,
graphed per cable to London, where the truth ‘figs, apricots, plums, nectarines, oranges, lemexcellent and
abundant.
of -the story was discredited by the Atheneum.. “ons, and grapes are
Apples are abundant but inferior in flavor to
Tae RALEIGH Standard of the 18th says:
our éastern frait. I was surprised at the size
“ We learn that Gov. Hollen has received a and excellence of the potatoes. My impression
was that the protracted drought would be fadispatch informing him that a band of five armed
tal to potatoes; but the numerous cargoes, ‘and
men went to the mill of Col. M." L. Shepard near
wagon loads, of the finest ones I ever saw which
Trenton,
Jones county, on Monday last, the
fill the market, convince’ me, that the * glory
16th, and fired upon Col. Shepard, killing him
of Irishmen,” is a generous crop here.
instantly.
Two
or three other persons with

Col. Shepard weré™wounded. Col. Shepard was
the Colonel ef-the militia of the county, and had

and

a salve combining soothing

you have

EE

I

twenty

BOSTON

|

New Seven per Cent.,

Thirty Year Gold Loan, Free from Tax.

market, and

Markets.

. ‘The

#8

benevolent

It is announced that.a wealthy and

citizeg of Philadelphia has determined to establish there a free bathing house for the accommog
:
dation of the poor.
An order has been issued that all Indian claims
are to be settled by the Indian Bureau. The order was made in consequence of the fraudulent
charges made by agents.
Since the rebel triumph in Tennessee the old
lawlessness has revived.

same

~

ducing a bad effect but always relieving. pain howev-

SEE

.

clean-

there it remains

0

-

Kansas Pacific Railway Company

For the sale of its

one salesman informed him that Xie bad sold
from his fruit stand last autumn ten thousand
dollars’ worth of grapes.

Farming is done on a mammoth scale. Farms,
or. ‘ Ranches,”.as they are called here, run
from four or five hundred acres, to as many
thousands; from: fifty to five hundred acres of
wheat, is no unusual breadth for one farmer to.
raise; they plow with gang ploughs, harvest
and thresh by the most rapid and
improved
proces
and having no interruption of work
in wilter {fom cold, or in summer from rain
they are able to do an immense amount of work
for the number of men employed.

are

in the

fifteen cents a pound

®o66e

Juice.

which

ed and bagged in the field, and
until drawn away to market.

We beg leave to announce that we have accepted the
agency of the
bd

Horticulturist

PARRY States in the

WiLziaM

- + $6,500,000.

|,

that twenty years ago his crop of grapes from
the eighth of an acre, sold in Philadelphia for
six cents a pound.
Last year his crop averaged

=

§
ahead of Astor and Stewart.
Fourteen cases of sunstroke, five of them futal,
oceurred in New York on Saturday week.
For a few nights past, singular white and red
lights have appeared in the sky at San Francisco.
A magnificent meteor fell while the lights were
the brightest.
It is said that the juice of one lemon a day,
taken in water, will cure the most obstinate case
No sugar shculd be taken as it has
of meuralgia.
a tendency to counteract the esfects of the lemon

motives

barns is avoided, the wheat is threshed,

GOLD LOAN

trimmed from evergreens—the foregt pine, or
hemlock—are excellent, and in many cases easily obtained.
®

come

&‘

places him

This

among

and have

ps
he

at $100,000,000.

fields, and

It is claimed to contain more araresources.
ble laud than the state of New York; it produees more wheat to the acre than any other state
in the union; and inasmuch as there is no rain
from ‘June to October, farmers can harvest and
breadth of grain than in oth.
more
market
er states.
The
entire labor of drawing to

Penny of Alton, Me., on two

bilt’s wealth

wheat

to this opinion, that it is a state of wonderful

charges
Tur Byron Expose.
We have seen but one
ewspaper in this country
which
of beinga common seller of intoxicating liquor, | prominent,
to the statements made by Mrs.
has been sentenced to pay fines of $400 and costs, | gives i
\
Stowe regarding Lord Byron.
The New York
and suffer seven months’ imprisonment.
|p Tribune has some faith in the, truthfulness of
and
e
Fayettevill
between
river,
Fear
Cape
The
| tife report, bat the Zribune substantially reWilmington, N. C., a- distance of 160 miley, has
grets that
the veil was ever lifted.
Several
been unnavigable for one or two weeks, owing to
| newspapers ‘censure Mrs.
Stowe
for having
m0
the low stage of the water,
| written the sketch, ‘and many attribute to her
Somebody has figured up Commodore Vander-.
too ridiculous for serious
Charles

the immense

the vineyards and fruit orchards;

Cle

across

pk pt

Tt is reported that the cotton crop will be. 500,The marriage robe worn by the Princess Lou000 bales in excess of last year.
| iva
of Sweden, at her recent marriage to the
|
was
who
ky
Sandus
A man has turned up in
|] Prince Royal of Denmark, was manufactured at
is
stolen by Indians 83years ago.
| Berlin, and cost $24,000.
:
million dollars’
a It is estimated that twenty
pt
DD
fne
Bosin
|
_ ‘worth of new buildings will be erected
|
Paragraphs.
ton this year,
;

© hod fd

landers acted as a guard of honor.

sooner

the following season, Straw is the most eco:
namical covering that can be used. The boughs *
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start and ripen the fruit

make an earlier
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by a covering,

in winter

protected

stawberries
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and
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officials,
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:
I have now traversed a considerable portion
of California; been among the mountains, ‘over
the plains, through the vallies, into the mines,

SED
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O

rators.
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Ddbertisomnds,

SALVE.

The usual way in draining
near as you please.
| orchards is to lay the drains between the rows.
IT IS ESTABLISHED, beyond coritroversy, that,

California Correspondence.

<

ope-

SAWYER'S

be, plant the trees as

should

feet deep,as they

came in the

The party

City of Paris, in six days, eleven hours and a
half from Queenstown, which is the quickest
passage on record. The Prince was received at
the wharf, by the Governor-General and other

MISS

Items.

EY

DRAINS AND TREES. —If your drains are four

60a

Col. El-

eed

mills with Chinese

Arthur;

© 8

to be hangJohnnie Real, who was condemned
never touch a
ed, said, * Rum did it all, and Pil

drop as long as I live.”
Chicago wants cotton

Higness, Prince

the morning of the 22d.

MISCELLANEOUS,

;

Royal

2g8T38ERE
eppocoeceD

His

Lieutenant
the Prince’s governor;
phinstone,
Picard®nd four servants arrived at Quebec on
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gists everywhere,
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Anti-Bilious Pills
Etrepgthen

the digestive organs, avoidin

nies, procicing a’ moist condition of the skin

a word, enabling

costive-

and in

the different organs of the
4
«in a natural 1 and and body
to
unctions
perform their
he
in
with the laws
ofLA
manner, ‘They operate in harmon
emthe human system, and may, therefore, be safely
They are
ployed in various forms of diseades.
recommendable for Liver Complaints, Jaundice, Dys,
Neutaigis
Coughs,
,
pepsin, Fevirs, Piles Headache
is.
Nervous dlsorders, Femala
orms in Children,
these
Blood
the
For all diseases of
enses, &o., &o.
Pills should be used, lct the cause be what it may,
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